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Approving the Implementation of the Governments National Local 
Growth Assurance Framework and changes to the Black Country 
Collaboration Agreement. 
 
 
Portfolio: Councillor Mike Bird, Leader of the Council and Portfolio Holder for 
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Portfolio Holder for Regeneration 
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Wards:  All 
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1. Aim 

 
To approve the changes to the Black Country Collaboration Agreement in line with 
Government’s National Growth Assurance Framework requirements and 
timeframes. This includes widening the scope to include all funds secured by the 
Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership. These changes will allow the Black 
Country Executive Joint Committee to make decisions on these wider funds and 
so will allow Walsall Council to fulfil  its role as the Black Country Local Enterprise 
Partnership’s Single Accountable Body.  

 
 
2. Summary  
 

 
2.1 Black Country Councils were asked during 2013 to consider and approve the 

formation of the Black Country Executive Joint Committee, subsequently granting 
it the functions and powers to administer the City Deal and Growth Deal 
programmes. Walsall’s Cabinet approved these arrangements on the 11 
September 2013.  

    
2.2 These roles, functions and powers, together with how the four Black Country 

Councils and the Black Country Consortium (the five partners) will work together 
were captured in the City Deal and Growth Deal Collaboration Agreement, entered 
into on the 7 May 2014. This included an acceptance of delegated authority from 
each of the Council’s Cabinets for the Black Country Executive Joint Committee to 
act as the decision making body for these identified programmes. 

 
 



 

2.3 Further amendments to the Collaboration Agreement were approved by the Black 
Country Council’s Cabinets and the Black Country Executive Joint Committee on 
the 7 September 2016. This effectively widened the scope of the Black Country 
Executive Joint Committee to include decisions in relation to funding applications 
into and funding received from the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA), 
for example the Land & Property Investment Fund (LPIF). 

 
2.4 The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) released 

its National Local Growth Assurance Framework in January 2019. Attached as 
Appendix A, this document sets out the key roles and responsibilities expected 
from all Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs), including the introduction of a 
requirement that all Local Enterprise Partnerships must have a single Accountable 
Body in place by the 28 February 2020.  

 
2.5 This also includes a significant role change for the appointed Single Accountable 

Bodies section 151 Officer, as illustrated by the Charted Institute of Public Finance 
& Accountancy (CIPFA) guidance. This sets out the principles for all Section 151 
Officers in accountable bodies in relation overseeing the financial affairs of their 
Local Enterprise Partnerships, as set out in the attached Appendix B. Its intention 
is to strengthen positive practices that are already in place.      

 
2.6 In response to these requirements, the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership 

(22 October 2018) and the Black Country Executive Joint Committee (23 January 
2019) both confirmed acceptance of Walsall Council as the ‘single Accountable 
Body for all funds secured by the Local Enterprise Partnership’. With the BCJC 
also tasking the Single Accountable Body to co-ordinate the work required to put 
into place the appropriate Collaboration Agreements.     

 
2.7 This work has now started with a review led by Walsall Council of the existing 

Collaboration Agreement with the engagement and support of all signatory 
partners. This report asks Walsall’s Cabinet to accept all proposed amendments 
(tracked and illustrated in yellow) as set out within Appendix C. Effectively 
widening the remit of the authority as delegated to the Black Country Executive 
Joint Committee by the four Cabinets of the Black Country Councils and, if agreed, 
implemented as before through an appropriate Deed of Variation.  

 
2.8 If approved these changes will widen the scope of its work beyond its current remit 

to include all Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership funding either secured or 
awarded by Government. This includes for example: Growing Places and 
Enterprise Zone funding, together with any future funding or funding programmes 
approved, such as the Shared Prosperity Fund. 

 
2.9 Should there be any minor amendments required in addition to those highlighted 

(in yellow) as a result of negotiations following approval by Cabinet, delegation is 
requested for the Chief Executive in consultation with the Leader of the Council to 
take part in any negotiations and to make any minor amendments prior to its 
sealing as a Deed.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

3. Recommendations 
 
3.1 That Cabinet note the roles and responsibilities as captured within the Ministry of 

Housing, Communities and Local Government National Local Growth Assurance 
Framework, included as Appendix A. 

 
3.2 That Cabinet approve for Walsall Council’s Section 151 Officer to complete the 

roles as set out within the Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy 
(CIPFA) principles for Section 151 Officers in accountable bodies working with 
local enterprise partnerships, included as Appendix B, and oversee the proper 
administration of financial affairs.    

 
3.3  That Cabinet approve all proposed amendments, as highlighted, to the 

Collaboration Agreement covering the widening of the scope of the Black Country 
Executive Joint Committee roles and responsibilities, Constitution and Terms of 
Reference, included as Appendix C to this report. 

 
3.4 That Cabinet approve the delegation of authority to the Black Country Executive 

Joint Committee to make decisions on its behalf in relation to the approval of all 
Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership funding applications, together with 
submissions for all external funding on behalf of the Black Country Local Enterprise 
Partnership and Collaboration Agreement partners. 

 
3.5  That Cabinet authorise officers to draft and enter into the appropriate Black 

Country Executive Joint Committee Collaboration Agreement Deed of Variation. 
Delegating authority to the Chief Executive in consultation with the Leader of the 
Council to take part in any negotiations and to make any minor amendments prior 
to its sealing as a Deed. 

 
3.6  That Cabinet delegate authority to the Chief Executive in consultation with the 

Leader of the Council to negotiate the conditions for and accept once agreed all 
future funding allocated to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership on 
behalf of Walsall Council, in the fulfilment of its role as the Black Country Local 
Enterprise Partnership’s Single Accountable Body.  

 
 
4. Report detail 
 
 Context 
 
4.1 Walsall’s Cabinet approved entering into a Joint Executive Committee with the 

other Black Country Councils for the purposes of the City Deal and Growth Deal 
in September 2013, this approval included entering into a Collaboration 
Agreement with the four Black Country Authorities and the Black Country 
Consortium as secretariat to the Local Enterprise Partnership.  

 
4.2  The original remit of the Joint Executive Committee was limited to City Deal and 

Growth Deal programmes of funding from the Government. As part of the terms 
of that agreement, Walsall Council was appointed the Accountable Body for the 
purposes of managing the funding allocation given under City Deal and Growth 
Deal. 

 



 

4.3  The Black Country Executive Joint Committee Collaboration Agreement was 
approved by the Joint Committee on the 7 May 2014 and set out the governance 
and operational arrangements for the City Deal and Growth Deal programmes, 
including the collaboration, governance, project approval, management and 
audit, and claw back arrangements.   

 
4.4  With the formation of the Combined Authority in 2016, access to new funding 

opportunities have been and will continue to be created. To ensure that where 
appropriate, the Black Country collectively is able to respond quickly to these 
opportunities and, if successful, accept the funding allocated / approved, the remit 
of the Collaboration Agreement for the Black Country Executive Joint Committee 
City Deal & Growth Deal was extended to include all funding administered or 
approved by the West Midlands Combined Authority to the Black Country at the 
Black Country Executive Joint Committee meeting on the 7 September 2016. 

 
4.5  The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership has appointed throughout its 

lifetime a number of Accountable Bodies to account for and administer funds on 
its behalf. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG) released its Strengthening Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) report 
in July 2018, stating (p 21) that; ‘LEPs will want to identify a Single Accountable 
Body (SAB) that is responsible for all LEP funding.’ At its meeting on the 22 
October 2018 the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership confirmed; 
‘acceptance of Walsall MBC as the Single Accountable Body for all funds secured 
by the LEP.’ This role was subsequently considered by the Black Country Joint 
Committee on the 23 January 2019 who granted ‘approval to appoint Walsall 
Council as the Single Accountable Body that is responsible for all Black Country 
LEP funding.’ The role has been accepted by Walsall Cabinet on the 24 April 
2019. 

 
4.6  Approving the widening of the scope of the Joint Committee’s role will assist 

Walsall Council in delivering its role as Single Accountable Body. This approach 
will allow the current governance arrangements administered by and through the 
Joint Committee to accept/receive funding directly allocated or approved by 
Government, and then for it to be administered through the appropriate appointed 
arrangements. 

 
4.7 The National Assurance Framework requires (p36, para141) that: ‘The Local 

Assurance Framework should outline the agreement between the Accountable 
Body and the LEP, setting out agreed timescales and operating practices. It 
should detail the checks and balances that exist between the LEP, as the decision 
maker, and the Accountable Body.’ Officers from the Black Country Local 
Enterprise Partnership and the Single Accountable Body will now work together 
to draft and include these details within the Black Country Local Assurance 
Framework, with these and any future amendments requiring all partners Section 
151 Officers approval, prior to consideration by the Local Enterprise Partnership 
Board and the Black Country Executive Joint Committee (BCJC) for their 
approval.        

 
4.8 It is intended that the governance of the BCEZ will fall under the scope of the 

BCAF.  However, BCEZ funding is unique due to the nature of the funding 
mechanism so further consideration is required for the claims, monitoring and 
borrowing policies.  A paper setting out these additional governance principles is 



 

being prepared. Once approved by the BCLEP and supported by each of the 
Local Authorities, the principles will be included in an existing draft of a 
Collaboration Agreement, to be signed by all Local Authorities with the intention 
being that individual funding agreements on a site by site basis will not be 
required.  Initial high level discussions with internal Legal Services have taken 
place in relation to this proposal but more detailed, formal advice, which will 
include drafting of the Collaboration Agreement, will be required. 

 
4.9  The Black Country Joint Committee will be the body responsible for approving all 

expenditure associated with the Black Country Growth Deal and City Deal 
Programmes, West Midland Combined Authority and the funds directly allocated 
by Government and / or secured by the Black Country Local Enterprise 
Partnership. This will follow the governance arrangements as set out within the 
National and Local Assurance Frameworks, following individual project 
assessments and spend recommendations by the Black Country Local Enterprise 
Partnership.  

 
4.10 The parties to this agreement have and continue to use the governance and 

operational arrangements as set out within the Collaboration Agreement to 
successfully deliver these programmes. 

 
 
 Council Corporate Plan priorities 
 
4.11 The Corporate plan 2018 – 2021 seeks to reduce inequalities and maximise the 

potential for all, by delivering against the strategic priorities of: 
 
- Economic Growth for all people, communities and businesses; 
- People having increased independence, improved health and can 

positively to their communities; 
- Internal focus – ensuring that all council services are efficient and 

effective; 
- Children have the best start and are safe from harm, happy and learning 

well; 
- Communities are prospering and resilient with housing needs met in 

safe and healthy places that build a strong sense of belonging and 
cohesion.     
 

4.12  By completing the role of Single Accountable Body for the Black Country Local 
Enterprise Partnership, the Walsall borough will continue to benefit by accessing 
external funding in support of these strategic priorities. Some notable examples 
include; Phoenix 10 Land Reclamation programme and the major improvements 
to the M6 motorway junction 10.     

       
4.13 The Marmot Review (‘Fair Society, Healthy Lives’) presented a national strategic 

review of health inequalities post 2010. It concluded that reducing inequalities will 
require action on six policy objectives, being: 

 
1. Give every child the best start in life. 
2. Enable all children, young people and adults to maximise their capabilities 

and have control over their lives. 
3. Create fair employment and good work for all. 



 

4. Ensure a healthy standard of living for all. 
5. Create and develop healthy and sustainable communities. 
6. Strengthen the role and impact of ill-health prevention.       

 
 

Risk management 
 
4.14 Risks associated with the management of funds received will be mitigated by 

building on and adapting the existing and successful Accountable Body 
arrangements established within Walsall Council as part of the Programme 
Management Service Area within the Economy & Environment Directorate; who 
have successfully passed all audits on the administration of the Growth Deal 
programme through our internal audit process for the last 4 years. 

 
4.15 Tools to support this include the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership’s 

Assurance Framework and the Government’s National Assurance Framework 
that clearly set out how the funds are to be administered and the roles of officers 
in doing so; including the responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer and the Black 
Country Local Enterprise Partnership.  

 
4.16 In terms of contracting with the grantees that are not a party to the Collaboration 

Agreement, all grants above £50,000 have to be underwritten by the applicants, 
with acceptable forms including but not limited to; a legal charge on property (land 
or buildings), a performance bond or bonded bank account in the Councils favour. 
Underwriting by third parties, including Local Authorities are also considered.  

 
4.17 Walsall Council Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) have been informed of 

the new arrangements at the 17 October 2019 committee’s meeting, where it was 
agreed that the Chief Executive of the Black Country Consortium Ltd will be 
attending the OSC meeting annually. 

 
 
 Financial implications 
 
4.17  There are no financial implications associated with this report at the time of 

drafting. All costs associated with the delivery of the Single Accountable Body 
functions by Walsall Council will be covered from resources top sliced from the 
grants managed, or from the interest generated from funding held, or a mixture 
of both as agreed by the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Board and 
the Black Country Executive Joint Committee.    

 
 
 Legal implications 

 
4.18  Under the Local Government Act 1972 and Local Government Act 2000 as 

amended by the Localism Act 2012 and regulations issued by the Secretary of 
State the Council’s Executive has the power to setup a Joint Executive 
Committee.  

 
4.19  An Executive Joint Committee is effectively an extension of Cabinet, making 

decisions on behalf of Cabinet where it has delegated Authority to do so. 
Delegation does not prevent Cabinet from choosing to excise the powers instead 



 

of the Joint Committee nor withdrawing at any time the delegation per a specific 
matter or item or in its entirety.  

  
4.20  By Cabinet approving the Deed of Variation it will be extending the remit of the 

Black Country Executive Joint Committee to include funding to the Black Country 
area directly allocated to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership by 
Government. In order to bring these changes into effect, the original signatories 
to the Collaboration Agreement being the four Black Country Councils and the 
Black Country Consortium Limited will need to enter into the Deed of Variation. 

 
4.21 The changes proposed to the previous Collaboration Agreement, highlighted and 

included in the Appendix C of this report have been made by members from 
Walsall Council’s Programme Management team, together with nominated 
officers from Finance complemented by external legal advice to ensure that the 
contents are appropriate and enforceable.       

 
 
 Procurement Implications/Social Value  
 
4.22  Any further specialist functions or advice required moving forward that cannot be 

supplied internally by Walsall Council or its existing appointed advisors will be 
secured through appropriate tendering in accordance with Council’s processes 
and procedures, and supported by the appropriate Council procurement 
specialists.             

 
 Property implications 
 
4.23  There are currently no property implications arising directly from this report. 
 
 Health and wellbeing implications 
 
4.24 There are currently no direct health and wellbeing implications arising from this 

report. 
 
 Staffing implications 

 
4.25 The appropriate existing staff contracts will be extended to deliver the Single 

Accountable Body functions, Human Resources colleagues will advise and 
support this process. Where new staff are recruited these will be appointed on the 
appropriate fixed term or temporary contracts as required. 

 
 Reducing Inequalities 

 
4.26 There are currently no direct equality implications arising from this report. 
 
 Consultation 

 
4.27 Legal and finance officers from all signatory organisations of the original 

agreement being; Dudley Council, Sandwell Council, Wolverhampton City Council 
and the Black Country Consortium have been consulted with.               

 
 



 

5. Decide 
 
5.1  Cabinet is asked to; 
 

Note the implementation requirements of the new National Local Growth 
Assurance Framework, specifically authorising its Section 151 Officer to complete 
the roles required as set out within the Chartered Institute of Public Finance & 
Accountancy (CIPFA) guidance document.  

 
 Consider and approve all proposed amendments to the Black Country 

Collaboration Agreement including the widening of the scope of the Black Country 
Executive Joint Committees roles and responsibilities. Reaffirming its delegation 
of authority to this committee to make decisions on its behalf in approving Black 
Country Local Enterprise Partnership funding applications.  

  
 Authorise officers to draft and enter into the appropriate Black Country Executive 
Joint Committee Collaboration Agreement Deed of Variation. Delegating authority 
to the Chief Executive in consultation with the Leader of the Council to take part in 
any negotiations and to the make any minor amendments prior to its sealing as a 
Deed. 
 
Delegate authority to the Chief Executive in consultation with the Leader of the 
Council to negotiate the conditions for and accept once agreed all future funding 
allocated to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership on behalf of Walsall 
Council, in the fulfilment of its role as the Black Country Local Enterprise 
Partnership’s Single Accountable Body.   
 

6. Respond 
 
6.1 Approve the holding and ring fencing of all interest generated by the funding 

allocations received for use in supporting the delivery of the single Accountable 
Body functions associated with this programme. 

 
6.2  Seek approvals from all Black Country Local Authorities Cabinets to the widening 

of the scope of the Black Country Executive Joint Committee Constitution. 
 
6.3 Enter into the Black Country Executive Joint Committee Collaboration Agreement 

Deed of Variation 
 
 
7. Review 
 
7.1 If and when new funding opportunities will continue arise, where appropriate, to 

respond quickly to these opportunities and, if successful, accept the funding 
allocated / approved, the remit of the Collaboration Agreement for the Black 
Country Executive Joint Committee will be reviewed.  

 
Background papers 
 
Black Country Executive Joint Committee Collaboration Agreement and Terms of 
Reference (currently in force). 
 



 

 
Attachments 

 
Appendix A – The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) 
released its National Local Growth Assurance Framework. 
 
Appendix B - Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA) Section 151 
Officers in accountable bodies guidance document. 
 
Appendix C – Black Country Collaboration Agreement, including all proposed 
amendment as tracked and highlighted changes.    
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Executive Summary 
The National Local Growth Assurance Framework (‘the Framework’) sets out HM Government’s 
guidance for places that are required to develop their own Local Assurance Framework. This 
applies to Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCAs) with a Single Pot and Local Enterprise 
Partnerships (LEPs).1 This Framework replaces the previous LEP National Assurance 
Framework (November 2016) and Single Pot Assurance Framework (April 2016) and seeks to 
provide a common framework of understanding of the assurance required for local growth 
funding. It recognises the close working in places and seeks to streamline processes whilst 
providing a framework to govern the appropriate use of public money.  

This Framework reflects the feedback that Government has received from MCAs and LEPs. It 
also builds on our previous work to strengthen our assurance of LEPs and addresses the 
recommendations of the Non-Executive Director Review into Local Enterprise Partnership 
Governance and Transparency (October 2017) and the National Review into LEPs, 
Strengthened Local Enterprise Partnerships (July 2018).2  This National Local Growth 
Assurance Framework should ensure that places are equipped to develop their own Local 
Assurance Frameworks to meet their local growth priorities.  

This document provides guidance around what MCAs and LEPs should build into their own 
Local Assurance Frameworks.  It explains how places should appraise, monitor and evaluate 
schemes to achieve value for money. This Framework provides the Department, Government, 
stakeholders and the public the necessary assurances that MCAs and LEPs have the policies 
and processes in place to ensure the robust stewardship of public funds.  

For MCAs, this document is guidance. For LEPs this document contains mandatory governance, 
accountability and transparency requirements and non-mandatory best practice.  

For MCAs this document does not replace requirements set out in the relevant legislation 
governing Mayoral Combined Authorities and Combined Authorities and their statutory 
responsibilities. Where a LEP is incorporated as a company, it must have due regard for the 
relevant legislation governing companies, and should seek to reflect the Framework through 
their corporate governance. 

All LEPs and MCAs should update their Local Assurance Framework(s) to reflect the 
requirements set out in the Framework. LEPs should have new Local Assurance 
Frameworks in place by 31 March 2019. In MCA areas and where the LEP and MCA are 
combining their Local Assurance Frameworks, the Department will engage and work with 

                                            
 
1 Note that this guidance relates to MCAs with a Single Pot and their role overseeing this fund rather than any wider MCA remit. Where this 
document refers to MCAs in their role as the Accountable Body for LEPs, the document will make specific reference to this role.  
2https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655188/Review_of_Local_enterprise_partner
ship_governance_and_transparency.pdf; 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728058/Strengthened_Local_Enterprise_Part
nerships.pdf 
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655188/Review_of_Local_enterprise_partnership_governance_and_transparency.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655188/Review_of_Local_enterprise_partnership_governance_and_transparency.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728058/Strengthened_Local_Enterprise_Partnerships.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728058/Strengthened_Local_Enterprise_Partnerships.pdf
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these places to agree timescales to have a new Framework in place. Unless otherwise 
specified or agreed with the Department by exception, these arrangements must be in 
place by the beginning of the 2019-20 financial year.   
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Introduction 
1. The National Local Growth Assurance Framework sets out Government’s guidance for 

places that are required to develop their own Local Assurance Framework. This applies to 
Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCAs) with a Single Pot and Local Enterprise Partnerships 
(LEPs).3  

The Seven Principles of Public Life 
2. The Seven Principles of Public Life (the Nolan Principles) underpin this Framework. All 

MCAs and LEPs should comply with the spirit of these principles. The key test for MCAs 
and LEPs is that they, their public and private members and their staff are upholding the 
highest standards of conduct and operating according to these principles and are ensuring 
robust stewardship of the resources they have at their disposal. The detailed requirements 
and guidance that follows in this Framework seek to provide MCAs and LEPs with the tools 
to establish a culture in line with the principles below:  
 
• Selflessness: Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest; 

 

• Integrity: Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation 
to people or organisations that might try inappropriately to influence them in their 
work. They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial or other material 
benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends. They must declare and resolve 
any interests and relationships; 

 

• Objectivity: Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and 
on merit, using the best evidence and without discrimination or bias; 
 

• Accountability: Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their 
decisions and actions and must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to 
ensure this; 
 

• Openness: Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and 
transparent manner. Information should not be withheld from the public unless there 
are clear and lawful reasons for so doing; 
 

• Honesty: Holders of public office should be truthful; and 
 

• Leadership: Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own 
behaviour. They should actively promote and robustly support the principles and be 
willing to challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs. 

 

                                            
 
3 Note that this guidance relates to MCAs with a Single Pot and their role overseeing this fund rather than any wider MCA remit. Where this 
document refers to MCAs in their role as the Accountable Body for LEPs, the document will make specific reference to this role.  
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3. LEPs are responsible for a significant amount of public funding to increase prosperity and 
improve productivity. As such, LEPs are required to fulfil their role as business led public-
private partnerships whilst ensuring robust stewardship of public resources. Many LEPs are 
already, or are in the process of, adopting a corporate model. The principles outlined above 
should align with any corporate governance arrangements that LEPs may have in place. 
LEPs adopting a corporate model must have due regard for the relevant legislation 
governing companies when implementing this Framework, and should seek to reflect the 
Framework through their corporate governance. 

Background to the National Local Growth Assurance Framework 
4. MCAs are corporate bodies formed of two or more local government areas, established 

with an elected mayor.  In a number of MCAs these authorities have a Single Pot Fund 
from Government to drive forward local growth and regeneration. A requirement of 
receiving a Single Pot Fund from Government is that the MCA is required to develop a 
Local Assurance Framework based on Government guidance. Formally this guidance was 
provided through the Single Pot Assurance Framework.  

 
5. LEPs are business led public-private partnerships entrusted with public funds and 

responsibilities to drive growth across England. As legal entities they are required to follow 
relevant legislation and governance arrangements which align to the model they adopt. The 
type of legal entity which LEPs can adopt varies. For example, LEPs may be part of an 
MCA or CA, a company limited by guarantee or a community interest partnership.   LEPs 
are responsible for a significant amount of public funding to drive inclusive growth, increase 
prosperity and improve productivity. As such, in addition to any private sector corporate 
governance, LEPs are required to develop their own Local Assurance Framework based on 
Government requirements and guidance. Formally this guidance was provided through the 
LEP National Assurance Framework.  

 
6. Through a review of the guidance provided to MCAs it was clear that further revisions to the 

framework were required to reflect new funding streams added to the Single Pot. Following 
the publication in July 2018 of the National Review Strengthened Local Enterprise 
Partnerships we also committed to publish a revised LEP National Assurance Framework.   

7. The Framework combines the Single Pot Assurance Framework and the LEP National 
Assurance Framework.  It recognises the need to streamline and clarify the existing 
assurance frameworks for MCAs and LEPs and emphasises the importance of joint working 
to deliver local growth objectives.  

8. Combining the assurance frameworks recognises that both MCAs and LEPs are seeking to 
drive growth at a strategic economic geography, through place-based and locally-controlled 
policies and funds. It is essential that MCAs and LEPs work together, along with local and 
national partners, to respond to future opportunities and challenges. 
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9. This Framework recognises the differences between MCAs and LEPs and the differing 
levels of assurance that Government requires from them. Government, however, requires 
all MCAs and all LEPs to produce and publish a Local Assurance Framework that sets out 
the arrangements they have put in place to ensure that public money is being managed 
effectively. Local Assurance Frameworks should explain how the MCA and/or LEP will 
identify, appraise, monitor and evaluate schemes to achieve value for money. In addition, 
LEPs are also required to meet specific requirements on governance, accountability and 
transparency arrangements. 
 

10. For LEPs, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (the Department) 
continues to develop its assurance process to provide the necessary assurances to 
Ministers and the Accounting Officer.  The Framework implements the recommendations of 
the Non-Executive Director Review into LEP Governance and Transparency (the Mary Ney 
Review) including those addressed by the LEP Governance and Transparency Best 
Practice Guidance (published in January 2018) and the recommendations from 
Strengthened Local Enterprise Partnerships following the Ministerial review into LEPs.  It 
takes on board the recommendations of the Public Accounts Committee Report into the 
governance of the Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough Local Enterprise Partnership 
which followed the National Audit Office investigation.4  

11. The Department will review annually the Framework and how it is operating in practice.5 
The Department will update the Framework as necessary and communicate these changes 
to places. All MCAs and LEPs should agree their own Local Assurance Framework(s) in 
line with the Framework, ensuring that it meets the standards set out in this guidance.   
 

12. MCAs and LEPs should note that this document supersedes the Single Pot 
Assurance Framework (2016), LEP National Assurance Framework (2016) and LEP 
Governance and Transparency Best Practice Guidance (2018).  

How the National Local Growth Assurance Framework should 
be used 
13. The document is divided into: 

 
• Introduction: all MCAs and LEPs should refer to this chapter. It sets out the context 

and purpose of the Framework and corresponding Local Assurance Framework. It 
provides detail of how MCAs and LEPs should implement their Local Assurance 
Frameworks.   

 
                                            
 
4https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/679430/LEP_Governance_and_Transparenc
y_Best_Practice_Guidance.pdf  
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-committee/inquiries/parliament-
2017/CAmbridge-peterborough-lep-17-19/  
https://www.nao.org.uk/report/investigation-into-the-governance-of-greater-cambridge-greater-peterborough-Local-enterprise-partnership/ 
5There may be occasions where the Department reviews the Framework more frequently if required.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/679430/LEP_Governance_and_Transparency_Best_Practice_Guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/679430/LEP_Governance_and_Transparency_Best_Practice_Guidance.pdf
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-committee/inquiries/parliament-2017/CAmbridge-peterborough-lep-17-19/
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-committee/inquiries/parliament-2017/CAmbridge-peterborough-lep-17-19/
https://www.nao.org.uk/report/investigation-into-the-governance-of-greater-cambridge-greater-peterborough-Local-enterprise-partnership/
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• Part A: applies to all MCAs with a Single Pot. 
 
• Part B: applies to all LEPs. Accountable Bodies of LEPs should also ensure their 

practices and working arrangements with LEPs align with this section.  
 
• Part C: provides detail on ensuring value for money based on HM Treasury Green 

Book guidance.  This applies to both MCAs and LEPs.  
 
• Annexes: specific annexes are referred to throughout each section of the 

Framework. MCAs and LEPs should refer to these for further information, guidance 
and best practice.   

 
14. For MCAs, this guidance should be in line with their Combined Authority rules and 

procedures which are already established.  
 

15. For LEPs, the requirements outlined in this document are mandatory unless they are 
specified as non-mandatory best practice. Non-mandatory best practice is indicated in text 
boxes throughout the document. Where the LEP considers that there are exceptional 
circumstances, this should be discussed with the Department.   

Alignment with the Accounting Officer Systems Statement 
16. MHCLG Accounting Officer System Statement outlines the accountability relationships 

between the Department, MCAs and LEPs.6 
 

17. MCAs operate according to the Local Government Accountability System.7 Alongside this 
system, LEPs should operate according to the Local Growth Fund Accountability System. 
Both of these systems are outlined in the Accounting Officer Systems Statement. These 
systems provide assurance to the Departmental Accounting Officer, Government and the 
public on how wider funding routed through local government and LEPs is allocated. It 
ensures that there are robust local systems in place so that resources are spent with 
regularity, propriety, and value for money. 

 
18. This document does not replace any of the checks and balances prescribed by the existing 

accountability system and Local Authorities’ statutory responsibilities. The purpose of this 
document is to guide places that are drafting Local Assurance Frameworks and provide 
additional clarity on Government’s expectations of MCAs and LEPs.  

 

                                            
 
6https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728081/Accounting_Officer_System_Statem
ent_2018_-_Final.pdf  
7 Note that the Local Government System Statement cross-references system statements for other departments that fund Local Authority 
spending, which also apply to decision-making authorities.  
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728081/Accounting_Officer_System_Statement_2018_-_Final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728081/Accounting_Officer_System_Statement_2018_-_Final.pdf
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19. A Local Assurance Framework should set out in one document all the policies, rules and 
processes needed to provide the Department, Government and the public with the 
necessary assurances around the use of public money.8 MCAs and LEPs should outline 
the following in their Local Assurance Framework: 

 
a. A clear description of roles and responsibilities; 
b. Arrangements for taking and accounting for all decisions and ways of working – 

ensuring effective public engagement, with key documents, decisions etc. made 
public in line with the requirements placed on Local Authorities, and an agreed means 
to manage conflicts of interest;  

c. Responsibilities of the Accountable Body – MCAs are their own Accountable Body 
and therefore should provide detail of how they are ensuring proper financial 
oversight of their projects, programmes and portfolios, including clarity on the role of 
the Section 73 Officer. The LEP must provide clarity on the role of the Section 151 
Officer (or equivalent) and Accountable Body with regards to governance and 
financial oversight9; and 

d. Arrangements to ensure value for money (Part C) – MCAs and LEPs should provide 
a clear and transparent basis against which projects, programmes and portfolios are 
identified, appraised and prioritised. It should include appropriate methodology to 
assess value for money with business cases developed in line with government 
guidance. 

20. All MCAs and LEPs must: 
 
a. Publish their Local Assurance Framework on their website; 
b. Update their Local Assurance Framework in line with any changes to the Framework 

guidance; 
c. As a minimum, review their Local Assurance Framework annually; and 
d. Notify the Department if any they are considering any significant changes to their 

Local Assurance Frameworks. 
 

21. The rest of this document provides additional information of what MCAs and LEPs should 
address in their Local Assurance Framework(s).  

How the National Local Growth Assurance Framework Applies 
to Different Areas 

22. Wherever possible, MCAs and LEPs should agree and adopt one single Local Assurance 
Framework which explains the process and policies each institution has in place to ensure 
value for money and the appropriate use of public funding. All LEPs and MCAs should 
ensure that they agree and publish a statement in their Local Assurance Framework(s) 

                                            
 
8 Whether within the text or by referencing policies on the website through working hyperlinks. 
9 Throughout this framework the Section 151 Officer also refers to the Section 73 Officer and Section 127 Officer where relevant. 
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which sets out their respective roles and responsibilities in a way that recognises the 
variation between places, whilst providing sufficient clarity on accountability for public 
funding. Guidance on what should be included in these statements is outlined in the 
chapter referring to Mayoral Combined Authorities in Strengthened Local Enterprise 
Partnerships.  

23. Across England, MCAs and the LEPs within their geographies have a variety of 
relationships. Government expects MCAs and LEPs to collaborate and, wherever possible, 
have a combined Local Assurance Framework agreed between the LEP and the MCA. 
Government expects MCAs and LEPs to have joint Local Assurance Frameworks where: 

• the LEP and MCA have the same geographical boundaries; or 
• the Local Growth Fund is part of the Single Pot; or 
• the Accountable Body of the LEP is the MCA. 

 
24. If places decide to maintain individual Local Assurance Frameworks they must still agree 

and publish a statement within each Local Assurance Framework which sets out their 
respective roles and responsibilities in a way that recognises the variation between places, 
while providing sufficient clarity on accountability for public funding.  

25. Some LEPs are undergoing changes to their geographies. In places where this is the case 
any Local Assurance Framework should be updated to reflect any changes to working 
arrangements once these have been implemented. All new geographies must have a 
revised Local Assurance Framework in place to reflect their situation.  

MCA and LEP Working Arrangements  

26. Strengthened Local Enterprise Partnerships stipulated that all LEPs should adopt a legal 
entity by April 2019. LEPs in a MCA or CA area may adopt the legal personality of the MCA 
or CA.  This framework is applicable to all MCAs, CAs and LEPs regardless of what model 
they adopt and each institution should have regard to legislation or codes which are 
applicable to their legal entity.  
 

27. LEPs in MCA areas may require bespoke working arrangements.  These exceptions have 
been highlighted throughout the framework and where indicated should be reflected in 
Local Assurance Frameworks.  
 

London 

28. As agreed with Government, the London LEP is chaired by the Mayor of London and 
operates through the Greater London Authority (GLA) which acts as its Accountable Body 
for funding provided by Government. As such, the London LEP is not required to have a 
separate legal personality. All decisions must comply with the GLA’s corporate governance, 
financial, legal and procurement frameworks and processes and be in line with the Greater 
London Authority Act (1999).  
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29. Wherever possible, this will be aligned with the Framework. Within the Local Assurance 
Framework, the London LEP and GLA should publish an agreement that sets out the 
working level arrangements between the London LEP and GLA, ensuring that there is a 
robust process for accountability and transparency.  
 

30. In line with Mayoral terms, the London LEP’s Chair will have a defined term of 4 years with 
the possibility of re-election. There will be a private sector Co-Deputy Chair whose chair 
terms will also follow the terms of the Mayor. The appointment of further Co-Deputy Chairs 
is at the discretion of the Mayor.  

31. In line with GLA processes, the London LEP will perform an advisory function to the Mayor. 
The Mayor cannot delegate decision making powers to business members of the London 
LEP. Once a decision has been made, however, officers can sign off funding up to pre-
agreed levels in line with the GLA decision making framework, the Mayor cannot delegate 
decision making powers to the London LEP Board or any individual Members that are not 
officers of the GLA. The Mayor is the London LEP’s ultimate decision-making authority; the 
London LEP Board advises the Mayor and does not make decisions. 

32. The London LEP Senior Responsible Owner (SRO) is employed by the Accountable Body 
and does not report exclusively to the London LEP Board. The LEP Secretariat should be 
separate from the wider GLA delivery functions. Within the Local Assurance Framework the 
London LEP should set out the working arrangements for LEP Officers.  

33. Scrutiny of the London LEP should be undertaken in line with the GLA’s existing 
procedures. Assembly Members’ active role in scrutinising the Mayor’s work should also 
extend to that of the LEP. Within the Local Assurance Framework, the London LEP should 
set out how the London LEP Board Members are accountable to the GLA.  
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Part A: Mayoral Combined Authorities with a 
Single Pot 

Single Pot Arrangements 
 

34. Devolution deals signed between places and Government provide places with greater local 
control, flexibility and responsibility over funding streams and their outcomes. The deals are 
the beginning of a process whereby local partners will have increasing control over budget 
lines, as well as further responsibility for delivery and outcomes.  
 

35. A significant fiscal agreement in devolution deals is a ‘Single Pot’ approach to funding, 
which consolidates funding lines and reduces ring-fences.10  Where a Single Pot has been 
agreed in devolution deals, it could include: allocations of the Local Growth Fund (if agreed 
with the LEP); consolidated, multi-year transport settlements; Transforming Cities Fund; 
additional allocations of grant-based investment funds (sometimes called “Earn Back” and 
“Gain Share”) and the Adult Education Budget.  
 

36. Where Local Growth Fund spending is within this arrangement, the MCA and LEP must 
agree and set out their decision making process for this funding. LEP arrangements should 
align to MCA ways of working. The LEP and MCA should consider the guidance outlined in 
Part B of the Framework and wherever possible meet the requirements set out for LEPs.11 
 

37. MCAs have a democratic mandate to invest in their local areas. Directly elected Mayors 
provide a single point of accountability for residents and are held responsible for their 
decisions through the local elections as well as through the established combined 
authorities’ oversight and scrutiny committees.  

 
38. The full commencement of the Single Pot is contingent on the ratification of the devolution 

deal in all relevant constituent authorities, the establishment of the agreed governance 
structures, and agreement with Whitehall to both a baseline implementation plan and a 
Local Assurance Framework. MCAs must then submit their Local Assurance Framework to 
the Department.  

 

                                            
 
10 The ‘Single Pot’ is an Government term. We recognise that terminology to describe the process may be different locally, and we encourage 
places to reflect this in their Local Assurance Frameworks.  
11 For MCAs who are in the process of agreeing a Single Pot arrangement, existing assurance frameworks will continue to apply for Local Growth 
Fund spending in the transition period until the new Local Assurance Framework is signed off by the Department.   
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39. Due to the anticipated lifetime, value and significance of certain elements within devolution 
deal agreements, Local Assurance Frameworks for a Single Pot arrangement will need to 
be formally signed off by the Department before a place’s first allocation of investment 
funding is paid. The Local Assurance Frameworks must demonstrate robust assurance, 
project appraisal and value for money processes before they are signed off by the 
Department. Once approved, resources are paid where possible via a Section 31 Grant 
Determination to the MCA.  

 
40. The Single Pot policy may evolve over time. Should further funding be incorporated, or if 

wider changes affect Local Authority responsibilities, the Framework will be updated. In 
such instances, Local Assurance Frameworks will need to be updated accordingly. 
 

41. Where MCAs make changes that result in significant divergence from approved Local 
Assurance Frameworks, places should inform officials in the Cities and Local Growth Unit 
who will provide further advice. Adjustments may need to be agreed by the Accounting 
Officer for the Department, in consultation with relevant Accounting Officers across 
Government. Recognising the fluidity and lifetime of the programme of investments, we 
expect Local Assurance Frameworks to be live documents, reviewed and refreshed 
annually (or more frequently if required) by the place.  
 

42. In addition, for areas in receipt of Investment Funds, an independent panel will also assess 
investments’ impact on economic growth at five-yearly Gateway Reviews. This additional 
evaluation provides a further incentive to encourage appropriate project appraisal, 
assurance and value for money processes. This Evaluation Panel is not the focus of this 
guidance.12 

 
43. For the Adult Education Budget, accountable decision-making authorities are expected to 

pay due regard to the Department for Education’s AEB Assurance Guidelines (Annex C), 
which detail how decision-making authorities can administer, monitor and evaluate AEB, in 
line with the Framework. MCAs should also refer to Annex B which provides a description 
of specific issues and guidance that should be considered for transport, skills, housing, and 
business support. 

 
44. The Local Assurance Framework for Single Pot funding will be one of a suite of key 

devolution deal implementation documents that should be viewed together.  Ahead of 
Single Pot funding being released, MCAs should have and/or agreed: 
 
a. Devolution agreement documents – which set out the terms and commitments 

between Government and Localities; 

                                            
 
12 Guidance on the evaluation of the funds is agreed between places undergoing the evaluation by the Independent Panel, based on the 
Government’s Service Specification for Investment Funds.  
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b. Baseline implementation plans – which set out clear plans to deliver commitments 
in devolution deals. These are led by places and developed with support from 
relevant Whitehall departments; and 

c. Single Pot settlement letters – which outline the principles and content of the Single 
Pot. 

 
Accountability and Transparent Decision Making  

45. This section sets out the accountability and decision making process for all MCAs. 
Government’s expectation is that MCAs will build upon these requirements through their 
own Local Assurance Framework.  It is important that, within their Local Assurance 
Framework, MCAs outline their decision making processes and demonstrate their 
commitment to transparent and accountable decision making. 
 
To demonstrate this commitment, we expect all Local Assurance Frameworks to:  
 

a. Confirm Accountable Body arrangements for funding received from Government 
through devolution deals; 

b. Confirm that the use of resources is subject to the usual Local Authority checks 
and balances – including the financial duties and rules which require councils to 
act prudently in spending, which are overseen and checked by the responsible 
Chief Finance Officer (the Section 73 Officer) and to ensure that annual accounts 
are published. This should include reference to the MCA’s overview and scrutiny 
and audit committee functions; 

c. Confirm, where applicable, investment decisions using public funds will be made 
with reference to statutory requirements, conditions of the funding, local  objectives 
(e.g. transport objectives) and through formal LEP involvement; and 

d. Describe the arrangements for enabling effective and meaningful engagement of 
local partners and the public to inform key decisions and future strategy 
development.  

 
46. The Local Assurance Framework should set out the key roles and responsibilities in 

decision making. In particular it should set out which body (or bodies) has the authority to 
set strategy, budgets and individual investment decisions, including any delegated 
authority. It should set out, for example, the distinct responsibilities of the Mayor and 
Combined Authority members. 
 

47. MCAs must agree and publish a joint statement with their LEP(s) in their Local Assurance 
Framework(s) which sets out their respective roles and responsibilities in a way that 
recognises the variation between places, while providing sufficient clarity on accountability 
for public funding. Guidance on what should be included in these statements is outlined in 
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the chapter relating to Mayoral Combined Authorities in Strengthened Local Enterprise 
Partnerships. 

 
48. In line with existing Local Authority rules and regulations we expect the MCA to ensure 

appropriate arrangements are in place to ensure that decision making and recording is 
transparent, and that requests for information, conflicts and complaints are dealt with 
appropriately.  We would also expect to see arrangements in place to enable effective 
engagement with local partners and the public. Examples of best practice governance 
arrangements can be found in annex F.  

 
49. In instances where the establishment of a MCA is agreed as part of a devolution deal, Local 

Assurance Frameworks should set out the means by which elected Mayors will be involved 
in funding allocation and decision-making. No spending commitments beyond the initial 
five-year allocation should be made until elected Mayors are in place and have agreed to 
the investment strategy.13 This is consistent with the ambition and agreement to hold a 
single democratically elected figurehead accountable, and for their democratically invested 
power to influence the allocation of funding. 

 
50. Decisions relating to the Single Pot Fund should be considered as part of the MCA’s 

established scrutiny and audit arrangements. Where the Local Growth Fund is placed in the 
Single Pot, the LEP and the MCA should agree procedures for decision making relating to 
this funding.  

 
 

Government and MCA Engagement 
51. Government asks all MCAs to participate in an Annual Conversation. Although this is a 

conversation about Devolution Deals in the round, part of the conversation will focus on the 
Single Pot arrangement.   

52. All LEPs participate in an Annual Performance Review to discuss their governance, delivery 
and strategy arrangements. Where the Local Growth Fund is included in the Single Pot, 
Government expects a relevant MCA representative to be present at the LEP Annual 
Performance Review in addition to their own Annual Conversation. 

 
 

 

  

                                            
 
13 The Local Assurance Frameworks should also include a mechanism by which the associated combined authority must review decisions that 
have been taken before the appointment of the Mayor, if the Mayor requests this once they are in post. 
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Part B: Local Enterprise Partnerships 

Local Enterprise Partnership Arrangements  
53. The Government has entrusted LEPs with significant public funds and responsibilities to 

achieve their objectives. The intention is that LEPs will play an increasingly active role in 
delivering an economy that makes the most of the opportunities available. The purpose of 
this framework is to ensure that LEPs demonstrate the standards of governance, 
accountability and transparency consistent with this role.   

 
54. Whilst LEPs will determine their own specific priorities, in Strengthened Local Enterprise 

Partnerships the Government set out that LEPs should focus on the following four activities 
to support the development and delivery of their Local Industrial Strategy:   

 
• Strategy: Developing an evidence-based Local Industrial Strategy that identifies local 

strengths and challenges, future opportunities and the action needed to boost 
productivity, earning power and competitiveness across their area; 

 
• Allocation of funds: Identifying and developing investment opportunities; prioritising 

the award of local growth funding; and monitoring and evaluating the impacts of its 
activities to improve productivity across the local economy;  

 
• Co-ordination: Using their convening power, for example to co-ordinate responses 

to economic shocks; and bringing together partners from the private, public and third 
sectors; and 

 
• Advocacy: Collaborating with a wide-range of local partners to act as an informed 

and independent voice for their area.  
 

55. LEPs should have regard to the standards and best practice associated with their 
corporation model. For those LEPs which are companies, they should ensure that they 
meet the relevant legislation governing companies, as well as consider corporate 
governance best practice. Whilst Government recognise that LEPs are business led public-
private partnerships, they are also entrusted with significant public funds and as such are 
required to have the necessary systems and processes in place to provide assurance that 
they are operating transparently, with accountability and providing value for money. The 
Accountable Body role is an essential part of this system. 
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56. It is therefore imperative that LEPs demonstrate the highest standards of conduct when 
carrying out their responsibilities. As part of this LEP Board Members and Officers, in 
carrying out their duties should have regard to the principles below .14 They should: 

 
a. Act solely in the public interest in line with the Nolan principles; make decisions purely 

on merit, in accordance with agreed LEP processes and act with regularity and 
propriety when managing public money15; 

b. Keep records which demonstrate they meet all their legal obligations and all other 
compliance requirements placed upon them ensuring these are accessible if 
requested;  

c. Actively cooperate with stakeholders and other regeneration organisations. This 
involves engaging deliberately and constructively with the private sector and public 
sector including national and local partners such as: Government Departments, 
subnational bodies, Local Authorities, third sector representatives, community interest 
groups, universities and research institutions, MCAs and other LEPs in order to 
collect information which can be factored into decisions; 

d. Ensure partnership working and engagement on projects or decisions which are likely 
to have an effect across MCA or LEP borders or significantly affect the plans of 
another MCA or LEP; and 

e. Champion successes within their communities, including bringing to the attention of 
Government local growth projects which should be recognised as innovative or 
examples of best practice and ensuring that stakeholders are able to make informed 
decisions on local growth matters.  

 
57. LEPs should commit to meeting these principles through their Local Assurance Framework.  

 

 
LEP Governance  

58. In line with corporate governance, LEPs are expected to have clear systems, rules, practice 
and processes in place to ensure that decisions are made on a transparent basis, by the 
appropriate persons or groups and on merit. Members of the LEP Board, other LEP Sub-
Boards, Advisory Groups and LEP Officers must work within these agreed governance 
structures and should at all times demonstrate the highest standards of conduct. The LEP 
should ensure that third parties who provide services to the LEP are aware that their 
conduct should be consistent with the standards exhibited by the LEP.  

 

                                            
 
14 Note that the use of ‘Board Member’ in this document refers to both Board and Sub-Board members in the LEP. All Sub-Board Members are 
required to adhere to the same standards as members of the main LEP Board. Where Sub-Boards have delegated authority; they should apply 
the standards set out in this Framework.  
15Meeting the highest standards of public conduct, including robust governance and the relevant expectations, especially transparency; 
compliant with all relevant legislation in force at the time, requirements set out by Government (whether in the  Framework, directions or funding 
conditions) and the systems and processes in place for the handling of public money in the LEP. 
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59. LEPs should set out their arrangements to ensure transparency in LEP operations and 
decisions. This includes transparency for: recruiting Board members, decision making, 
projects which receive LEP funding, registering and declaring interests, complaints 
procedures, whistleblowing procedures and publishing financial information.  

60. Transparent decision making is supported by the publication of information and LEPs 
should ensure that information published on their websites and in their Local Assurance 
Framework is updated frequently.16  LEPs should ensure that they review their Local 
Assurance Framework annually and in line with Government updates.  

 
61. The requirements in this section incorporate and develop further the LEP Governance and 

Transparency Best Practice Guidance provided by the Cities and Local Growth Unit in 
January 2018. Where specific requirements exist for each of these policies, processes and 
statements they are outlined below. Examples of best practice are included in Annex F of 
this document.  

 
Corporate Structure for LEPs 

62. As set out in Strengthened Local Enterprise Partnerships Government requires that every 
LEP has a legal personality. LEPs must abide by the laws and regulations that apply to the 
legal entity that they adopt.  
 

63. To ensure that all businesses in an area have equal access to their LEP, it must not be 
operated on a paid-membership basis. 
 

64. LEPs in a MCA or CA area may adopt the legal personality of the MCA or CA. 
 

Local Assurance Framework and Websites  

65. A LEP’s Local Assurance Framework is intended to provide a single document that 
explains to the Department, Government and the public how the LEP builds upon and has 
‘operationalised’ the Framework. Each LEP Local Assurance Framework must:  

a. Set out  the LEP’s structure, and decision-making processes (see Accountability and 
Decision Making);  

b. Provide information on how the LEP manages its programmes, funding streams and 
any associated contracts, including the Local Growth Fund, City Deals and Enterprise 
Zones (where applicable);  

c. Provide information on the LEP’s arrangements for ensuring value for money (see 
Business cases and Value for money); 

d. Set out the LEP’s approach to risk. This should include a description of the nature of 
the risks undertaken by the LEP, its arrangements for active risk management, and 

                                            
 
16 The Local Assurance Framework should be updated within one calendar month or following the next Board meeting if the changes require 
Board sign-off.  
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the name of the individual responsible for risk management (see Ensuring Value for 
Money section), a process for the LEP Board to oversee risk and details of the 
processes for the escalation of risk analysis and risk management requirements 
within the LEP;  

e. Set out how calls for bids or projects are advertised openly and that selection criteria 
and selection processes are transparent; 

f. Set out how the LEP will conduct ongoing local engagement (see Local 
Engagement); 

g. Ensure the transparent publication of financial information (see Publication of 
Accounts and Financial Information); 

h. Set out how the LEP ensures open recruitment processes (see Appointments 
Process for Chair and Board Members); 

i. Ensure appropriate succession planning and arrangements for the resignation of 
Board Members;  

j. Implement an induction process for new members of the LEP Board and LEP 
Officers; 

k. Set out how the LEP manages conflicts of interest (see Conflicts of Interest);  
l. Set out the LEP’s commitment to diversity (see Diversity Statement); 
m. Set out the processes the LEP has put place for handling data (see Data);  
n. Set out the LEP’s overarching approach to dealing with complaints and  

whistleblowing, including linking to the relevant policies (see Conflicts of Interest, 
Complaints for Third Parties and Whistleblowing); and 

o. Provide information on LEP scrutiny arrangements (see Scrutiny Arrangements). 
 

66. For a detailed breakdown of the individual requirements, process and policies required in 
the Local Assurance Framework please see Annex E. 
 

Websites  

67. LEP websites are a key product to ensure that LEPs are providing the public and 
stakeholders with key information and they help the LEP to achieve transparency. As such, 
they must be easy to navigate and be updated regularly.  

 
68. LEPs should ensure that they have and maintain a dedicated website through which local 

partners and the public can check progress on the delivery of Growth Deals, other funding 
streams and access key documents, ensuring that this information can be found easily and 
is accessible.  

 
69. Government expects LEP websites to be:  

 
• Prominent, accessible and easy to navigate; 
• Updated regularly to ensure that information remains current; 
• Repositories of information on LEP Board meetings (including agendas, papers and 

minutes), LEP policies, processes, projects, funding calls and decisions; and 
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• An interface that caters to the public, interested parties in LEP projects and funds and 
Government. 

 
70.  As a minimum, the LEP should publish on the website: 

 
a. The Local Assurance Framework; 
b. An annual financial statement; 
c. The LEP annual report and delivery plan; 
d. A statement on the publication of meeting papers, minutes and agenda items; 
e. Copies of LEP Board meeting agendas, papers and minutes; 
f. The Annual Assurance statement from the leadership of the LEP; 
g. The LEP’s Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest policy; 
h. Board Members’ registers of interest and the register of the Chief Executive Officer; 
i. The LEP hospitality and expenses register; 
j. Complaints policy; 
k. Whistleblowing policy; 
l. A rolling schedule of projects, outlining a brief description of the project, names of key 

recipients of funds/contracts and amounts of funds designated by year. This should 
be updated every quarter or more frequently if relevant (e.g. when new projects are 
signed-off); and 

m. Key LEP documentation e.g. the Strategic Economic Plan and Local Industrial 
Strategy (where applicable). 

 
71. In addition, the LEP should ensure that it uses the correct Government branding on any 

relevant website page.  

 
Local Engagement 

72. In order to effectively undertake the responsibilities assigned to them, LEPs should ensure 
that there is ongoing local engagement with public and private sector stakeholders. This 
should include engaging stakeholders to inform key decisions and ensuring that there is 
local engagement with feedback to the general public about future LEP strategy 
development and progress. 

 
73. The LEP should set out their engagement plans in their Local Assurance Framework, 

including how they will evidence effective engagement. 
 

Best Practice 
 
Best practice suggests that the LEP should have a designated governance and 
transparency page which includes the LEP’s Local Assurance Framework, policies and 
processes in one place.  
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74.  As part of their openness to the communities they serve, each LEP should openly 
advertise and hold an Annual General Meeting that is open to the public.17 
 

Appointment Process for Board Members and Chairs  

75. The LEP should outline, or refer to, its appointment process for Board Members (public and 
private sector), Chairs and Deputy Chairs within the Local Assurance Framework. As part 
of this they should ensure that they advertise opportunities for private sector leaders to 
become a LEP Chair or private sector Board Member when vacancies emerge. They 
should advertise openly, on a variety of platforms to ensure that people across the business 
community have an opportunity to apply and consider the diversity requirements outlined in 
this Framework.  

 
76. Whilst LEP Chair appointments are not public appointments, Government offers to list 

vacancies on the Centre for Public Appointments website.18  
 

77. Government expects that each LEP consults widely and transparently with the business 
community before appointing a new Chair. LEPs should openly advertise opportunities for 
private sector leaders to become a LEP Chair or Board Member when vacancies emerge 
and publish details of how the LEP ensures an open recruitment process. The LEP’s 
appointment process should set out how this is done.  

 
Diversity Statements 

78. The Local Assurance Framework must set out the LEPs commitment to diversity. The LEP 
should produce a diversity statement explaining how the LEP will ensure representation at 
Board and Sub-Board level which is reflective of their local business community (including 
geographies, gender and protected characteristics). The statement should also set out how 
the LEP will monitor diversity at board level and explain what steps the LEP is taking to 
ensure diversity in its engagement with local communities and businesses.  
 

                                            
 
17 Including giving the public the opportunity to ask questions.  
18 LEPs should notify their Area Lead if they wish to advertise appointments on the website.   
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79. The diversity statement should include a commitment to ensure that by 2020 at least one 
third of members of LEP Boards are women with an expectation for equal representation by 
2023. 

 
Board Remuneration and LEP Officer Salaries 

80. Although LEPs are business led private-public sector partnerships they receive large 
amounts of public funding. LEPs should make the expenditure and/or remuneration policy 
for Chairs and Board Members clear on their websites.  

 
Induction and Training 

81. LEPs should ensure that all Board Members and LEP Officers can access an induction and 
training programme. This will ensure that Board Members understand their role, are 
adequately supported to provide challenge and direction to their LEP and understand how 
best to work with Government. 

 
82. Government will support the development of an induction and training offer to be made 

available to LEPs. Once an induction programme is in place, new members and officers of 
the LEP should undertake a full induction within the first quarter that they are in post.  

Code of Conduct 

83. All LEP Board Members and LEP Officers should sign up to a code of conduct based on 
the Seven Principles of Public Life. The LEP should publish the Code(s) of Conduct on its 
website.   

 

Best Practice 
 

1. It is best practice for a report to be made to the Board each year discussing progress in 
encouraging diversity and how improvements can be made.  
 

2. In addition, it is best practice for each LEP to nominate a diversity champion from its 
Board. Their role will be to encourage diversity and ensure that the LEP is acting in line 
with its diversity statement.  

 
 

Best Practice 
 
To improve transparency in LEP expenditure, it is also considered best practice for LEPs to 
publish salaries of Officers and/or Board Members or Chairs in line with the Localism Act and 
associated guidance.  
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/5967/1997468.pdf
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84. New Board Members and LEP Officers should have signed up to a code before 
commencing their post. An example code of conduct for Board Members is provided in 
Annex F.  As a minimum the code(s) should state that all Board Members and/or staff 
proactively sign up to this code. 

 
85. If LEP Officers are employed by an organisation other than the LEP (e.g. the Accountable 

Body or MCA), they may adopt their employer’s code of conduct if it is based on the 
principles of public life.  

 
Conflict of Interests 

86. LEPs must have a published conflict of interest policy which outlines the process for Board 
Members and LEP Officers to declare and report interests, ensuring impartiality and the 
avoidance of perceptions of bias. It should provide guidance on the pecuniary and non-
pecuniary interests individuals must declare, outline the process that Board Members and 
the LEP follows for declaring interests and explain the process for requesting an 
exemption.19 The conflict of interest policy must cover commercial, actual and potential 
conflicts of interest.  

 
87. LEPs must state that this policy applies to any/all involvement with the work of the LEP. 

The policy must state that all Board Members, Sub-Board Members, co-opted members 
and Senior Officers must adopt the Department’s bespoke proforma register of interests 
(Annex G). Individual registers of interest for all Board Members, Sub-Board Members, Co-
opted Members and the Chief Executive (or equivalent) should be completed and signed 
within 28 days of taking up post and before advising or participating in any decision making. 
These registers should be published on the LEP website. The policy should state that 
Officers involved in decisions making should also complete the proforma register of 
interest. It is at the discretion of the LEP whether non-senior Officers interests are 
published or whether they remain on file.  

 
88. The policy must include details of how scenarios of potential conflicts of interest of local 

councillors, private sector and other Board Members will be managed whilst ensuring input 
from their areas of expertise in developing strategies and decision making, without 
impacting on good governance. For further information on what constitutes a conflict of 
interest, LEPs can consult the National Audit Office’s report into Conflicts of Interests.  

 
89. All Board Members should take personal responsibility for declaring their interests before 

any decision is considered. Each Board Member must review their individual register of 
interests before each board meeting and decision-making committee meeting, submitting 
any necessary revisions to the LEP at the start of the meeting. This should be evidenced in 

                                            
 
19 Exemptions can be requested if there is a ‘sensitive interest’. A ‘sensitive interest’ is described in the Localism Act 2011 as a member or co-
opted member of an authority having an interest, and the nature of the interest being such that the member or co-opted member, and the 
authority’s monitoring officer, consider that disclosure of the details of the interest could lead to the member or co-opted member, or a person 
connected with the member or co-opted member, being subject to violence or intimidation. 

https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Conflicts-of-interest.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/pdfs/uksi_20121464_en.pdf
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the meeting minutes and by producing and updating their register as soon as practically 
possible if new interests arise.  

 
90. LEPs are responsible for ensuring that all relevant individuals have completed a register of 

interests and that it is published before the individual participates in LEP business. LEPs 
must record action taken in response to any declared interest.  

 
91. The LEP Chief Executive (or their nominee) must confirm receipt of the LEP register of 

interests to confirm that they have received the necessary assurance that LEP Officers and 
Board Members have adopted the proforma. Signed copies should be kept by the LEP for 
their records, but signatures should be redacted before publication to ensure that the 
privacy of Board Members is upheld.    

 
92. The LEP should also have an expenses and hospitality policy and associated register(s). 

This should set out the process for declaring expenses and hospitality received. This 
should enable individual Board Members and Officers to declare expenses and gifts 
received, in addition to a register for gifts and/or hospitality provide to the LEP and/or LEP 
Board as a whole.20  

 
Complaints for Third Parties and the Public 

93. All LEPs must have a published complaints policy that includes effective arrangements to 
enable third parties and the public to confidentially report concerns about LEP processes 
and decisions. This is in addition to a whistleblowing policy.21 

 
94. LEPs must include details of confidential reporting arrangements in their existing 

complaints policy so all potential complainants know how they can confidentially report 
concerns. These arrangements must be set out on the LEP’s website and be clear and 
easily accessible.  The arrangements must include: 

 
a. A confidential means for third parties or the public to contact the LEP;  
b. At least two contacts within (or nominated by) the LEP who are responsible for 

dealing with confidential complaints; 
c. An outline of how third parties and the public can raise confidential allegations and 

concerns and an outline of how the LEP will investigate and respond to confidential 
complaints, including reassurance that confidentiality will be maintained. Details of 
how the LEP will respond to anonymous allegations should be included. The LEP 
should also outline the information that complainants should provide when making a 
complaint;  

                                            
 
20 If the contribution is above the monetary value of £50, this must be entered into the hospitality and gift register.  
21 A whistleblowing policy is needed for individuals who have concerns about a danger, risk, contravention of rules or illegality and wants to 
provide useful information to address this. In doing so they are acting in the wider public interest, usually because it threatens others or impacts 
on public funds. By contrast, a grievance or private complaint is a dispute about the individual’s own position and has no or very limited public 
interest, for these complaints the LEP should follow its normal complaints and grievance procedures. 
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d. An outline of each of the stages of the complaints process with indicative timescales 
for each. If a complainant is an employee or other worker involved with the LEP, they 
should be signposted to the whistleblowing policy or grievance procedures. Where 
other policies and processes are referred to, links to the relevant page on the website 
should be provided; and  

e. An escalation process for complainants to follow if they are not satisfied with the 
outcome of the complaint or how the complaints procedure has been followed. This 
should first be escalated to the Accountable Body, and failing adequate resolution at 
this stage, be referred to the Department.  

 
95. LEPs must publish their confidential complaints procedure on an easily accessible part of 

their website, taking account of the guidance outlined above. 
 

96. An example policy is included in Annex F.  

Whistleblowing Policy 

97. All LEPs must have a whistleblowing policy which is published on an easily accessible part 
of their website. LEPs have a duty to make Board Members, Officers and contractors aware 
of this policy. LEPs should ensure that they follow this policy and are aware of the 
protections outlined in the Public Interest Disclosure Act (1998).   

 
98. Each LEP’s whistleblowing policy must include: 

 
a. A confidential means for disclosers to contact the LEP; 
b. A minimum of two contacts within (or nominated by) the LEP who are responsible for 

dealing with whistleblowing, including a named responsible officer;   
c. An outline of the LEP’s process for raising a whistleblowing concern and the 

information that disclosers should provide when raising a concern;   
d. An outline of each of the stages of the complaints process with indicative timescales 

for each; and 
e. Signposting to other relevant complaints and employment grievance procedures. 

Where other policies and processes are referred to, links to the relevant page on the 
website should be provided.  

 
99. There is information and signposting available for LEPs on the whistleblowing pages of 

www.gov.uk. LEPs should also refer to the National Audit Office Report into Government 
Whistleblowing Policies. These documents provide background information and suggest 
other organisations that LEPs may wish to speak to if further guidance is required.  

 
100. LEPs must also ensure that their Responsible Officer informs the Cities and Local Growth 

Unit of any concerns raised under their whistleblowing procedure by emailing: 
localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk or by writing to: LEP Compliance Deputy 
Director, Cities and Local Growth Unit, Fry Block, 2 Marsham Street, London, SW1P 4DF. 

 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/23/contents
https://www.gov.uk/whistleblowing
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Government-whistleblowing-policies.pdf
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Government-whistleblowing-policies.pdf
mailto:LEPPolicy@communities.gov.uk
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101. An example policy is included in Annex F.  

Data  

102.  The LEP must put in place appropriate data protection arrangements in line with the 
Data Protection Act 1998, the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) and the Data 
Protection Act 2018. LEPs are the data controller for Board Member’s data and any other 
data they collect including data around projects and programmes. LEPs should therefore 
ensure that they follow the appropriate procedures. More information about GDPR can be 
accessed on the Information Commissioner’s Office website. LEPs should ensure that their 
internal processes are compliant with this legislation.  No data should be sold by a LEP for 
commercial purposes.  

Publication of Meeting and Agenda Items 

103. Each LEP must explain on an easily accessible part of their website the documentation 
they will routinely publish. As a minimum each LEP will include a commitment to publish 
minutes and papers for full board meetings and any sub-board which involve decisions or 
recommendations about public money. Where the LEP Board is not the ultimate decision 
making authority (e.g. in MCAs), the LEP should ensure that it publishes or links to the 
papers of the final decision making body. On the website the LEP must include a 
commitment to meet the timelines set out below, these are based on the Best Practice 
Guidance in accordance with the Local Government Act 1972:  
 
• meeting agendas and papers to be published 5 clear working days before the 

meeting takes place; and 
• minutes of board meetings to be published within 10 clear working days of the 

meeting taking place. This may be in draft if internal LEP processes require clearance 
before the minutes are finalised. The final minutes of board meetings must be 
published within 10 clear working days of being approved. 
 

104. Any declaration of interest made at a board meeting must be included in the minutes. A 
new declaration of interest should be updated on the relevant member’s register of interest. 
Additional guidance on registers of interest is included in the ‘conflict of interest’ section of 
this document.  

 
Handling Confidential and Exempt Information  

105. LEPs must also provide clarification of their process to handle information which is not to 
be placed in the public domain. For instance where the LEP is aware that it holds 
“confidential information” under The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings 
and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012 (where applicable). This includes: 

 
a. Information provided by a government department on terms which forbid the 

disclosure of the information to the public;  
b. Where disclosure to the public is prohibited by a court; or  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/29/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/contents/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/contents/enacted
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/
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c. Where the LEP holds “exempt information” under Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972. This includes information relating to an individual, relating to 
the financial or business affairs of a particular person, negotiations, labour relations, 
legal professional privilege and in connection to the investigation or prosecution of a 
crime.  
 

106.  The LEP’s process to handle information should include a standardised approach to 
marking documents which are not for publication, but considered at meetings. The LEP 
Board should agree these processes in line with existing decision making processes set out 
in the Local Assurance Framework and their corporate governance arrangements e.g. in 
their Articles of Association (where applicable). The details of this process must be 
published on the LEP website alongside the information regarding the publication of 
meeting papers and agendas. 

 
Publication of Accounts and Financial Information  

107. All LEPs should ensure that their accounts are published and financial information is 
transparent and there are clear links to any financial information on their website. 
Accountable Bodies are also required to publish their accounts which will include the 
funding they receive from government on behalf of LEPs.  

108. In order to allow the public to access information regarding public funds overseen by the 
LEP, each LEP, in addition to any requirements linked to their model of incorporation e.g. 
the publication of company accounts, must publish a financial statement each year within 
their annual report, including: 

a. The total amount of funds within the LEP’s direction or control at the start and end of 
the financial year22; 

b. The total amounts committed by the LEP to external organisations through grants and 
risk finance (loans, equity, guarantees and quasi-equity); 

c. The total amounts committed to suppliers to purchase goods, works or services; and  
d. The total amounts incurred in running the LEP (for example salary costs, lease 

payments and expenses). 
 

109. The LEP should provide a link to the Accountable Body accounts on their website. For 
LEPs limited by guarantee, a link to the accounts of the LEP for the financial year on the 
Companies House website should also be included in the financial statement and published 
on the website.23  

 

                                            
 
22 This shall include money committed to the LEP but paid into the Accountable Body’s bank account to be invested at the LEP’s direction, any 
commercial funds which it has generated and legacy funds generated from investments, but not including the value of any assets which it holds.  
It shall also not include funds which the LEP has a role in allocating but does not currently commit such as European Structural and Investment 
Funds. 
23 Where no accounts are required by company law, for example in respect of those unincorporated LEPs at the end of the 2018-2019 financial 
year, a balance sheet and profit and loss shall be included in the report. 
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Transparent Use of Public Funding 

110. The LEP should ensure that public resources are managed appropriately.  
 

111. Given that LEPs receive significant public funds, LEPs are expected to follow the 
principles that apply to Government and Local Authorities preventing public expenditure 
being incurred in retaining the services of lobbyists to influence public officials, Members of 
Parliament, political parties or the Government to take a particular view on any issue. No 
LEP funds should be spent on such costs. If LEPs have specific concerns or points to put 
across to Government then they should talk directly to officials or coordinate a sector 
response through the LEP Network. This will be more effective and ensure appropriate use 
of public funds. 

 
112. LEPs should provide Cities and Local Growth Area Leads with Board Papers of meetings 

and there should be an open invite for them to attend in capacity of an observer to ensure 
that Government is sighted on LEP processes and progress and is kept up to date with LEP 
decisions.   

 
113. LEPs involved in funding programmes must seek to encourage applications across the 

local community. The website must contain information on the process to apply, this should 
include a link to the application form and an explanation of the process used to select 
projects for funding. This must be in line with HM Treasury Green Book guidance (see 
Ensuring Value for Money Section for more information). 

 
Management of Contracts  

114. LEPs should state how it, or its nominated party, will manage contracts related to the 
delivery of its programmes and how the LEP Board will be kept informed of progress of 
contracts. Where the contract negotiation process results in material changes to the 
proposal considered by the LEP Board, the LEP’s process should include a mechanism for 
the decision to be sent back to the LEP Board for consideration. The LEP should ensure 
that the Board receives regular updates on all LEP funded projects so they are sighted on 
their performance, issues, risks and relevant mitigations in place. 
 

Government Branding 

115. The LEP should commit to meet Government branding guidelines for projects in its Local 
Assurance Framework. This includes the branding guidance issued to LEPs for the Local 
Growth Fund. The LEP should ensure that correct branding and wording is used for 
websites, signage, social media, press notices and other marketing materials.   
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LEP accountability and transparent decision making  
116. This section sets out the accountability and decision-making process for LEPs. 

Government’s expectation is that LEPs will build upon these requirements through their 
own Local Assurance Framework.  It is important that, within their Local Assurance 
Framework or website, LEPs outline their decision-making processes and demonstrate 
their commitment to transparent and accountable decision making. 
 
To demonstrate this commitment, we expect all Local Assurance Frameworks to:  
 
a. Confirm Accountable Body arrangements for funding received from Government; 
b. Confirm that public resources are managed appropriately. As part of this they should 

be, overseen and checked by the Section 151 Officer or equivalent to ensure that 
they follow the following the necessary financial duties and rules to ensure prudent 
spending;  

c. Confirm, where applicable, investment decisions using public funds will be made with 
reference to statutory requirements, conditions of the funding, local objectives (e.g. 
transport objectives) and through formal MCA or CA involvement where required; and 

d. Describe the arrangements for enabling effective and meaningful engagement of 
local partners and the public to inform key decisions and future strategy development. 

117. The Local Assurance Framework should set out decision making processes of the LEP, 
with sufficient clarity so that local people and stakeholders can check that decisions have 
been made in line with the appropriate processes and by the correct person or group.  

 
118. To achieve this, in the Local Assurance Framework each LEP should publish the 

respective roles and responsibilities of: 
 
• the Chair; 
• the LEP Board; 
• any Sub-Boards; 
• the Accountable Body; and  
• the Section 151 Officer.  

 
119. The Local Assurance Framework should also explain the membership requirements of 

the Board and Sub-Boards.  This should clearly explain who is responsible for each type of 
decision. LEPs should publish a clear scheme of delegation. It must also specify which 
body or person is responsible for the final sign-off of funding decisions.  In all cases there 
must be clear reporting lines back to the LEP Board. 

 
120. LEPs in MCA areas must agree and publish a joint statement in their Local Assurance 

Framework(s) which sets out their respective roles and responsibilities in a way that 
recognises the variation between places, while providing sufficient clarity on accountability 
for public funding. 
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121. The LEP is responsible for checking that decisions are being made in accordance with 
the process that has been set out in their Local Assurance Framework. The Local 
Assurance Framework should specify that a decision which is made in contravention of the 
process will be invalid on the basis of non-compliance unless the Board has given prior 
approval for variation in the decision making process. 

 
122. The LEP must ensure that Board Members and staff have the capacity and capability to 

deliver their respective roles. Both organisations should ensure that they support people to 
develop their expertise and update it to take account of developments. When the LEP 
identifies training needs that it thinks would be beneficial to the LEP Network as a whole, it 
should raise these with the LEP Network who will work with the Cities and Local Growth 
Unit to set up events with trainers and organisations that have expertise and experience in 
the relevant area. Government, alongside the LEP Network will support this through a 
training and induction process for Board Members in addition to encouraging peer support 
and the sharing of best practice across the Network.   

 
123. The LEP should ensure that it delivers and implements projects effectively. Where the 

LEP awards Government funding in its Local Assurance Framework the LEP should set out 
how it will: openly advertise the funding opportunity, assess applications, make the award 
through a formal agreement, monitor progress for the lifetime of the project, and maintain a 
robust audit trail to demonstrate compliance. Where the LEP receives Government funding 
to deliver a project it shall use all reasonable endeavours to fulfil its contractual obligations 
and maintain a robust audit trail to demonstrate compliance. Further information of how 
LEPs should appraise, deliver and evaluate projects is included in the chapter on Value for 
Money.  

 
The LEP Board 

124. In the majority of LEPs, the LEP Board is the LEP’s ultimate decision making authority. 
Where this is not the case the LEP should make the role of the LEP Board clear in their 
Local Assurance Framework.24 It is comprised of public and private sector members who 
work collaboratively to ensure that decisions are made in the interests of promoting 
inclusive growth, prosperity and improved productivity in the local area and beyond. As the 
ultimate decision making authority, even when the LEP Board puts in place a scheme of 
delegation, the LEP Board remains responsible and accountable for the delegated 
decisions.  

 
125. The LEP Board must contain representatives from different parts of the community. In 

addition, at least two-thirds of the Board must be representatives from the private sector as 
defined by the National Accounts Sector Classification.25  

                                            
 
24 Within MCA and CA areas, dependent on the LEP and MCA working arrangements; the final decision may be taken by the Mayor or the 
Cabinet and the MCA would therefore be the ultimate decision making authority.  
25A private sector member must be or have been employed by an organisation not included as central government, local government or a public 
corporation as defined for the UK National Accounts.  Those from Higher Education or Further Education Institutions are not classified as public 
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126. LEPs should ensure that they are compliant with this requirement by 28 February 2020.  

The LEP should ensure that there are Local Authority representatives on the LEP Board to 
ensure democratic accountability and provide local intelligence. In places where not all 
Local Authorities are represented directly on the LEP Board it is important that their 
representatives have been given a mandate through arrangements which enable collective 
engagement with all Local Authority leaders.  

 
127. At least one member of the main LEP Board must be designated as a Small and Medium 

Enterprise (SME) Champion for the LEP. They should be clearly named on the LEP 
website. Their role is to champion SME businesses and their interests within the LEP and 
local community.  

 
128. LEPs should have a Board which is a maximum of 20 people, with the option to co-opt an 

additional five Board members with specialist knowledge on a one year basis, unless there 
are exceptional circumstances. LEPs should ensure that they are compliant with this 
requirement by 28 February 2020. 

 
129.  Co-opted members should adhere to the standards that all permanent LEP Board 

Members are required to adopt, for example, they should act in line with the Nolan 
Principles and declare any conflicts of interests. 

 
130. All LEP Boards and their Members should ensure that they meet the governance and 

transparency requirements outlined in this Framework. Further information is provided in 
the Governance Chapter.  

 
Chair and Deputy Chair of the LEP Board  

131. The leadership that Chairs provide is central to the success of a LEP. As such, LEPs 
should recruit Chairs who are influential local leaders, who act as champions for their area’s 
economic success. They should have sufficient standing to be able to convene the local 

                                            
 
sector organisations. Public Sector Classifications can be viewed on the Office for National Statistics website: 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/uksectoraccounts/datasets/publicsectorclassificationguide   
 

Best Practice 
 

It is best practice for LEPs to ensure a diverse Board that draws on the representation 
of sectors and all parts of their geography, with representation from entrepreneurial and 
growing start-ups and from the voluntary and community sector bodies who will often 
work with and deliver services on behalf of the most vulnerable in society. Government 
encourages LEPs to consider how to reflect different sectors of the local community 
through their Boards and Sub-Boards.  

 
 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/uksectoraccounts/datasets/publicsectorclassificationguide
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business community and public sector stakeholders, whilst having the insight to oversee 
the development of an economic strategy and the relationship skills to work effectively with 
Government.   
 

132. The Chair must come from the private sector. Given their role involves overseeing public 
funds and responsibilities; they are expected to display the highest levels of integrity and 
honesty.  

 
133. To support the Chair in their role, all LEPs should appoint a Deputy Chair. The LEP 

should have a defined term limit of three years for the Chair and Deputy Chair, with an 
optional extension of three years. There is an option to extend for a further three years in 
exceptional circumstances if approved by the Board. These term limits should become 
business as usual once the existing Chair’s term has expired.26  

 
LEP Staff and Independent Secretariat 

134. To ensure that all Board Members, whether from a public, private or third sector 
organisation, can access impartial advice and support from the LEP as a collective 
enterprise, the LEP requires an independent secretariat.27 The LEP should be able to draw 
on impartial advice for all Board Members; regardless of their organisational background. 
This means that the Chief Executive, as a minimum, should report exclusively to the LEP 
and be under the direction of the LEP Board. This could mean that LEP Chief Executives 
can either be employed by: 
 
• the LEP itself as a company; 
• seconded to the LEP, where the Chief Executive is seconded from a Local Authority 

they must have a clear contract which states that they act independently of the Local 
Authority in the interests of the LEP; or 

• employed by a Local Authority, but with a clear Service Level Agreement or contract 
which specifies that the staff member reports exclusively to the LEP. 

135. Within the Local Assurance Framework, the LEP should outline how its independent 
secretariat will function. The job description of the Chief Executive should reflect their role 
as an independent and impartial advisor working under the direction of the LEP Board.  

                                            
 
26 If the existing Chair has already met the term limits defined in this Framework, the Board should appoint a new Chair once their current term 
expires.  
27 Note that MCAs may have alternative arrangements in place than those outlined in the ‘independent secretariat’ section. 

Best Practice 
 

It is best practice for the LEP Deputy Chair to be from the Private Sector. This helps 
to support succession planning and ensures that the LEP remains business-led at all 
times.   
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LEP Network: Cooperation, Collaboration and Partnership with other LEPs 

136. The LEP Network is a membership organisation for LEPs whose purpose is to enable 
LEPs to discuss issues of shared importance as a sector, engage with Government, and 
share knowledge and good practice. The Local Assurance Framework should contain a 
commitment to working within the LEP Network. The role of the LEP Network is to share 
best practice, convene training for LEP Board Members and LEP Officers and represent 
LEPs’ interests to Government and promote their role to businesses.  

 
137. To ensure that LEPs develop strategies which maximise the impact of investment across 

local geographies, LEPs should consider establishing cross-LEP working groups across 
neighbouring geographies and the wider network of LEPs to ensure that strategies and 
investments align and best practice is shared.  LEPs should outline dependencies or 
relationships with other LEPs as appropriate in their Local Assurance Framework.  

 
The Accountable Body and Section 151 Officer  

138. The LEP Board, and its supporting governance structure (where there are appropriate 
schemes of delegation), is the strategic body responsible for taking decisions on LEP 
business and LEP programme activity. The Accountable Body, however, is responsible for 
overseeing the proper administration of financial affairs within the LEP when these affairs 
relate to public funds.  

 
139. Government will, therefore, pay funds on behalf of the LEP to a single Accountable Body. 

The Accountable Body must be within the LEP area and may be a MCA, CA or Local 
Authority.28 The Accountable Body should be chosen by the LEP and a formal written 
statement should be agreed and published, ensuring that there are clearly defined roles 
and relationships. LEPs and their Accountable Body should collaborate to ensure that the 
terms of this agreement are met. All LEPs must have a single Accountable Body in place by 
28 February 2020.  

 
140. Although the exact relationship is for the LEP and Accountable Body to decide, the 

Accountable Body should ensure that the usual Local Authority checks and balances apply 
to the awards of public funding directed by the LEP Board. Accountable Bodies cannot use 
funding for their own purposes, or without any clear mandate from the LEP. As such, the 
Government expects the agreement to outline the Accountable Body as carrying out the 
functions below:  

 
a. A finance function: involving holding public funds paid by Government on behalf of 

the LEP; 

                                            
 
28 Pre-existing programmes such as Enterprise Zones can continue with multiple Accountable Bodies for the duration of their funding period. It is 
not necessary to alter existing arrangements for these programmes unless agreed at the local level. 
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b. An oversight function: ensuring public funds are handled in line with the relevant 
procedures and grant conditions and that funds are used with propriety, regularity and 
deliver value for money. This includes an oversight function of processes such as 
LEP governance and transparency arrangements, compliance with the Framework 
and agreement on scrutiny arrangements, to ensure that the checks and reporting 
requirements of the Section 151 Officer are met; this includes retaining appropriate 
documentation on decisions around funding. The Accountable Body is also 
responsible for escalating concerns around non-delivery and/or mis-management, if 
this cannot be resolved at the local level the Accountable Body should report any 
concerns to the Cities and Local Growth Unit through: 
localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk ; and   

c. A support function (if agreed with the LEP): providing technical advice on the relevant 
law discussing risks associated with pursuing a particular course of action for the LEP 
Board to consider, drafting funding agreements and contracts) if the LEP Board 
chooses to proceed. The Accountable Body may have a role in managing risks on 
behalf of the LEP.29   
 

141. The Local Assurance Framework should outline the agreement between the Accountable 
Body and the LEP, setting out agreed timescales and operating practices. It should detail 
the checks and balances that exist between the LEP, as the decision maker, and the 
Accountable Body, as the organisation which provides the advice outlined above. LEPs and 
the Accountable Body should agree appropriate compensation and resourcing for this 
function.  

 
Section 151 Officer Role 

142. When a Local Authority, CA or MCA acts as the Accountable Body for a LEP, the role of 
the relevant Section 151 Officer30  in overseeing the proper administration of financial 
affairs is extended to include those of the LEP. Following the Non-Executive Director 
Review into LEP Governance and Transparency, the Department has worked with the 
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) to develop guidance on the 
role of the Section 151 Officer. This guidance is available on CIPFA’s website.31 When 
devising an Accountable Body arrangement, LEPs and Accountable Bodies must refer to 
this guidance. Note that the Government will incorporate the CIPFA guidance into its 
assurance process, therefore all LEPs and Accountable Bodies should ensure they meet 
the standards set out in this guidance. LEPs and Accountable Bodies should ensure that 
they address the five principles outlined in this guidance by:  

 
a. Enshrining a corporate position for the Section 151 Officer in LEP assurance;  
b. Creating a formal/structured mandate for the Section 151 Officer; 

                                            
 
29 For example, the Accountable Body should ensure that LEPs deal with Freedom of Information and Environmental Regulation requests in line 
with relevant legislation. 
30 Any reference to the Section 151 Officer also refers to any equivalent i.e. Section 73 Officer or Section 127 Officer. 
31 The guidance can be accessed on the CIPFA website: https://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/reports/principles-for-section-151-officers-
working-with-leps 

mailto:localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk
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c. Embedding good governance into decision making; 
d. Ensuring effective review of governance; and 
e. Ensuring appropriate skills and resourcing.  

 
143. The Section 151 Officer should exercise their duties in line with the CIPFA guidance and 

this Framework.  
 

144. LEPs should ensure that the Section 151 Officer is given sufficient access to information 
in order to carry out their role. All LEP Board documents should be provided to the Section 
151 Officer and where decisions are being made the Section 151 Officer should have the 
opportunity to comment. Within the LEP and Accountable Body agreement, the process for 
resolving conflicts between LEP Board decisions and Section 151 Officer advice should be 
outlined, based on the standards set out in CIPFA’s guidance.    

 
145. The Section 151 Officer should ensure that their oversight of the proper administration of 

financial affairs within the LEP continues throughout the year. In addition to providing an 
assurance statement as part of the Annual Performance Review (see Chapter on 
Assurance), by 28 February each year, the Section 151 Officer is required to submit a letter 
to the Department’s Accounting Officer.32 This should include:  

 
a. Details of the checks that the S151 Officer (or deputies) has taken to assure 

themselves that the LEP has in place the processes that ensure proper administration 
of financial affairs in the LEP; 

b. A statement outlining whether, having considered all the relevant information, the 
Section 151 Officer is of the opinion that the financial affairs of the LEP are being 
properly administered  (including consistently with this Framework and the LEP’s 
Local Assurance Framework); and 

c. If not, information about the main concerns and recommendations about the 
arrangements which need to be implemented in order to get the LEP to be properly 
administered. 

 
Decisions Relating to Awards of Public Funds 

146. LEPs are responsible for identifying and developing investment opportunities; prioritising 
the award of local growth funding; and monitoring and evaluating the impacts of its activities 
to improve productivity across the local economy. When making decisions relating to public 
funding or endorsing projects for public funding it is particularly important to be able to 
demonstrate that decisions have been reached in line with clear and transparent processes 
and made on merit. Open funding calls for projects or bids should be used to ensure any 
local business or organisation can apply. As part of this, LEPs should consider how its 
investment can maximise social value and how partners and beneficiaries can play an 
active role in the programme.  

 
                                            
 
32 A template will be provided to the S151 Officer each year, detailing the assurances required.  
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147. In order to demonstrate public funding decisions have been made on merit, the Local 
Assurance Framework should include a section explaining the decision making process 
relating to decisions involving public funding and the governance mechanisms in place. 
This should include: 

 
a. A commitment from all LEP Board Members to make decisions on merit having taken 

account of all relevant information available at the time33;  
b. Clear lines of accountability to the LEP Board and, where applicable, the Accountable 

Body. CA or MCA; 
c. A clear process for recording decisions reached and promptly communicating these 

to the Accountable Body (and applicant or public where applicable);  
d. Information on the LEP’s decision making procedures, including their arrangements 

for ensuring that decisions are taken at meetings which are quorate. This should 
include information on the number of Board Members and the breakdown of those 
Members (private or public sector Board Members) that are required to be present at 
meetings to ensure that a meeting is quorate;  

e. A link to all current schemes of delegation relating to funding decisions;   
f. The person (or name of the position) responsible for providing the final sign off for 

funding decisions. This may be a different person for different decisions (for instance 
Enterprise Zone and City Deal activities); 

g. The process by which the Accountable Body confirms receipt of the information and 
can report back when the direction is completed; 

h. A process allowing decisions, by exception, to be made by the LEP Board in the 
absence of a formal meeting (such as those made by written procedure); 

i. A system for promptly considering complaints about the decision making process; 
and 

j. A system showing how all investment decisions must be subject to a proportionate 
business case and evaluation and how all decisions must be subject to scrutiny 
arrangements in line with LEP processes. The LEP should specify its proportional 
business case approach by outlining the funding thresholds for business cases. 

 
148. For project and investment funding the Local Assurance Framework should also include a 

statement setting out the documents which will be made available to the LEP Board in 
advance of making a decision to allow them to make an informed assessment of the issues, 
including (either in full or summary where appropriate): 
 
a. The application made for funding; 
b. An appraisal of the application; 
c. A view by a legal expert, if required, on legal considerations including, where   

applicable, the percentage risk of challenge and non-compliance with the proposed 
course of action and any mitigating factors which may be taken to address this. 

                                            
 
33 For LEPs in MCA areas, it is recognised that the LEP may not be the final decision maker. The LEP should explain its role and identify where 
the MCA or CA fulfils one of the functions outlined in ‘Decisions relating to awards of public funds’ or where they perform one of the 
requirements jointly. 
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d. A recommendation as to whether to fund the proposal; and 
e. A recommendation about conditions which should be attached to the proposal. 

 
149. In addition to making decisions on funding, LEPs should also play a role in recovering 

funding where there has been non-compliance, mis-representation or under-performance.34 
In such circumstances, the LEP Board or delegated Sub-Board should receive reports 
providing information on projects which have received funding, including:  

 
a. A description of projects where concerns have been identified; 
b. Relevant details including the amount of funding awarded and the sum at risk due to 

the concerns; and 
c. Where recovery of funds is considered, a legal opinion which sets out the legal basis 

for recovery and likelihood of success. 
 

150. The LEP is expected to have in place appropriate arrangements to recover non-compliant 
funding. Where the LEP decides not to pursue recovery where it has identified non-
compliance and has legal grounds to do so it must provide a compelling justification for its 
decision.     

  
151. Where the LEP is entrusted with public money (either to carry out activities directly or 

where it directs the funding to others) it must fulfil its contractual obligations and maintain a 
robust audit trail to demonstrate compliance. Further information on the process for the 
selection, implementation, delivery and evaluation of projects can be found in the Ensuring 
Value for Money section. 

 
Scrutiny Arrangements  

152. LEPs should agree with their Accountable Body the appropriate scrutiny arrangements to 
ensure that decisions have the necessary independent and external scrutiny in place.  

153. In addition to any agreed internal scrutiny arrangements within the LEP, the LEP should 
participate in relevant Local Authority scrutiny arrangements to guarantee the effective and 
appropriate democratic scrutiny of their investment decisions. LEPs should ensure this 
engagement by either: 

• making an open offer to attend Local Authority Scrutiny Committees in their area and 
attending when requested; this will enable democratic scrutiny to take place when 
required and enable LEP decision makers to be held to account; 

• creating a joint Local Authority Scrutiny Committee, comprised of all Local Authorities 
from the LEP area, who meet to scrutinise and examine LEP decisions; or 

                                            
 
34 The LEP may ask the Accountable Body to perform this function. Where it does not do so, it should consider that some situations will require 
urgent intervention, for instance if the recipient of funds is likely to be wound up. LEPs should delegate responsibility for recovery in these 
situations.   
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• creating a joint Scrutiny Committee which comprises of all Local Authorities from the 
LEP area and relevant representatives that can provide scrutiny from a business 
perspective, who meet to scrutinise and examine LEP decisions.  
 

154. These arrangements should be clearly set out in the LEP Assurance Framework and on 
the LEP website. An update on these arrangements should be included in the annual 
performance review statement from the LEP Chief Executive and Chair. 

155. LEPs should record publicly their attendance at Local Authority scrutiny committees and 
ensure that they provide details of the outcome on the LEP website e.g. by publishing or 
linking to any publicly available reports or minutes resulting from the committee. LEPs 
should respond positively to requests to share information to ensure that the Committee is 
in possession of the necessary information to provide robust scrutiny and advice.  

156. For further advice on Local Authority Scrutiny arrangements, LEPs should refer to the 
Department’s guidance on Overview and Scrutiny in Local Authorities and Combined 
Authorities (forthcoming).35 

Audit Arrangements 

157. The LEP and Accountable Body should agree an internal audit plan for the year. This 
should include a risk-based audit plan of LEP activity that will provide assurance to the 
Section 151 Officer and the LEP Board at appropriate points through the year. LEPs should 
ensure that there are arrangements for funding audit activity. As part of this, the LEP and 
Accountable Body should agree appropriate audit committee arrangements which fit their 
model of incorporation. LEPs should ensure that they have the proper processes in place to 
manage risk, maintain an effective control environment, and report on financial and non-
financial performance. The LEP can achieve this by either:  

 
• Establishing their own audit committee; or 
• Utilising their Accountable Body audit committee. 

 
158. The internal auditors of the Accountable Body may provide assurances to both the LEP 

Board and the Section 151 Officer. Standards on internal audit sets out the assurances to 
be provided and the reporting relationships to maintain audit independence. Following a 
completed audit where there are recommendations that relate to the LEP these should be 
reported back to the Board by internal audit. 

 
159. Public funds managed by the Accountable Body will go through their external audit 

procedures, these will be risk-based which means that they may not receive an external 
audit every year. If LEPs have additional funds running through their own accounts they 
should ensure appropriate external audit arrangements in line with their incorporation 

                                            
 
35 To be updated once the guidance is published.  
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model are in place. For example, LEPs limited by guarantee should follow the Companies 
Act (2006) and consider relevant corporate governance best practice.    
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LEP assurance, performance, monitoring and Government 
intervention 
Compliance with the National Local Growth Assurance Framework 

160. LEPs must be compliant with the requirements set out in this Framework. It is recognised 
that some requirements will take time to implement; therefore compliance with the 
requirements set out in this Framework will be monitored from April 2019 onwards. Until 
that date, LEPs will be monitored against the compliance requirements within the previous 
version of the Framework and those set out in last year’s assurance process and Best 
Practice Guidance.   

 
161. LEPs must put in place appropriate record keeping processes. As a minimum these 

should show that decisions have been reached taking account of relevant information, all 
legal requirements and are in line with this Framework, Local Assurance Framework and 
any specific conditions attached to the funding or responsibility. LEPs should also ensure 
that appropriate people are available to promptly answer any questions arising during the 
monitoring process. 

 
162. Where Government identifies non-compliance, or the information to establish compliance 

is not available to the Officers carrying out monitoring, the Government will inform the LEP. 
The LEP and Government will work together to further investigate and address the issues, 
recognising that the Government may exercise its discretion to withhold or withdraw some 
or all of the public funds and responsibilities where it has concerns about significant or 
systemic non-compliance.  

 
163. As part of the assurance monitoring process, each LEP is required to publish an annual 

report and delivery plan. The delivery plan and annual report should set out a well-
developed understanding of the local economic evidence base to identify opportunities and 
obstacles to inclusive growth, prosperity and improved productivity. Government will work 
with LEPs to develop measures to report against in the plan and report. These will be 
considered as part of the annual assurance process.  Delivery plans and annual reports 
should be published at the beginning of each financial year.36 

 
The Assurance System 

164. The Department’s assurance system has a number of elements:  
 

• regular reporting against agreed financial output metrics: including the annual 
reports and delivery plans and programme specific data; 

                                            
 
36Note that the first Delivery plan is expected at the beginning of the 2019-20 financial year, with the first annual report to be published at the 
beginning of the 2020-21 financial year.  
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• oversight by the Accountable Body Section 151 Officer: Each LEP has an 
Accountable Body and S151 Officer (or equivalent) who is responsible for the proper 
financial administration of the LEP throughout the year. The Section 151 Officer will 
write to the MHCLG Accounting Officer by the 28 February each year confirming 
compliance with the Framework and escalate any compliance concerns that cannot 
be resolved locally; and 

• the annual assurance process: this being a series of checks into the systems and 
processes of the LEP carried out by Government each year. This includes 
compliance checks, deep dives, and Annual Performance Reviews. The Annual 
Performance Reviews are a key part of the wider assurance process.  

 
165. The annual assurance process consists of a series of Annual Performance Reviews, 

compliance checks and deep dives. Together, this process provides the Government 
oversight of each LEP and assurance that LEPs have in place the necessary systems and 
processes to manage devolved funding from central Government budgets effectively. The 
three stages of the annual assurance process consists of:  

• Annual Performance Reviews: each LEP takes part in an Annual Performance 
Review where officials formally meet with LEP personnel and review the LEP’s 
performance in key areas of strategy, delivery and governance. As part of this 
process LEPs must provide a brief formal assurance statement on an annual basis 
from the leadership of the LEP (i.e. the Chair and CEO), on the status of governance 
and transparency within their organisation. As part of this, LEPs must report on their 
current scrutiny procedures. The statement is required to be published on the LEP 
website. The Section 151 Officer is also required to provide a report at the Annual 
Performance Review on their work for the LEP and their opinion with a specific 
requirement to identify any issues of concern on governance and transparency. Each 
year, the Government will provide LEPs and Section 151 Officers with supporting 
documentation to assist them in the review process; 

• compliance checks: these are checks on each LEP’s website and publicly available 
documentation to ensure compliance with the Framework; and  

• deep dives: deep dives provide an in-depth review of LEP accountability and 
transparency arrangements. Interviews with a variety of Board Members and Officers 
as well as project sampling are conducted to assess implementation of the Local 
Assurance Framework.  

166. Feedback is provided to LEPs after each stage of the assurance process, highlighting 
areas for improvement. Where necessary individual action plans for LEPs are developed 
and monitored by officials. The outcomes of the assurance process form the evidence basis 
for funding recommendations. 
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Self-Regulation and Peer Review  

167. LEPs have an essential role in self-regulation and peer review to drive improvement 
across the sector. The Government encourages LEPs to share and support best practice. 
The Government and the LEP Network will be looking to establish visits and partnerships 
between LEPs so that LEPs can build up their capacity to be a self-regulating sector. The 
Government, the LEP Network and LEPs will develop a sector-led approach to assessing 
and improving performance through regular peer review. 

 
168. In the majority of cases, Government intervention will be minimal as the sector matures 

and self-regulates to effectively address underperformance at the local level and through 
the network of Local Enterprise Partnerships. As outlined in the Framework, we expect 
LEPs to self-regulate and seek challenge to improve their working arrangements. How 
LEP’s self-regulation will feed into our assurance system is outlined below: 

 
 

 
169. Ways in which we expect LEPs and the LEP Network to achieve this is by: 

 
• individual LEPs seeking challenge through participation in Local Authority Scrutiny 

Committees;  
• sharing of best practice and lessons learnt through the LEP Network; 
• peer review; 
• culture of transparency; and 
• Accountable Body and Section 151 Officer oversight. 

 
170. We expect LEPs and the LEP Network to work together to develop these functions.  
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Statement on Intervention  

171. The Government’s intervention approach for LEPs sits alongside the overall LEP 
assurance system which has been developed to ensure that LEPs have the necessary 
systems and processes in place to manage Government money effectively. Within the 
Cities and Local Growth Unit, officials monitor LEPs through the assurance system and 
through frequent local engagement.  Where the Government has concerns, it will proceed 
to use a spectrum of intervention options. The interventions used will depend on the 
specific circumstances related to the non-compliance or under-performance identified. In all 
cases, timely communication with the LEP will be key to ensure all parties are aware of the 
action taken and the steps required. Government expects LEPs to work with officials to 
ensure that any improvements are made. The spectrum of intervention options include, but 
are not limited to: 

 
• Central Government (official) engagement: the Department may intervene directly 

with LEPs to improve performance. The possible interventions that the Government 
may take include Senior Civil Service Officials observing LEP Board meetings, and 
observing recruitment or procurement processes. 

 
• Agreement of a formal action plan: the Cities and Local Growth Unit will request 

the LEP to design and implement a formal action plan to address any concerns. 
These will be agreed by the Cities and Local Growth Unit; they will contain milestones 
which will be monitored to ensure that the LEP is making adequate progress in 
addressing any outstanding concerns. All LEPs that receive a rating of ‘requires 
improvement’ or ‘inadequate’ in areas of governance, delivery or strategy in the 
Annual Performance Review will be required to develop an action plan to be 
approved by the Cities and Local Growth Unit.  

 
• Improvement partners: the Cities and Local Growth Unit may ask a high performing 

LEP and/or the LEP Network to provide advice and support to LEPs with performance 
issues (e.g. if there are capability and capacity issues). 

 
• Risk-based deep dive: in addition to the National Oversight and Compliance Team’s 

rolling schedule of deep dives, concerns about compliance or underperformance may 
trigger a risk-based deep dive. Members of the National Oversight and Compliance 
Team will visit the LEP and will undertake an in-depth review of LEP accountability 
and transparency arrangements, allowing the team an opportunity to observe the 
culture and leadership arrangements within the LEP. On conclusion of the deep dive, 
a report with be produced which provides the LEP with a performance rating and 
action plan. If a LEP is rated as having ‘inadequate’ governance through the Annual 
Performance Review, the National Oversight and Compliance Team will conduct a 
deep dive.  
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• Withholding and/or withdrawing funding: to ensure probity of public funds, funding 
may be partially or fully withheld until improvements in LEPs are made.  The specific 
amount and type of funding withheld will depend on the circumstances of the LEP 
and the specific concerns which need to be addressed. As part of this process, 
consideration will be given to the impact that withholding funding may have on the 
delivery of LEP projects and operations. The Cities and Local Growth Unit will 
consider withholding money from LEPs on a case by case basis.  

 
• Expression of loss of confidence: where the Government has lost confidence in 

the ability of the LEP to deliver its objectives, Ministers will write to the LEP to 
express a loss of confidence in its leadership.  

 
 

The annual assurance process: 
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Part C: Ensuring Value for Money 

Introduction 
172. It is important that all MCAs and LEPs have robust arrangements in place to ensure 

projects are delivered effectively and provide good value for money. 
 

173. The section below addresses what MCAs and LEPs will need to consider in deciding how 
to allocate their funding to projects and prioritise between proposals. Given the 
considerable variation in types and sizes of projects which MCAs and LEPs may want to 
support, our intention is not to establish any rigid rules, but rather to establish a set of 
principles based on existing best practice and published guidance. 

 
174. We would expect decisions relating to which projects to fund to be supported by the 

development of a business case proportionate to the level of funding which would be 
scrutinised by the MCA or LEP where applicable.  
 

175. Proposals should include a clear rationale for intervention, with a clear presentation of 
strategic and viable objectives, while delivering good value for money compared to 
potential alternatives.  
 

176. Funding decisions should be set out in a Local Assurance Framework that includes 
impartial advice and robust processes. Appropriate checks and balances should be 
considered so that all competing business cases are presented fairly and accurately.  

 
177. MCAs and LEPs must also ensure that the Local Assurance Framework sets out the 

arrangements for the active management of risk relating to all matters for which the MCA 
or LEP is responsible, including but not limited to propriety and value for money issues. 
This must include having a named individual of appropriate seniority who is responsible 
for the identification and management of risk. 

 
178. Project delivery practices should comply with government standards, which highlight 

the importance of MCAs and LEPs having a common framework underpinning policy 
delivery. This framework should include clearly defined roles of responsibility to ensure 
timely decision making, quality assurance and good governance, while accounting for the 
associated risks of the project. Throughout the project, milestones should be monitored in 
accordance with the effective delivery of output. This should be escalated as appropriate 
to ensure that issues are addressed and lessons learnt are captured. 

 
179. For bodies with Crown Copyright the Cabinet Office’s Best Management Practice offers 

a suitable benchmark to adopt for defining and managing projects, programmes and 
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portfolios.37 For bodies without Crown Copyright, a Government Functional Standard for 
project, programme and portfolio management is under development and will be 
uploaded to the www.gov.uk website when published. 
 

Business Cases and Value for Money 
180. MCAs and LEPs must have a clear and transparent basis (published on their website) 

against which projects and programmes are initially identified, prioritised and appraised 
relative to a set of credible options, assessed for value for money, commissioned and 
then delivered.  
 

181. MCAs and LEPs must ensure Business Cases include: 
 

a. The evidential basis on which the need for intervention builds, and how the MCA 
or LEP will ensure that it identifies the need and/or opportunity for intervention 
using rigorous analysis of quality data and regarding the application of best 
practice; and 

b. The methodology used to assess value for money and the degree of detail to 
which business cases are developed in support of projects or programmes. 
Attention should be given to how different types of projects will be compared and 
assessed. Typically, this would include the following considerations at a level 
proportionate to the scale of funding required for the proposal: 
• a clear economic rationale that justifies the use of public funds in addition to 

how a proposed project is expected to contribute to strategic objectives; 
• clearly defined inputs, activities, outputs and anticipated outcomes, ensuring 

that factors such as displacement and deadweight have been considered; 
• benefits that exceed the costs of intervention using appropriate value for money 

metrics; and 
• appropriate consideration of deliverability and risk along with appropriate 

mitigating action (the costs of which must be clearly understood). 
 

182. A variety of measures can be used to summarise value for money. Estimates of Net 
Present Social Value (NPSV) and Benefit Cost Ratios (BCR) are commonly used: 

 
• NPSV is defined as the present value of benefits less the present value of costs. It 

provides a measure of the overall impact of an option. 
• BCR is defined as the ratio of the present value of benefits to the present value of 

costs. It provides a measure of the benefits relative to costs. 
 

183. The methodology should be proportionate to the funding allocated and in line with 
established Government guidance including the most recent HM Treasury Green Book. 

                                            
 
37 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/best-management-practice-portfolio 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220541/green_book_complete.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/best-management-practice-portfolio
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Typically, we would expect business cases to address, in a proportionate manner, the five 
cases set out in the Supplementary Guidance to the Green Book. 

 
184. In addition to the Green Book, other appraisal guidance should be followed for specific 

thematic interventions where available. Annex A provides a description of specific issues 
and guidance that should be considered for transport, skills, housing, and business 
support. 

 
185. MCAs and LEPs must ensure that the commercial, financial and management 

arrangements are appropriate for effective delivery. Where applicable, appropriate 
resources should be consulted for situation specific project appraisals. To assist with this, 
Infrastructure UK (now part of the Infrastructure and Projects Authority) has produced a 
Project Initiation Routemap Handbook and associated modules which provide a framework 
to support public and private sector infrastructure providers improve the delivery of their 
projects and programmes. MCAs and LEPs may find this helpful when reviewing these 
aspects of business cases. 
 

186. Places must have robust processes in place that ensure all funding decisions are based 
on impartial advice. There must be clear distinction between those acting as scheme 
promoters and those appraising programmes and projects and advising decision makers, 
so that the LEP is acting on impartial advice on the merits of (potentially competing) 
business cases. Named individuals responsible for ensuring value for money as well as 
scrutiny and recommendations for business cases (not necessarily the same person) 
should ideally be independent of the promoting organisation or where this is impractical, 
should sit outside the management unit responsible for developing and promoting the 
business case. 

 
187. Further best practice on business cases is provided in Annex D. 

Monitoring and Evaluation 
188. MCAs with a Single Pot and LEPs will need to ensure that there is appropriate input, 

output and outcome monitoring and evaluation of projects taken forward. 
 

189. The Local Assurance Framework must set out the arrangements for input, output and 
outcome monitoring of projects. This enables an assessment of the performance of 
projects. An evaluation aims to understand the impacts of the projects using the 
performance monitoring data, alongside additional sources of data. In the Local Assurance 
Framework, LEPs and MCA’s should make reference to specific documentation which sets 
out their approach, such as Growth Deal Evaluation plans. When considering monitoring 
and evaluation arrangements, reference should be made to Annex D and HMT’s Magenta 
Book on designing monitoring and evaluation where appropriate. 

 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-infrastructure-delivery-project-initiation-routemap
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220542/magenta_book_combined.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220542/magenta_book_combined.pdf
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190. Evaluating projects can deliver the following objectives: 
 
a. Provide accountability for the investment; 
b. Justify future spending allocations; 
c. Enhance the operational effectiveness of existing projects or future project 

extensions; 
d. Improve future initiatives (as well as future VFM appraisal) based on learning; 
e. MCAs with a Single Pot and LEPs must ensure a proportionate approach to 

monitoring and evaluation. Evaluation objectives should relate back to the business 
case and build on the assumptions used in the appraisal process. A good starting 
point for both the business case and monitoring and evaluation is the creation of a 
logic model (see Annex D); and 

f. The specific inputs, outputs and outcomes that will be monitored and measured will 
differ depending on the type of intervention. Monitoring and evaluation should 
therefore focus on those inputs and outcomes that are most relevant to the impact of 
the project’s objectives. 

 
191. Further best practice on monitoring and evaluation is provided in Annex D. 
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Annex A: Additional guidance from Government 
Departments 
1. This overarching Framework covers all Government funding which MCAs, LEPs and their 

Accountable Bodies are responsible for. It is supported by advice from relevant 
departments and Non-Departmental Public Bodies (NDPBs) set out below. This additional 
advice is wholly consistent with the principles and practices set out in this document and 
should be read together. Links to these related documents are set out below. 

Transport Schemes 
 
2. Transport projects will be subject to the minimum requirements on value for money 

assessment, assurance and evaluation of transport projects set out at Annex B. The basis of 
transport appraisal is the Department for Transport’s (DfT’s) appraisal guidance known as 
WebTAG.38  
 

3. WebTAG is not a standard ‘one size fits all’ process. It promotes the use of proportionate 
appraisal and gives some significant discretion in the level of detail that is appropriate 
depending on the nature of the transport scheme concerned. 
 

4. For these purposes a ‘transport scheme’ is defined as any scheme that significantly changes 
the transport network infrastructure, whatever its objectives. For example, improving journey 
times may not be the objective of a scheme but the impact on journey times, if expected to 
be significant, would still need to be considered as part of the overall value for money 
consideration of a scheme. 
 

Skills capital schemes  
 
5. From April 2015 the Government has transferred the skills capital budget, previously 

managed by the Skills Funding Agency (now Education and Skills Funding Agency) Capital 
team, to LEPs via the Local Growth Fund paid to the Accountable Body.39 Where the Local 
Growth Fund is within the MCA Single Pot, this guidance also refers to MCAs.  

6. How LEPs choose to incorporate the management of skills capital funds within their LEPs 
governance is a matter for local discretion. Education and Skills Funding Agency support to 
assist with decisions about skills capital schemes is no longer available. It is, however, 
expected that LEPs will base their local processes on Education and Skills Funding Agency 
good practice, advice and guidance, tailored to local circumstances, or put in place 
equivalent robust local arrangements to ensure value for money and effective delivery of 

                                            
 
38 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag 
39 The Education and Skills Funding Agency sits within the Department for Education 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag
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skills capital schemes, through strong project development, project and options appraisal, 
prioritisation, and business case development – as set out in Part C above.   

Housing and Commercial Interventions  

7. LEPs will be expected to base their local arrangements on Homes England good practice, 
advice and guidance tailored to local circumstances, or put in place equivalent robust local 
arrangements to ensure value for money and effective delivery of housing, regeneration 
and related infrastructure schemes. The Department’s Appraisal Guide  provides guidance 
on how the Department appraises residential and non-residential development which LEPs 
may wish to follow.40 

8. A mix of interventions occurring at the local level (across transport, skills capital scheme 
and housing/commercial) can be appraised using the relevant departmental guidance and 
integrating them in one value for money statement.  

Business Support 

9. Where Government provides core funding for Growth Hubs, it requires all LEPs and their 
Growth Hubs to comply with the ‘principles of funding’ which includes using robust 
monitoring and evaluation systems to exercise continuous service improvement; ensure 
excellence in quality delivery and deliver greater levels of impact on business.  

 

                                            
 
40 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/department-for-communities-and-local-government-appraisal-guide  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/department-for-communities-and-local-government-appraisal-guide
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Annex B: Transport Schemes 

Value for Money 
1. Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCAs) and Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) will need 

to be satisfied that the proposed schemes will achieve value for money. 

2. MCAs and LEPs will need to demonstrate that they have established processes to ensure 
that their modelling and appraisal is sufficiently robust and fit for purpose for the scheme 
under consideration. This should describe how they will ensure that the modelling and 
appraisal of schemes meets the guidance set out in WebTAG. 

3. WebTAG should be used for all schemes but the Department appreciates that for schemes 
with low costs (for example below £5m) it is expected that a more proportionate approach to 
be taken. The use of WebTAG, which is mandatory for all schemes, does not preclude 
additional assessments or methodologies (e.g. wider economic benefits) being employed to 
prioritise and assess the overall business case for a scheme.  

 
4. Neither does it dictate the weighting or importance that decision-makers should attach to 

any aspect of the WebTAG assessment or any additional assessment. In particular, the 
Benefit to Cost Ratio is only one component of the value for money assessment and should 
not be the sole driver of decision-making. 

5. The overriding principle is that the full range of the material costs and benefits of a scheme, 
both quantified and unquantified, should be available to decision-makers. 

Minimum 
requirements 

The modelling and appraisal of schemes contained in business 
cases must be developed in accordance with the guidance published 
in WebTAG at the time the business case is submitted to MCAs and 
LEPs for approval. 

 
Central case assessments must be based on forecasts which are 
consistent with the definitive version of NTEM (DfT’s planning 
dataset). This requirement doesn’t stop MCAs and LEPs considering 
alternative planning assumptions as sensitivity tests and considering 
the results of these in coming to a decision about whether to approve 
a scheme. 

 
The appraisal and modelling will be scrutinised by MCAs and LEPs 
to ensure it has been developed in accordance with the WebTAG. 
This will be undertaken independent of the management unit or 
authority promoting the scheme. The Local Assurance Framework 
will set out how this will be done. 
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The Local Assurance Framework must set out how the assessment 
and scrutiny of business cases will be quality assured. 

Recommended Set out mechanisms for providing early advice to scheme promoters 
on whether the study approach is fit-for-purpose, particularly in 
relation to modelling and Social & Distributional Impacts (which both 
can have significant lead times) 
 

Optional A description of how MCAs and LEPs will ensure that WebTAG will 
be applied by scheme promoters in a proportionate and robust way. 

 
A description of the circumstances under which external scrutiny or 
audit of the appraisal or modelling of schemes would be 
commissioned 
e.g. controversial or particularly costly schemes. 

 

6. MCAs and LEPs will need to put in place a process for producing a Value for Money (VfM) 
statement for all schemes put forward for approval summarising their overall assessment of 
the economic case. This VfM statement will need to be reviewed and updated at each 
approval stage. 

Minimum 
requirements 

A value for money statement for each scheme in line with published 
DfT WebTAG guidance and DfT advice on assessing VfM must be 
presented for consideration to MCAs and LEPs at each approval 
stage.41 

 
The VfM assessment must be signed off as true and accurate by a 
named officer with responsibility for Value for Money assessments 
within MCAs and LEPs. 

Recommended Set out what processes will be put in place to ensure that all impacts of 
a scheme (monetised and non-monetised) will be assessed by officers 
on a consistent basis and are based on reasonable assumptions. 

 

7. MCAs and LEPs will need to confirm that they agree to only approve schemes that meet a 
minimum VfM threshold and put in place the appropriate checks and balances to ensure 
compliance with this requirement. 

8. The overwhelming majority of local major schemes funded in recent years were assessed 
by the Department as offering at least “high” value for money. 

                                            
 
41 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dft-value-for-money-framework 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dft-value-for-money-framework
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9. We would like to ensure that the value for money of major transport investment is 
maintained and therefore would expect that MCAs and LEPs would only in exceptional 
circumstances agree to fund schemes with lower than “high” value for money. 

10. If MCAs and LEPs wish to retain the flexibility to fund schemes assessed at less than “high” 
value for money, the assurance framework should clearly set out the circumstances under 
which funding for such schemes would be considered, and outline any additional scrutiny or 
conditions that would apply.  
 
Minimum 
requirements 

MCAs and LEPs must either: only approve schemes that offer at least 
“high” value for money, as assessed using DfT guidance, or; set out 
the limited circumstances under which schemes offering lower than 
“high” value for money would be considered. 

 
Schemes must be assessed against the relevant thresholds at each 
approval stage. 

 

11. MCAs and LEPs are required to demonstrate separately (in other sections of the assurance 
framework) that they are transparent and open when reporting the results of modelling and 
appraisal, and that they have plans in place to obtain the necessary resources to fulfil the 
requirement to secure Value for Money. 

External Views on Business Cases 
12. This section should outline what arrangements exist for MCAs and LEPs to invite and 

consider any external comment and/or scrutiny of business cases prior to approval. In 
previous DfT guidance, bidding Local Authorities were required to place their business case 
on their own websites when bids were submitted for funding and that practice should 
continue. 

Minimum 
requirements 

Business cases must be published (and publicised) before a decision 
to approve funding is made so that external comment is possible. 

 
Opinions expressed by the public and stakeholders must be available 
to relevant members or boards of MCAs and LEPs when decisions are 
being taken. 

Recommended The above period should be at least 3 months. 
 
MCAs and LEPs should make public how they have taken external 
comments into account 
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Evaluation and Monitoring 
13. The following requirements on the evaluation and monitoring of outcomes apply to 

all transport schemes. 

Minimum 
requirements 

MCAs and LEPs must put in place mechanisms to ensure that 
schemes are monitored and evaluated in line with the latest DfT 
guidance on the evaluation of local major schemes.42 In particular 
MCAs and LEPs should: 

 
• set out proportionate evaluation and monitoring (M&E) plans 

that clarify: 1) requirements for individual schemes including 
funding of M&E activities; 2) responsibility for undertaking M&E, 
how minimum standards will be met and timescales for 
completion and decisions. 

• ensure that, for each scheme, there is clarity about how  
spend against delivery of outputs will be reported. 

• ensure that M&E plans are in place for schemes by the time that 
funding is signed off or before any data collection is 
programmed. 

• put in place processes to ensure that the results of any 
evaluation and monitoring are published. 

Recommended MCAs and LEPs should have the results of any evaluation and 
monitoring reviewed independently of the scheme promoter. 

 
MCAs and LEPs should prepare an evaluation ‘handover pack’ as part 
of the appraisal process that documents all key assumptions so that 
those responsible for scheme evaluation can fully understand how 
appraisal estimates were produced and can examine the potential 
drivers of any differences between forecasts and outturns. 

Optional Set out how MCAs and LEPs will share best practice obtained 
from evaluation and monitoring reports. 

14. MCAs, LEPs and scheme promoters should refer to published DfT frameworks for 
advice on monitoring outcomes (e.g. reducing congestion, improving journey reliability 
etc.) measures, data collection methods and potential data sources. 

 

                                            
 
42 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/monitoring-and-evaluation-framework-for-local-authority-major-schemes 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/monitoring-and-evaluation-framework-for-local-authority-major-schemes
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Annex C: Adult Education Budget Guidelines 
for Mayoral Combined Authorities    

Introduction 
1. This document provides guidelines on the information the Department for Education (DfE) 

would expect Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCAs) to have regard to when taking on 
responsibility for the Adult Education Budget (AEB) from the start of the 2019/20 academic 
year, commencing 1 August 2019.  These guidelines clarify what assurances should be in 
place when administering the functions of the AEB, in addition to the Government 
guidelines set out in the Framework.   
 

2. It is for MCAs to determine how best to address the guidelines when developing their 
Local Assurance Frameworks. 
 

Accountable and transparent decision making for the AEB  
 

3. In addition to the accountable and transparent decision-making guidance outlined in the 
Framework, MCAs will need to confirm that investment decisions will be made for AEB 
funding with full consideration to the statutory entitlements, which are detailed in the 
orders that were laid to devolve the functions for administering the AEB to MCAs, which 
are: 
 

a. English and maths, up to and including level 2, for individuals aged 19 and over, 
who have not previously attained a GCSE grade A* to C or grade 4, or higher, 
and/or 

b. First full qualification at Level 2 for individuals aged 19 to 23, and/or  
c. First full qualification at level 3 for individuals aged 19 to 23.    

 
4. MCAs will also need to consider how funding of the AEB will align to their Strategic Skills 

Plans and support the delivery of local economic objectives. This should include a 
description of the arrangements for enabling effective and meaningful engagement of local 
(and national) partners in proposed use and evaluation of the AEB, including but not 
limited to FE providers and their representative organisations employers, National Careers 
Service, DfE/Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA). 

 
Base level monitoring and evaluation recommendations 
 

5. Following devolution of the AEB, MCAs will be asked to provide the Government with a 
report on the delivery of the functions, as part of the wider monitoring and evaluation 
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submissions that MCAs are required to submit as part of devolution agreements. MCAs 
will report on the previous academic year findings to date each January, referencing the 
most up to date publicly available data at that point in time. The submission should 
include, but not be limited to: 

 
a. Their policies for adult education 
b. Spend from the AEB 
c. Analysis of their own on delivery in their areas. This can draw on published data 

from DfE and use other data where necessary to present this analysis.43 
d. Local Impact - MCAs should consider the impact AEB devolution has had upon 

skills in their localities, with regard to: 
• overall participation in AEB funded provision; 
• number of learners exercising their statutory entitlement to full funding for: i) 

english and maths up to Level 2; ii) first full level 2 (learners aged 19-23); and 
iii) first full level 3 (learners aged 19-23); and 

• completion and achievement rates. 
 

6. In addition to the recommendations above, MCAs may also want to produce further 
monitoring and evaluation which goes beyond the data sets the DfE publishes annually. 
MCAs are encouraged to provide links and references to any relevant employer or learner 
surveys available, and report on plans to undertake further surveys, which may include 
previous academic years. 
 

7. MCAs should develop their own robust monitoring and evaluation plans going forward, to 
help identify and measure the impact of AEB spending in their area. The Government’s 
published Green Book contains useful information for developing these plans.44  

                                            
 
43 This analysis could be released into the public by the government departments. For example, presenting AEB devolution impacts to 
parliament.  
44 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf  

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf
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Annex D: Value for Money Best Practice 
Guidance 

Monitoring and Evaluation Guidance 
1. Plans should be developed to introduce robust measures in advance of implementation of 

any strategy, intervention or funding stream which will enable the designing-in of impact 
evaluation. This should include as a minimum, logic modelling of the individual policies in 
scope to clearly outline the objective for intervention and the metrics that will need to be 
measured through monitoring and therefore baselined. Metrics should be specific, 
measurable, achievable, realistic and timely (SMART).  

 
2. Evaluation should be proportionate to spend and based on the art of what is possible. 

Comprehensive process and impact evaluation does not rely solely on econometrics. 
Whilst the aspiration should be for evaluation against a counterfactual (what would have 
happened to the outcomes in the absence of intervention), where this is truly not feasible 
nor value for money, lower thresholds of evaluation design can still be meaningful. A logic 
model and strong monitoring data will allow triangulation with other data towards a theory-
based evaluation as a minimum. HMT guidance on undertaking robust impact evaluation 
of Government funding can be found in the Magenta Book. The What Works Centre for 
Local Economic Growth has also developed a series of toolkits to assist with evaluation.  

 
3. Common process and impact evaluation questions are set out below.  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-magenta-book
http://www.whatworksgrowth.org/resources/how-to-evaluate-eight-things-to-consider/
http://www.whatworksgrowth.org/resources/how-to-evaluate-eight-things-to-consider/
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4. Evaluation is contingent on the availability of high quality data. Therefore performance 
management systems are usually best value for money and lower in administration 
burdens when designed with a view to the data needed for future evaluation. Logic models 
are a useful tool for doing this and the spine for theory-based evaluation. Data quality as 
part of any performance management/ assurance framework should be in accordance with 
HMT guidance in the Aqua Book. An illustrative example is provided below. 

Example logic model for LEP delivery  

 

 

5. Common metrics identified through mapping of local economic growth policies and 
interventions are identified below. The list below is not exhaustive and does not preclude 
collection of additional data for local/bespoke governance and accounting needs. These 
are common metrics that are indicative of those that MCAs and LEPs should consider. It 
is our expectation that places will build upon these during the development of Local 
Industrial Strategies and LEP Delivery Plans.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Example of Unintended 
impacts 

Deadweight 

Displacement 

Context   

There is a strong body of evidence on the importance of local capacity and 
capability for delivering growth. Successful local development strategies 
require all influential economic players to be integrated into decision-
making, and for their political support to be sustained.  Effective regional-
tier government is necessary for successful development, and the more 
capable the government the greater the returns on investment (see e.g. 
evidence on infrastructure investment)1.  

Intended Impacts 
Increase in the prosperity of local economies 
 
Increase in national economic growth 
 
Inclusive growth within and between communities 
 
Improved relationships with other devolved administrations in the UK 
 

Programme/Project Objectives 

Drive the productivity and inclusive growth of local economies 
between and within local communities through local decision 
making. 

Market Failures Addressed                                                                         

Barriers to growth in places that are struggling economically e.g. 
access to finance, lack of skills and training, difficulty attracting firms 
and barriers to growth in competitive places e.g. need for 
more/better infrastructure, improved housing, better skills and 
training lead to regional imbalances. 

PROJECT TITLE:    Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) 

Rationale   
 
LEPs are conceived of 
as lean, private sector-
led partnerships 
between major 
economic players in a 
functional economic 
area for integrated 
decision making on 
local investment.  

 

 

Inputs             

Start-up costs 

Involvement of 
business leaders and 
wider stakeholders in 
decision making 

Delivery through 38 
LEPS 
 

Local Authority funding 

 

Activities                     
 

 
Local strategies 
 
Dispersing and 
overseeing 
development funding 
 
Governance, 
assurance and 
monitoring + evaluation 

Outputs (all additional)                         
 
 
• Business assists 
• Start ups 
• Businesses attracted 
• New products to 

market/New to the firm 
products 

• Employment increase 
• Skills developed 
• Infrastructure built 

Intended Outcomes    
Local economic growth  
 
National economic growth 
 
Reduced inequality within and 
between regions 
 
Increase in wellbeing (local and 
National) 
 
Increase in private sector finance 
 
Increase in disposable income      

Measure 
GVA per hours worked 
 
GVA per hours worked 
 
IMD/Others 
 
 
Wellbeing stats 
 
 
Turnover 
 
RHDI (ONS) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-quality-assurance-of-government-models
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Inputs 
• Funding streams 
• Governance and accounting arrangements 
• Strategy (e.g. LIS) 

 
Activities 

• Operational delivery through LEPs/MCAs 
 
Common outputs 

• Business/Enterprise assists 
• Business/Enterprise start ups 
• Businesses/Enterprises attracted 
• New products to market/new to the firm products 
• Employment increase 
• Skills developed 
• Infrastructure built (Business/housing/transport) 

 
Common outcomes 

• Increase in local economic growth 
• Reduced inequality within and between places 
• Increase in private sector financing 
• Increases in wellbeing 

 
Ultimate impacts 

• Inclusive national economic growth 

 

6. When trying to collect high quality data that is based on the above, it is important to have 
consistency in how metrics are being counted across different interventions and projects 
within the LEP. A common performance framework should allow for more reliable reporting 
of shared outcomes across local economic growth policy, strategy and delivery. This 
should reduce administrative burdens locally and ensure the quality of the performance 
management data that is being collated for robust monitoring and evaluation. Success will 
need to be monitored at various levels of granularity e.g. project level should build up to 
policy/intervention type evaluation, in turn feeding into national measures of both 
productivity and wellbeing etc. Webtag should also be referred to for transport metrics. 
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Proportionate Business Cases  
7. Institutions with responsibility for public funds provided by Government must observe HM 

Treasury guidance for assessing how to spend those resources. The Green Book and 
associated guidance is the main point of reference and advice on best practice.45  

8. This annex does not replace or displace the official guidance. The Checklist offers a good 
one pager to judge any business case proportionally.46 Proportionality here should not be 
to the exclusion of any of the 5 cases (strategic, economic, financial, commercial and 
management) but to adjust the scale of each case to the scale of the funding commitment. 

9. A full business case is required to allocate government funds to a specified purpose (skills 
capital, regeneration). Once the funds are allocated to a specific purpose, following 
approval of a 5-case business case, it is the responsibility of the delivery body to spend 
these funds for the purpose they were given. The procurement policies of delivery bodies 
should be transparent and fair but need not require contractors to argue a 5-case business 
case, if such business case had already been submitted for the overall spend.  

10. The 2018 refresh of the Green Book has new additional guidance on subnational appraisal 
that must be observed for delivering policy at subnational level. This is particularly relevant 
for the Economic Case because some measures of economic benefit, such as 
employment multipliers, are no longer accepted for national policies, but can be justified as 
benefits for calculating subnational Benefit-Cost Ratios, provided they are well evidenced 
and presented alongside UK-wide results for comparison. 

11. Any proportionate business case must cover all elements of the 5-case model. For the 
purposes of complying it helps if each of these is presented separately, even if over a 
limited number of paragraphs. To help ensure consistency of approach, it is also useful for 
each delivery body to design a single template for all business cases that includes the five 
elements.  

a. Strategic case – must show the rationale, background, policy context and strategic fit of 
the public expenditure or public intervention; 

b. Economic case – with evidence of why a privately provided solution would fall short of 
what is optimal (market failure) and a list of options to achieve a better outcome. “Do 
nothing” should always be an option. There is no one size fits all for how many options 
or what makes a good economic case: some need distributional analysis, others 
evidence of unmet demand for a service. The case must build on robust verifiable 
evidence, consider additionality, and displacement of activity, and include a sensitivity 
analysis and a correction for optimism bias if risk is a factor for success. Value for 

                                            
 
45 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-green-book-appraisal-and-evaluation-in-central-governent 
46https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/190603/Green_Book_guidance_checklist_for_assessing
_business_cases.pdf 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-green-book-appraisal-and-evaluation-in-central-governent
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/190603/Green_Book_guidance_checklist_for_assessing_business_cases.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/190603/Green_Book_guidance_checklist_for_assessing_business_cases.pdf
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Money is ideally demonstrated in a credible Benefit Cost Ratio, but where some of the 
costs and/or benefits cannot be monetised at the present time, the economic case 
should proportionally capture these impacts and specify a partial Value for Money 
measure. Wider benefits/costs should be considered and specified where these are 
sizeable, compared with the direct impacts;  

c. Commercial case – demonstrate commercial viability or contractual structure for the 
project, including procurement where applicable;  

d. Financial case – standard appraisal of financial implications of the project, including 
where applicable budgets, cash flow, and contingencies; 

e. Management case – of how the project is going to be delivered referring to the Green 
Book to verify if there are mandatory methodologies applicable to the investment. 

Example A: 

12. An investment of £20 million of capital funding to build a new facility within an Enterprise 
Zone(EZ) to complement and expand productive activities already in the area.  

13. The strategic case is shown to fit not only with the current activities, but to plans in the 
whole EZ and beyond to improve productivity more widely, not just in the new facility. The 
provision of this new space is shown to open new specialisms that were not previously 
present, and these specialisms are shown to be complementary to the current activities. 
This demonstrates partial additionality: some, but not all new activity would have 
eventually developed, but this would have taken longer and fall short of need. Independent 
evidence of a demand for this facility is included to justify need for intervention using public 
funds further. 

14. The economic case refers to and follows Green Book guidance. A long list of 7 options is 
presented, including “Do Nothing”, and the advantages and disadvantages of each option 
are listed. For the preferred option, inputs and outputs are identified. Additionality, 
Leakage and Displacement are explicitly considered and the multiplier effect is explained. 
There is also evidence of discounting of costs and benefits over time, correction for 
optimism bias, and a NPV is shown. Some of the costs and benefits that cannot be 
monetised are identified and their impact assessed qualitatively. 

15. The commercial, financial, and management cases all deemed as adequate by relevant 
professionals. 

16. This is a sizeable investment for a specified purpose and follows the 5 cases 
proportionally, offering evidence of additionality in the strategic case, comparing a good 
number of options (5 would have been sufficient), calculating a rate of return, and covering 
succinctly commercial and financial plans, and specifying management responsibilities. 
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Example B 

17. An investment of £1.5 million to split into smaller projects to create or improve learning 
spaces and increase learner numbers in the locality 

18. The strategic case is clearly aligned with strategic plans that identifies the need for more 
employer training, more level 4+ qualifications and more young people studying STEM. 
Evidence is provided on qualification requirements, skill gaps and the percentage of 
employers providing training. Major infrastructure projects are also referenced which are 
expected to create demand for particular skills. When individual projects bid for the funding 
they will also be expected to set out the strategic fit.  

19. Economic Case: Skills interventions are typically justified on the basis of positive 
externalities and poaching which reduces the incentive for employers to invest in training. 
A number of options are considered including “Do nothing”, a larger scheme, or the 
smaller projects applying for funding individually. The business case for the whole pot 
provides some indicative estimates of output based on potential projects in the pipeline 
(e.g.1,200 sq metres of floorspace and 1,250 learners) but does not go onto monetise 
impacts because at the time of bidding the specific projects that would be funded are 
unknown. Nevertheless, the business case includes some of the evaluation evidence 
relating to Skills Capital and the impact of FE on learners to illustrate the potential VFM of 
such investments. 

20. The commercial, financial, and management cases all deemed as adequate by relevant 
professionals. 

21. This is a portfolio fund that will be fractioned and allocated to different bidders. Only the 
overall pot requires a full business case, which was proportionately addressed as noted 
above. For each of the fractions of the total pot it is at the discretion of the delivery body to 
require (or not) a 5-case business case from each bidder. 
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Annex E: Local Assurance Framework 
Checklist  
 Requirement  Further 

guidance can 
be found in 
section 

Page Check 

Alignment with the Accounting Officer System Statement 
MCAs & LEPs should outline in their Local Assurance Framework:  
1 A clear description of the roles 

and responsibilities. 
19.a 11  

2 Arrangements for taking and 
accounting for all decisions and 
ways of working.  

19.b 11  

3 Responsibilities of the 
Accountable Body. 

19.c 11  

4 The arrangements to ensure 
value for money. 

19.d 11  

5 Publish their Local Assurance 
Framework on their website. 

20.a 11  

London 
6 Publish an agreement that sets 

out the working level 
arrangements between the 
London LEP & GLA. 

29 12-13  

PART A: Mayoral Combined Authorities with a Single Pot that includes Local 
Growth Fund 
The Local Assurance Framework should outline: 
Accountability and Transparent Decision Making 
7 Confirm Accountable Body 

arrangements for funding 
received from Government 
through devolution deals. 

45.a 16  

8 Confirm that the use of 
resources is subject to the usual 
Local Authority checks and 
balances.  

45.b 16  

9 Confirm, where applicable, 
investment decisions using 
public funds will be made with 
reference to statutory 
requirements, conditions of the 
funding, local transport 
objectives and through formal 
LEP involvement. 

45.c 16  
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10 Describe the arrangements for 
enabling effective and 
meaningful engagement of local 
partners and the public to inform 
key decisions and future strategy 
development. 

45.d 16  

11 Set out the key roles and 
responsibilities in decision-
making. 

46 16  

12 Agree and publish a joint 
statement with their LEP(s) 
which sets out their respective 
roles and responsibilities.  

47 16  

13 Set out the means by which 
elected Mayors will be involved 
in funding allocation and 
decision-making. 

49 17  

Part B: Local Enterprise Partnerships 
Corporate Structure for LEPs 
14 LEPs must have a legal 

personality. 
62 - 64 20  

Local Assurance Framework & Website 
The Local Assurance Framework must: 
15 Provide information on how the 

LEP manages its programmes, 
funding streams and any 
associated contracts, including 
Local Growth Fund, City Deals 
and Enterprise Zones (where 
applicable). 

65.b 20  

16 Provide information on the LEPs’ 
arrangements for ensuring value 
for money. 

65.c (also see 
Part C) 

20  

17 Set of the LEPs’ approach to 
risk. 

65.d  
176 

20 
48 

 

18 Set out how calls for bids or 
projects are advertised openly 
and that selection criteria and 
selection processes are 
transparent. 

65.e 21  

19 Ensure the transparent 
publication of financial 
information. 

65.g  
107-109 

21 
29 

 

20 Ensure appropriate succession 
planning and arrangements for 
resignation of Board Members. 

65.i 21  

21 Implement an induction process. 65.j  
81-82 

21 
24-25 
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22 Set out the processes the LEP 
has put in place in regard to the 
handling on data. 

65.m 
102 

21 
28 

 

23 Provide information on LEP 
scrutiny arrangements. 

65.o 21  

Websites 
24 Have a dedicated website. 67 - 71 21-22  
Local Engagement 
25 Set out how the LEP will conduct 

ongoing local engagement.  
65.f 21  

26 Set out how the LEP will 
evidence effective engagement. 

72-74 22-23  

Appointment Process for Board Members and Chairs 
27 Set out how the LEP ensures 

open recruitment processes. 
65.h 21  

28 Set out the appointment process 
for Board members (Public and 
Private sector), Chairs and 
Deputy Chairs. 

75-77 23  

Diversity Statements 
29 Set out the LEPs commitment to 

diversity, including a diversity 
statement. 

65.l  
78-79 

21 
23-24 

 

Board renumeration and LEP Officer salaries 
30 Set out the expenditure and/or 

renumeration policy for Chairs 
and Board Members clear on 
their websites. 

80 24  

Code of Conduct 
31 Have a code of conduct which all 

Board Members and LEP 
Officials sign up to.  

55-57 
83 - 85 

18-19 
24-25 

 

Conflicts of Interest 
32 Set out how the LEP manages 

conflict of interest, including 
having a conflict of interest 
policy. 

65.k  
86 - 92 

21 
25-26 

 

Complaints for Third Parties and the Public 
35 Set out the LEPs overarching 

approach to dealing with 
complaints and whistleblowing. 

65.n 
97-101 

21  
26-28 

 

36 Have a Complaints Policy. 93-96 26-27  
37 Set out the confidential reporting 

arrangements. 
94 26  

Whistleblowing Policy 
38 Have a Whistleblowing Policy. 97-101 27-28  
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Publication of meeting and agenda items 
39 Commit to the publication of 

meeting agendas, papers and 
minutes. 

103-104 28  

Handling confidential and exempt information 
40 Set out the process for handling 

information which is not to be 
placed in the public domain. 

105-106 28-29  

Management of Contracts 
41 Set out how the LEP or its 

nominated party, will manage 
contracts related to the delivery 
of its programmes and how the 
LEP Board will be kept informed 
of progress. 

114 30  

Government Branding 
42 The LEP should commit to 

meeting the Government 
branding guidelines for projects. 

115 30  

Accountability and decision making 
43 Set out the LEP’s structure, and 

decision making processes.  
65.a, 117 
 

20, 31  

44 Confirm the accountable body 
arrangements for funding 
received. 

116a. 31  

45 Confirm that public resources are 
managed appropriately. 

116.b 31  

46 Confirm where applicable, 
investment decisions will be 
made for all funding with 
reference to statutory 
requirements, conditions of 
funding, local transport 
objectives and through formal 
MCA or CA involvement where 
required. 

116.c 31  

47 Describe the arrangements for 
enabling effective meaningful 
engagement of local partners 
and the public to inform key 
decision and future strategy 
development. 

116.d 31  

49 Roles and responsibilities of the 
Chair, LEP Board, Sub-boards, 
Accountable Body and Section 
151 Officer. 

118 31  

50 Membership requirements of the 
Board and sub-boards. 

119 31  

51 Clear scheme of delegation. 119 31  
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52 LEPs in MCA areas agree and 
publish a joint statement which 
sets out their respective roles 
and responsibilities. 

120 31  

53 Specify that a decision which is 
made in contravention of the 
process will be invalid. 

121 32  

54 Openly advertise funding 
opportunities, assess 
applications make the award 
through a formal agreement, 
monitor progress for the lifetime 
of the project, and maintain a 
robust audit trail to demonstrate 
compliance. 

123 32  

The LEP Board 
55 The LEP Board consists of at 

least two-thirds private sector. 
125 32  

56 A LEP Board member 
designated as a Small and 
Medium Enterprise, which is 
published on the website. 

127 33  

57 The LEP Board should have a 
maximum of 20 people, with the 
option to co-opt an additional five 
Board Members. 

128 33  

Chair and Deputy Chair 
58 The LEP Chair must come from 

the private sector. 
132 34  

59 The LEP must have a Deputy 
Chair. 

133 34  

60 The LEP Chair and Deputy Chair 
have a defined term limit of three 
years with an optional extension 
of three years. 

133 34  

LEP Staff and Independent Secretariat  
61 Outline how the independent 

secretariat will function. 
134-135 34  

LEP Network: cooperation, collaboration and partnership with other LEPs 
62 Commit to working with the LEP 

Network. 
136 35  

63 The LEP should outline the 
dependencies or relationships 
with other LEPs as appropriate. 
 

136-137 35  

The Accountable Body and Section 151 Officer 
64 The LEP has a single 

Accountable Body. 
139 35  
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65 Outline the agreement between 
the Accountable Body and the 
LEP. 

141 36  

Section 151 Officer Role 
66 The S151 officer should provide 

a letter by the 28 February each 
year.  

145 37  

Decisions relating to LEPs awarding public funds 
67 Describe the decision making 

process. 
147 38  

68 A commitment from all LEP 
board and sub group members 
to making decisions on merit 
having taken into account all of 
the relevant information available 
at the time.  

147.a 38  

69 Clear lines of accountability to 
the LEP Board and, where 
applicable, the Accountable 
Body. 

147.b 38  

70 Describe the process for 
recording decisions and 
communicating these to the 
Accountable Body, CA or MCA. 

147.c 38  

71 Information on the LEP’s 
decision making procedures, 
including the arrangements for 
ensuring decisions are taken at 
meetings which are quorate. 

147.d 38  

72 A link to the current schemes of 
delegation. 

147.e 38  

73 The person (or name of the 
position) responsible for 
providing the final sign off for 
funding decisions. 

147.f 38  

74 Describe the process by which 
the Accountable Body confirms 
receipt of the information and 
can report back when the 
direction is completed. 

147.g 38  

75 The process allowing decisions, 
by exception, to be made by the 
LEP Board in the absence of a 
formal meeting. 

147.h 38  

76 A system for promptly 
considering complaints. 

147.i 38  

77 A system showing how 
investment decisions must be 
subject to a proportionate 

147.j 38  
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business case and evaluation 
and how decisions must be 
subject to scrutiny arrangements 
in line with the LEP processes. 

78 A statement setting out the 
documents which shall be made 
available to the LEP board in 
advance of making decisions 
which should include: 
• The application made for 

funding 
• An appraisal of the application 
• A view by a legal expert 
• A recommendation as to 

whether to fund the proposal 
• A recommendation about 

conditions which should be 
attached to the proposal. 

148 38-39  

79 Set out the LEPs role in 
recovering funding where there 
has been non-compliance, mis 
representation or 
underperformance, this should 
include, the LEP Board or 
delegated sub-group receiving 
reports providing information on 
projects which have received 
funding, including: 
• A description of projects 

where concerns have been 
identified 

• Relevant details including the 
amount of funding awarded 
and the sum at risk due to the 
concerns 

• Where recovery of funds is 
considered, a legal opinion 
which sets out the legal basis 
for recovery and likelihood of 
success. 

149 39  

80 Set out the arrangements to 
recover non-compliant funding. 

150 39  

Scrutiny and Audit arrangements 
81 Describe the agreed scrutiny and 

audit arrangements.  
154 40  
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 In addition to the information that must be contained in the Local 
Assurance Framework, the website must contain the following: 

 Requirement Section Page Check 
1 The National Assurance Framework 70.a 22  
2 An annual financial statement. 70.b 22  
3 The LEP annual report and delivery 

plan. 
70.c 22  

4 A statement on the publication of 
meeting papers, minutes and agenda 
items.  

70.d 22  

5 Copies of the LEP Board meeting 
agendas, papers and minutes. 

70.e 22  

6 The Annual Assurance statement 
from the leadership of the LEP. 

70.f 22  

7 The LEP’s Code of Conduct. 70.g 22  
8 Board Member’s registers of interest 

and the register of the Chief Executive 
Officer. 

70.h 22  

9 The LEP hospitality and expenses 
register. 

70.i 22  

10 Complaints Policy 70.j 22  
11 Whistleblowing Policy 70.k 22  
12 A rolling schedule of projects, 

outlining a brief description of the 
project, names of key recipients of 
funds/contracts and amounts of funds 
designated by year. 

70.l 22  

13 Key LEP documentation. 70.m 22  
14 Information on the process for 

applying for funding 
113 30  

15 SME Champion 127 33  
16 The LEP should ensure that it uses the correct Government branding on any 

relevant website page. Additional guidance is provided to LEPs. 
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Annex F: Governance and Transparency 
Best Practice Guidance 
Note that this Annex is Best Practice only and is not a compliance requirement for LEPs. 
 
Example: Complaints Policy (including confidential 
complaints) 
1. The LEP is committed to creating a work environment with the highest possible 

standards of openness, probity and accountability. In view of this commitment we 
encourage employees and others with serious concerns about any aspect of the LEP’s 
work to come forward and voice those concerns without fear of reprisal. For 
employees and those working closely with the LEP, please follow the whistleblowing 
policy on our website [Insert hyperlink to whistleblowing procedure]. For third parties 
and members of the public, please follow the complaints procedure outlined below. 
 

2.  If, however, a member of the public or third party believes that their complaint fits the 
description below; they can elect to report their concerns through the whistleblowing 
policy procedure [Insert hyperlink to whistleblowing procedure].  
 

3. Whistleblowing - where an individual who has concerns about a danger, risk, 
contravention of rules or illegality provides useful information to address this. In doing 
so they are acting in the wider public interest, usually because it threatens others or 
impacts on public funds. By contrast, a grievance or private complaint is a dispute 
about the individual’s own position and has no or very limited public interest. 

 
Confidentiality 
 

4. If a member of the public or a third party wants to make a confidential complaint or 
raise a concern, it will be treated in confidence and every effort will be made to protect 
the person’s identity if they wish to remain anonymous. The LEP will consider all 
complaints or allegations.  

 
Anonymous allegations 
 
5. The LEP takes all complaints and concerns raised by members of the public and third 

parties seriously. We will investigate anonymous allegations. However we remind 
complainants that when people put their names to an allegation the ability to 
investigate and therefore reach firm conclusions is strengthened. Concerns expressed 
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anonymously will be considered at the discretion of the LEP. When exercising this 
discretion the factors to be taken into account would include: 

 
• the seriousness of the issue raised; 
• the credibility of the concern; and 
• the likelihood of confirming the allegation from attributable sources. 

 
6. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government may request information 

arising from this process if they have concerns regarding a LEP or have been 
approached with similar complaints.  The expectation is that this information will be 
provided on an anonymous basis. However it may be necessary to provide personal 
details to progress a complaint.  
 

7. Where details are gathered, the LEP will put in place appropriate data protection 
arrangements in line with the Data Protection Act 1998 and Data Protection Act 2018.  

 
 
Contacts for Complaints 
 
8. If you have a complaint please submit your complaint in email or in writing to: 

 
Contact details for the LEP’s general complaints email address and postal address.  

 
9. The LEP is aware that the organisation’s ordinary complaints procedure may not be 

suitable if someone wants the complaint to remain confidential.   If you would like to 
make a confidential complaint please submit your complaint to the designated officers 
below:  

 
Names and contact details of the LEP Chief Executive and one other LEP Executive 
Contact.  

State that you want the complaint to remain confidential.  

10. Complainants should provide any information or evidence that may be relevant to the 
complaint, including names, dates or documentation in this correspondence.  

Action taken by the LEP 

Stage one 

11. The designated complaints officer will raise your concern and investigate the complaint. 
You can expect the officer to:  
• Contact you within 10 clear working days to acknowledge the complaint and 

discuss the appropriate course of action.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/29/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/contents/enacted
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• Write to you within 28 clear working days with findings of the investigation. If the 
investigation has not concluded within 28 clear working days, the officer will write 
to you to give reasons for the delay in resolving the complaint.   

• Take the necessary steps to rectify the issue. 
 

Stage two 
 
12. If you are unhappy with the outcome of the complaint or the complaint involves those 

responsible for the confidential complaints procedure you should escalate the 
complaint to the LEPs Accountable Body which is [name relevant Local Authority], and 
follow their complaints procedure [link to Accountable Body’s complaints procedure].  
The Accountable Body has a duty to ensure that the LEP has followed its complaints 
procedure correctly. These organisations will have their own confidentiality procedures. 

 
Stage three  

13. If you are either unable to raise the matter with the LEP or you are dissatisfied with the 
action taken you can report it direct to the Cities and Local Growth Unit in the Ministry 
of Housing, Communities and Local Government and the Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy, at the following email address: 
localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk or by writing to: LEP Compliance Deputy 
Director, Cities and Local Growth Unit, Fry Block, 2 Marsham Street, London, SW1P 
4DF. You should clearly mark your email or letter as “Official - complaints”.  

 
14. If you would like help making a complaint, you can contact your local councillor or MP. 

You can also get help from a specialist advice agency or organisation which represents 
people, such as a Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB). 

 

  

mailto:localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk
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Example: Whistleblowing Policy 
 
Introduction 
 
1.  A Discloser is the person who is the whistle-blower.  

 
2. This procedure outlines the process to follow for a Discloser when reporting a 

perceived wrongdoing within the LEP, including something they believe goes against 
the core values of Standards in Public Life (the Nolan Principles) and the Code of 
Conduct (Chapter 4) for LEP Board Members and Officers. The Standards in Public 
Life include the principles of; integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty, 
leadership and impartiality.  

 
3. In particular LEP Board Members, as the key decision makers of the LEP, have a right 

and a responsibility to speak up and report behaviour that contravenes these values.  

 
4. It is important that this procedure is followed when raising any concerns, to ensure that 

the matter is dealt with correctly.  

Definitions  
 
5. This document uses the following definitions: 

 
• Whistleblowing - where an individual who has concerns about a danger, risk, 

contravention of rules or illegality provides useful information to address this. In 
doing so they are acting in the wider public interest, usually because it threatens 
others or impacts on public funds. By contrast, a grievance or private complaint is 
a dispute about the individual’s own position and has no or very limited public 
interest. 

 
• The LEP – [insert name of LEP here] 
 
• Discloser – this is the person who is the whistle-blower. They might be an 

employee, a LEP Board Member, a contractor, a third party or a member of the 
public.  

 
• Responsible Officer - this is the person, appointed by the LEP, with overall 

responsibility for maintaining and operating this whistleblowing policy. They will 
maintain a record of concerns raised and the outcomes (but will do so in a form 
that does not endanger confidentiality) and will report to senior decision makers 
as necessary. Their name is [insert] and their contact details are [insert email, 
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phone and office address]. If the concern relates to the Responsible Officer then 
the concern should be raised with [Insert name and contact details].  

 
• Relevant Concern – something the Discloser has been asked to do, or is aware 

of, which they consider to be wrong-doing and is in the public interest.  
 
Scope 
 
6. The LEP is committed to creating a work environment with the highest possible 

standards of openness, probity and accountability. In view of this commitment, we 
encourage Disclosers with serious concerns about the work of the LEP to come 
forward and voice their concerns without fear of reprisal.  

7. Disclosers should note that where the concern is one that might fall under the LEP’s 
staff or work force policies on equality and diversity or harassment and bullying or other 
staff policies, they should consider using the reporting mechanisms for those other 
policies first [insert relevant LEP website hyperlinks] . 

 
8. The LEP has a pre-existing complaints procedure that in many cases will be more 

appropriate for third parties or members of the public to follow.  Third parties or 
members of the public should review the separate confidential complaints procedure 
outlined in the LEP’s complaints policy [insert relevant LEP website hyperlinks] on the 
LEP’s website first before going through the whistleblowing process.  

9. However, if a member of the public or third party believes that their complaint fits the 
description of a ‘relevant concern’ outlined below, they may report their concerns 
through the whistleblowing policy procedure. 

 
Policy Statement  
 
10. The LEP acknowledges that Disclosers may often be the first people to realise that 

there may be something seriously wrong within the organisation. 
 

11. This policy aims to: 
 

• Encourage people to feel confident about raising serious concerns and to 
question and act upon their concerns without fear of victimisation or harassment; 

• Provide avenues for Disclosers to raise those concerns and receive feedback on 
any action taken; 

• Allow Disclosers to take the matter further if they are dissatisfied with the LEP’s 
response; and  

• Reassure all Disclosers, employees in particular who may have specific concerns 
about their position and employment status in the LEP, that they will be protected 
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from possible reprisals or victimisation if they have a reasonable belief that they 
have made any disclosure in the public interest. 

 
What is a Relevant Concern?  

 
12. If a Discloser is asked to do something, or is aware of the actions of another, which 

they consider to be wrongdoing, they can raise it using this procedure. The Discloser 
must have a reasonable belief that raising the concern is in the public interest.  

13. A Discloser may decide to raise a concern under the whistleblowing policy if they are 
aware of a situation that they feel: 

• is against the LEP’s procedures and protocols as set out in its code of conduct 
and individual LEP Assurance Framework; 

• falls below established standards of practice the LEP subscribes to; 
• amounts to improper conduct; or 
• is an abuse of power for personal gain. 

 
14. The types of matters regarded as a relevant concern for the purpose of this procedure 

include, but are not limited to, the following: 
 
• Fraud or financial irregularity; 
• Corruption, bribery or blackmail; 
• Other Criminal offences; 
• Failure to comply with a legal or regulatory duty or obligation; 
• Miscarriage of justice; 
• Endangering the health or safety of any individual; 
• Endangering the environment; 
• Improper use of authority; and 
• Concealment of any of the above. 

15. Disclosers should not raise malicious or vexatious concerns, nor should they raise 
knowingly untrue concerns.  In addition, this procedure should not be used to raise 
concerns of a HR/personal nature, such as, complaints relating to a management 
decision or terms and conditions of employment. These matters should be dealt with 
using the relevant alternative procedure, for example, the LEP grievance procedure. 
Equally, this policy would not apply to matters of individual conscience where there is 
no suggestion of wrongdoing by the LEP but, for example, an employee or LEP Board 
Member is required to act in a way which conflicts with a deeply held personal belief. 

Safeguards 
 
16. The Public Interest Disclosure Act (1998) gives legal protection to employees against 

being dismissed or penalised by their employers as a result of publicly disclosing 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/23/contents
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certain serious concerns. The LEP believes that no member of staff should be at a 
disadvantage because they raise a legitimate concern. 

17. The LEP will not tolerate harassment or victimisation and will take action to protect 
Disclosers when they raise a concern in the public interest. 

Raising a concern  
 
18. If a Discloser experiences something in the workplace which they consider a relevant 

concern, it is important that the concern is raised as early as possible. Proof is not 
required at this point – it is for the LEP to investigate. The Discloser must, however, 
have a reasonable belief that disclosing the information is in the public interest before 
raising a concern 
 

19. All concerns will be treated in confidence and every effort will be made to protect the 
Discloser’s identity if they wish to remain anonymous. However, at the appropriate 
time, it is possible that the Discloser will need to come forward as a witness for the 
matter to progress. 

 
20. It is important to follow the correct procedure when raising a whistleblowing concern. 

The following steps should be adhered to:  
 
a. It is important that the concern is raised with the person best placed to deal with 

the matter, in most cases this will be the Responsible Officer. However, the 
Discloser may want to raise the concern with someone they know and trust, such 
as their line manager who can raise it with the Responsible Officer on their 
behalf.  

b. If it is suspected that the concern may implicate the line manager in some way, 
then it could be raised with a more senior manager in the line management 
chain.  

c. If the Discloser is unable to raise a relevant concern with a line manager or a 
senior manager or feel that it has not been adequately addressed, it should be 
raised directly with the Responsible Officer. 

d. Ultimately, the Discloser can raise their concern with the LEP Chief Executive. 

 
Information needed to raise a concern  
 
21. When raising a concern under the procedure the Discloser should try to provide the 

following information:  
 
• The background and reason behind the concern;  
• Whether they have already raised a concern with anyone and the response; and  
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• Any relevant dates when actions related to the concern took place.  
 

22. This information should demonstrate that there are reasonable grounds for the concern 
to be acted upon. It is important that matters are not investigated by the Discloser 
themselves.  

23. If applicable, personal interests must be declared from the outset.  

How the concern will be handled 
 
24. All investigations will be conducted sensitively and as quickly as possible. While the 

LEP cannot guarantee that the outcome will be as the Discloser may wish, it will handle 
the matter fairly and in accordance with this procedure 

25. Once a concern has been raised with either the line manager or Responsible Officer, 
Senior Manager or Chief Executive, a meeting may be arranged with them to 
determine how the concern should be taken forward.  

26. The LEP may decide to take the matter forward by a number of methods, including: 

• An internal inquiry or other formal investigation; 
• An internal or external audit; 
• Referring the matter to the police; or 
• Referring the matter to another relevant authority for investigation.  

 
27. Before a final decision is taken on how to proceed, or as part of the investigation, the 

Discloser may be asked to meet with those investigating their allegation.  
 

28. If a meeting is arranged, the Discloser may wish to be accompanied by a trade union 
representative, colleague or friend. The person who accompanies the Discloser should 
not be involved or have a direct interest in the area of work to which the concern 
relates. The meeting can be conducted over the telephone rather than face to face.  

29. Within 10 clear working days of a concern being raised, the LEP’s Responsible Officer 
will write to the Discloser to: 

• Acknowledge that the concern has been received; 
• Indicate how they propose to deal with the matter; 
• Give an estimate of how long it will take to provide a final response; 
• Tell the Discloser whether any initial investigation or enquiry has been made; 
• Tell the Discloser whether further investigation will be made, and if not, why not; 

and 
• Tell the Discloser how frequently the LEP will keep them up to date on progress 

of the investigation. 
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30. The amount of contact between the LEP and the Discloser concerned will vary 
depending on the concern raised, any difficult issues and any further clarity required. If 
necessary, the LEP will seek further information from the Discloser. 

31. The LEP will confirm when the matter is concluded and, if appropriate, the outcome of 
the investigation, maintaining security and confidentiality for all parties as far as 
possible.  

32. Throughout any investigation, the Discloser will still be expected to continue their 
duties/role as normal unless deemed inappropriate. 

 
Confidentiality and anonymity  
 
33. The LEP always encourages potential Disclosers to speak up about potential serious 

wrongdoing in a way that they feel comfortable. The best way to raise a concern is to 
do so openly, as this makes it easier for the LEP to investigate and provide feedback.  

 
34. Any disclosures made under this procedure will be treated in a sensitive manner. 

However the LEP recognises that the Discloser may want to raise a concern in 
confidence, i.e. they may want to raise a concern on the basis that their name it is not 
revealed without their consent.  

35. The LEP will respect any request for confidentiality as far as possible, restricting it to a 
‘need to know’ basis. However, if the situation arises where it is not possible to resolve 
the concern without revealing the Discloser (for example in matters of criminal law), the 
LEP will advise them before proceeding. The same considerations of confidentiality 
should be afforded to the recipient(s) at the centre of the concern, as far as 
appropriate. 

36. Disclosers may choose to raise concerns anonymously, i.e. without providing their 
name at all. If this is the case, the investigation itself may serve to reveal the source of 
information. Disclosers are therefore encouraged, where possible to put their names to 
concerns raised. When anonymous concerns are raised, they will be treated as 
credible and investigated so far as possible.  

Protection  
 
37. If a concern is raised in the reasonable belief that it is in the public interest and 

procedures have been followed correctly, the Discloser raising the concern will be 
protected by the terms of this policy and, where applicable, by whistleblowing 
legislation (see www.gov.uk for more information on who is covered by whistleblowing 
legislation). Where a Discloser has been victimised for raising a concern, the LEP 
concerned will take appropriate action against those responsible, in line with the LEP’s 
disciplinary policy and procedures.  

http://www.gov.uk/
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Changes to procedures or policy as a result of whistleblowing  
 
38. If changes are made to LEP policies and processes as result of whistleblowing 

investigations, the LEP will publicise the changes as appropriate, taking into 
consideration the importance of protecting the anonymity and confidentiality of 
individuals.  

 
Untrue allegations  
 
39. If a Discloser makes an allegation but it is not confirmed by the investigation, no action 

will be taken against them. However, if a malicious or vexatious allegation is made 
without good reason to: cause trouble; for personal gain; or to discredit the LEP an 
investigation may take place. Where the Discloser is an employee or a LEP Board 
Member or a contractor this may result in disciplinary or other action if they have 
broken the terms of their employment, acted against the LEP Code of Conduct or 
broken a clause in a contract. 

 
How this matter can be taken forward if you are not satisfied 
 
40. This procedure is intended to provide Disclosers with an avenue to raise legitimate 

concerns. If you are either unable to raise the matter with the LEP or you are 
dissatisfied with the action taken you can report it directly to the Cities and Local 
Growth Unit in the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government and the 
Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy, at the following email 
address: localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk or by writing to: LEP Compliance 
Deputy Director, Cities and Local Growth Unit, Fry Block, 2 Marsham Street, London, 
SW1P 4DF. You should clearly mark your email or letter as “Official - whistleblowing”. 
  

41.  In addition, if you are either unable to raise the matter with the LEP or you are 
dissatisfied with the action taken you may consider raising it with: 

• The LEP’s Accountable Body 

• The police; 

• The relevant regulatory body or professional body; 

• Your Trade Union; 

• Your solicitor; 

• Your Citizens Advice Bureau; or 

• A prescribed person or body. 

 

mailto:localgrowthassurance@communities.gov.uk
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Further information and signposting for potential Disclosers is available on 
www.gov.uk. 
 

42. If a Discloser does take the matter outside the LEP, to an external body, they should 
ensure they do not disclose information that is confidential, for example, if you are an 
employee your contract of employment may set out expectations of your regarding 
what is confidential.  

Feedback on Whistleblowing Policy  
 

43. Any feedback or comments on this policy should be directed to the LEP’s Responsible 
Officer. 

 
 

  

https://www.gov.uk/whistleblowing
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Example: Code of Conduct for LEP Board Members  
  
1. All Board Members of the LEP sign up to a Code of Conduct on commencing their role 

with the LEP. LEP Officers sign up to their own Officer Code of Conduct (insert 
hyperlink).  
 
Board Member Code of Conduct  
 

2. You are a Board Member of the [name] Local Enterprise Partnership and hence you 
shall have regard to the following principles – selflessness, integrity, objectivity, 
accountability, openness, honesty and leadership in your conduct at all times.  

 
3. Accordingly, when acting in your capacity as a Board Member of [name] Local 

Enterprise Partnership: 
   

• You must act in a manner consistent with your LEP’s equality and diversity 
strategy and treat your fellow Board Members, members of staff and others you 
come into contact with when working in their role with respect and courtesy at all 
times. 

 
• You must act solely in the public interest and should never improperly confer an 

advantage or disadvantage on any person or act to gain financial or other 
material benefits for yourself, your family, a friend or close associate.  

 
• You must not place yourself under a financial or other obligation to outside 

individuals or organisations that might be reasonably regarded to influence you in 
the performance of your official duties.  

 
• When carrying out your LEP duties you must make all choices, such as making 

appointments, awarding contracts or recommending individuals for rewards or 
benefits, based on evidence. 

 
• You are accountable for your decisions and you must co-operate fully with 

whatever scrutiny is appropriate to your position. You must be as open as 
possible about both your decisions and actions and the decisions and actions of 
the LEP. In addition, you should be prepared to give reasons for those decisions 
and actions.  

 
• You must declare any private interests, both pecuniary and non-pecuniary, 

including membership of any Trade Union, political party or Local Authority that 
relates to your LEP duties. Furthermore, you must take steps to resolve any 
conflicts arising in a way that protects the public interest. This includes registering 
and declaring interests in a manner conforming with the procedures set out in the 
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section ‘Registering and declaring pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests’ in the 
LEP’s conflict of interest policy.  

 
• You must, when using or authorising the use by others of the resources of your 

LEP, ensure that such resources are not used improperly for political or personal 
purposes (including party political purposes).  

 
• You must promote and support high standards of conduct when serving in your 

LEP post, in particular as characterised by the above requirements, by leadership 
and example.  
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Example: Conflicts of Interest Policy  
 
1. The LEP is committed to ensuring that all Board Members and Officers act in line with 

the Nolan Principles of public life. This policy provides the detail of how LEP Board 
Members and Officers should consider conflicts of interest and declare any interests in 
line with the LEP’s processes.  

 
2. This policy explains the procedures through which the LEP will seek to maintain its high 

ethical standards and protect its reputation against any allegations of conflict of 
interest. It is communicated to everyone involved in the LEP to ensure their 
commitment to it and it applies to all staff and Board Members.  

 
3. Board Members and staff take personal responsibility for declaring their interests and 

avoiding perceptions of bias. To demonstrate this all Board Members and staff produce 
and sign a register of interests and publication47 on the website which is reviewed 
every six months and updated regularly.  

 
4. In addition, the LEP ensures that the Conflict of Interest Policy is followed through its 

decision making processes. It is committed to ensuring that this policy applies to 
decision makers regardless of whether there is a formal meeting. The LEP ensures that 
decisions are recorded and published [link to publication policy], regardless of how they 
are taken to ensure full transparency in all LEP decisions.  

 
Definition  

5. A conflict of interest is any situation in which an employee’s or a board member’s 
personal interests, or interests that they owe to another body, may (or may appear to) 
influence or affect their decision making.  

 
Identifying conflicts of interest 

6. Conflicts can inhibit open discussions and may result in irrelevant considerations being 
taken into account or decisions being taken that are not in the best interests of the 
LEP. Conflicts may arise, for instance, where a Member’s personal interests, for 
instance, as a shareholder in a company that is a potential beneficiary of grant funding, 
conflict with the interests of the LEP.  

 
7. There may be commercial, actual or potential conflicts of interests. This policy covers 

all three types of interests.  
 
 
 

                                            
 
47 Refer to Annex G for specific requirements on publication of the registers of interest.  
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Registering and declaring pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests 
 
8. As a Board Member or staff member of the LEP, you must: 

 
9. Within 28 days of taking office, notify your LEP Chief Executive and Accountable 

Body’s Section 151/Section 73 Officer of any disclosable pecuniary interest, where the 
pecuniary interest is yours, your spouse’s or civil partner’s, or is the pecuniary interest 
of somebody with whom you are living with as a spouse, or as if you were civil 
partners.48  
 

10. Within 28 days of taking office, notify your LEP Chief Executive and Accountable 
Body’s Section 151/ Section 73 Officer of any non-pecuniary interest  which your LEP 
has decided should be included in the register or which you consider should be 
included if you are to fulfil your duty to act in conformity with the Seven Principles of 
Public Life.49 These non-pecuniary interests will necessarily include your membership 
of any Trade Union.  
 

11. Review your individual register of interest before each board meeting and decision 
making committee meeting and declare any relevant interest(s) at the start of the 
meeting.  
 

12. If an interest has not been entered onto the LEP’s register, then the you must disclose 
the interest at any meeting of the LEP where you are present, where you have a 
disclosable interest in any matter being considered and where the matter is not a 
‘sensitive interest’.50  
 

13. Following any disclosure of an interest not on the LEP register or the subject of 
pending notification, you must notify the LEP Chief Executive and Section 151/Section 
73 Officer of the interest within 28 days beginning with the date of disclosure.  
 

14. Unless dispensation has been granted, you may not participate in any discussion of, 
vote on, or discharge any function related to any matter in which you have a pecuniary 
interest. Additionally, you must observe the restrictions your LEP places on your 
involvement in matters where you have a pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest as 
defined by your LEP.  

 
15. Categories of disclosable interest are stated in the LEP’s register of interest.  

                                            
 
48 For the purposes of this guidance, we are using the definition of a pecuniary interest as set out in the Localism Act 2011 and The 
Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests) Regulations 2012. 
49 A Non-Pecuniary interest is any interest which is not listed in the Schedule to The Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary 
Interests) Regulations 2012 (No.1464). 
50 A ‘sensitive interest’ is described in the Localism Act 2011 as a member or co-opted member of an authority having an interest, and 
the nature of the interest being such that the member or co-opted member, and the authority’s monitoring officer, consider that 
disclosure of the details of the interest could lead to the member or co-opted member, or a person connected with the member or co-
opted member, being subject to violence or intimidation. 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/pdfs/uksi_20121464_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/pdfs/uksi_20121464_en.pdf
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16. LEP Board Member’s and Officers should also familiarise themselves with the LEP’s 

gifts and hospitality policy.  
 

Procedure for managing conflicts 

17. When an interest materially affects a member’s ability to vote without prejudice, this will 
be deemed to be non-trivial and a conflict of interest. In such circumstances the 
member will withdraw from the meeting while the discussion and vote takes place. 
  

18. Upon the declaration of any conflicts of interest at a meeting of the Board, the non-
conflicted members will:  
• assess the nature of the conflict;  
• assess the risk or threat to member decision-making;  
• decide whether the conflict is non-trivial (that is, it is material or has the potential 

to be detrimental to the conduct or decisions taken by the members); and 
• decide what steps to take to avoid or manage the conflict. 

 
19. The conflicted member must not take part in the discussion or decision and will not be 

counted when determining whether the Board meeting is quorate. 
 

20. The non-conflicted members will consider whether it is necessary to seek the advice of 
the LEP’s legal adviser on whether the conflict is nontrivial and/or on how to manage 
the conflict declared.  

 
21. Subject to the provisions set out in the LEP’s Articles of Association, if the non-

conflicted members consider that the declared conflict is trivial, they may agree that the 
conflicted Member may continue to participate in discussions and the decision-making 
process. 

 
22. If the non-conflicted members consider that the conflict is non-trivial, the non-conflicted 

members will determine what action is appropriate in light of the nature and extent of 
the conflict. A number of steps can be taken to deal with the conflict, including:  
• excluding the conflicted member from discussions in relation to the matter to 

avoid inadvertently influencing the non-conflicted members;  
• excluding the conflicted members from decision-making in relation to the matter 

while the conflict exists;  
• delegating the matter to a sub-committee of non-conflicted members;  
• seeking independent advice to help with a decision;  
• appointing an alternative, non-conflicted member;  
• resignation of the conflicted member where the conflict is acute or pervasive; 

and/or  
• applying to the court for directions.  
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23. The Chair of the Board will inform the conflicted member of the non-conflicted 

members' decision. The secretary to the Board will note in the minutes of the meeting 
the conflict declared, an outline of the discussion and the actions taken to manage the 
conflict.  

 
24. [Drafting Note: the LEP should also provide information of the process that the LEP will 

follow if a Board Member or Officer is found to be non-compliant with this policy]. 
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Annex G: Register of Interest  

[NAME] Local Enterprise Partnership: Register of Members’ Interests  
 
[DATE] 

As a Board Member/Co-opted Member/ Sub-Board Member/ Staff Member of the [NAME] 
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), I declare that I have the following disclosable 
pecuniary and/or non-pecuniary interests.  (Please state ‘None’ where appropriate, do not leave 
any boxes blank).   

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES 

Each Board Member shall review their individual register of interests before each board 
meeting and decision making committee meeting, submitting any necessary revisions to 
the LEP and S151/S73 Officer at the start of the meeting. Any recorded interests relevant 
to the meeting should also be declared at this point. 

Even if a meeting has not taken place a Member must, within 28 clear working days of 
becoming aware of any change to the interests specified below, provide written notification 
to the LEP and S151/S73 Officer, of that change.   

 

*SPOUSE/PARTNER – In the notice below my spouse or partner means anyone who 
meets the definition in the Localism Act, i.e. my spouse or civil partner, or a person with 
whom I am living as a spouse or a person with whom I am living as if we are civil partners, 
and I am aware that that person has the interest having carried out a reasonable level of 
investigation. Where your spouse or partner has recently been involved in any activity 
which would have been declarable, this should be mentioned, with the date the activity 
ended.   

 

SECTION 
1 

ANY EMPLOYMENT, OFFICE, 
TRADE, PROFESSION OR 
VOCATION CARRIED  ON FOR 
PROFIT OR GAIN 

MEMBER (and/or spouse/partner 
where applicable) 

1.1 Name of: 

 

• your employer(s)  
 

 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/20/contents/enacted
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• any business carried on by 
you 
 

• any other role in which you 
receive remuneration(this 
includes remunerated 
roles such as councillors).  

1.2 Description of employment or 
business activity. 

 

 

1.3 The name of any firm in which 
you are a partner. 
 

 

1.4 The name of any company for 
which you are a remunerated 
director. 

 

SECTION 
2 

SPONSORSHIP MYSELF (and/or spouse/partner 
where applicable) 

2.1 Any financial benefit obtained 
(other than from the LEP) which 
is paid as a result of carrying out 
duties as a Member. 
 
This includes any payment or 
financial benefit from a Trade 
Union within the meaning of the 
Trade Union and Labour 
Relations (Consolidation) Act 
1992 (a). 
 

 

SECTION 
3 

CONTRACTS MYSELF (and/or spouse/partner 
where applicable) 

 Any contract for goods, works or 
services with the LEP which has 
not been fully discharged by any 
organisation named at 1.1.  

 

 

 Any contract for goods, works or 
services entered into by any 
organisation named at 1.1 where 
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either party is likely to have a 
commercial interest in the 
outcome of  business being 
decided by the LEP. 

 

 

SECTION 
4 

LAND OR PROPERTY MYSELF (and/or spouse/partner 
where applicable) 

 Any interest you or any 
organisation listed at 1.1 may 
have in land or property which is 
likely to be affected by a decision 
made by the LEP.  

 

This would include, within the 
area of the LEP: 

• Any  interest in any land in 
the LEP areas, including 
your place(s) of residency 

• Any tenancy where the 
landlord is the LEP and the 
tenant is a body in which 
the relevant person has an 
interest 

• Any licence for a month or 
longer to occupy land 
owned by the LEP. 

 

For property interests, please 
state the first part of the 
postcode and the Local Authority 
where the property resides. If 
you own/lease more than one 
property in a single postcode 
area, please state this. 
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SECTION 
5  

SECURITIES  MYSELF (and/or spouse/partner 
where applicable) 

5.1 Any interest in securities of an 
organisation under 1.1 where:- 
 
(a) that body (to my knowledge) 

has a place of business or 
land in the area of the 
LEP; and 

 
 

(b) either –  

 
(i) the total nominal value of 

the securities exceeds 
£25,000 or one hundredth 
of the total issued share 
capital of that body; or  

 
(ii) if the share capital of that 
body is of more than one class, 
the total nominal value of the 
shares of any one class in 
which has an interest exceeds 
one hundredth of the total 
issued share capital of that 
class.  

 

 

SECTION 
6 

GIFTS AND HOSPITALITY  MYSELF (and/or spouse/partner 
where applicable) 

 Any gifts and/or hospitality 
received as a result of 
membership of the LEP (above 
the value of £50). 
 

 

 

OTHER INTERESTS 
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Membership of Organisations 

I am a member of, or I am in a position of general control, a trustee of, or participate in the 
management of: 

1. Any body to which I have been appointed or nominated by the LEP: 

 

 

2. Any body exercising functions of a public nature (eg school governing body or 
another LEP): 

 

 

3. Any body directed to charitable purposes: 

 

 

4. Any body, one of whose principal purposes includes the influence of public opinion 
or policy (including any political party or trade union): 

 

 

5.  Any Local Authority (please state any interests you hold as LA leaders/cabinet 
members for LA land, resources and the LA’s commercial interests): 
 

 

 

6. Any other interest which I hold which might reasonably be likely to be perceived as 
affecting my conduct or influencing my actions in relation to my role.   
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MEMBER’S DECLARATION AND SIGNATURE (not for publication: for LEP records 
only)  
 
I confirm that having carried out reasonable investigation, the information given above is a 
true and accurate record of my relevant interests, given in good faith and to the best of my 
knowledge;  

Date  

Member’s Name 

(Capitals – in full) 

 

Signature   

 

RECEIPT BY LEP 

Date received by the LEP  

Signature of LEP Chief 
Executive 

 

 

 



















 

DATE: 7 MAY 2014  

 

  

(1) WALSALL METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL   

(2) DUDLEY METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL  

(3) SANDWELL METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL  

(4) WOLVERHAMPTON CITY COUNCIL  

-and-  

(5) BLACK COUNTRY CONSORTIUM LIMITED  

  
  
  

COLLABORATION AGREEMENT  

in relation to the Black Country Executive Joint Committee for the funds secured by the 

Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership 

  
  

(Incorporating the variations approved  

by the Black Country Executive Joint Committee on 7 September 2016 and [         ] 2019)  
  
  
  
  
  

Walsall Council   
Civic Centre   

Darwall Street  
Walsall, WS1 1T 
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on the X day of month 2019  

 

BETWEEN:  

 

(1) WALSALL METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL of Civic Centre, Darwall Street, Walsall, WS1 

1TP ("Walsall");  

(2) THE BOROUGH COUNCIL OF DUDLEY of The Council House, Priory Road, Dudley, West 

Midlands, DY1 1HF ("Dudley");  

(3)     THE BOROUGH COUNCILOF SANDWELL of Freeth Street, PO Box 2374, Oldbury, B69 3DE 

("Sandwell");  

(4) WOLVERHAMPTON CITY COUNCIL of Civic Centre, St Peter's Square, Wolverhampton, WV1 1RG 

("Wolverhampton"); and  

(5) BLACK COUNTRY CONSORTIUM LIMITED (Company Registration number 05159791) whose 

registered office is at The Deckhouse, Waterfront West, Dudley Road, Brierly Hill, DY5 1LW ("BCC") 

(each being a “Party” together being "the Parties").  

WHEREAS:  

(A) The Parties have agreed to collaborate to administer the allocation by central Government of 

funding (together "the Programme"), secured by the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, 

across the Black Country area, which comprises the administrative boundaries of Walsall, Dudley, 

Sandwell and Wolverhampton. 

(B) The Executives of each Party have agreed to establish a Joint Executive Committee, the 

Constitution, and Terms of Reference of which are set out at Schedule 4 pursuant to Section 101(5) 

of the Local Government Act 1972 and regulations issued under Section 9EB of the Local 

Government Act 2000. The decision dates respectively being Walsall Cabinet 11 September 2013, 

Dudley Cabinet 30 October 2013, Sandwell Cabinet 13 November 2013, Wolverhampton Cabinet 

4 December 2013.  

(C) The Parties are empowered under Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 to "do anything that 

individuals generally may do" and BCC, as a company limited by guarantee, may carry out general 

public administration activities and will help to facilitate the Programme.  

(D) The purpose of this Collaboration Agreement is to set out a framework for joint working between 

the Parties to enable delivery of the Programme.  

(E) This Agreement has been amended following approval by the Black Country Joint Committee on 7 

September 2016 and each of the four Black Country Council’s Cabinets to incorporate all funding 

opportunities administered by or resulting from the West Midlands Combined Authority.   

 

(F) This Agreement has been further amended following approval by the Black Country Joint 

Committee on XX XXX 2019 and each of the four Black Country Council’s Cabinets to incorporate 

all current and future funding opportunities secured or operated by or through the Black Country 

Local Enterprise Partnership (BC LEP).    



 

1.   Definitions  

1.1. Interpretation  

In this Agreement the following words and expressions have the following meanings:  

Assurance Framework means the National Assurance Framework as issued by central Government 

together with the Black Country Assurance Framework, which sets out how this is to be applied and 

adhered to by all Parties.     

Authority means one of the four Council signatories to this Agreement.  

Business Case means the business case which sets out a Project proposal in the format as set out in 

Schedule 3 and which is ultimately approved by the Joint Committee to enable Project commencement.  

Combined Authority means the West Midlands Combined Authority and/ or subsequent amended or 

replacement and its successors.  

Deal means City Deal and / or Growth Deal, Land and Property Investment Fund (LPIF) and / or any 

subsequent amended or replacement for them as determined by central Government and/ or funding 

provided by the Combined Authority, generated through any Black Country Enterprise Zone/s and/or any 

funding secured by the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (BC LEP).  

End Date means the date specified in any grant or funding agreement by which the agreed activity must 

have been completed by, and when any claw-back provision may be exercised. 

Enterprise Zone means those areas specified as such locally or externally and falling within the Black 

Country Local Enterprise Partnerships area.  

Force Majeure means any circumstances beyond the reasonable control of any Party (including, without 

limitation, any strike, lock-out or other form of industrial action).  

Funding Agreement means any Deal funding agreement or funding secured by the Black Country Local 

Enterprise Partnership (BC LEP) and related documents to be entered into between the Single Accountable 

Body and central Government.  

Governance Structure means the decision making structure for the Joint Committee as set out in the 

constitution of the Joint Committee, and Joint Committee Advisory Board, and this Collaboration 

Agreement.  

Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) means the body which comprises of the Executive Directors of 

each of the Authorities, the constitution for which is set out in Schedule 2.  

Intellectual Property Rights means all patents, trademarks, copyright, moral rights, rights to prevent 

passing off, rights in designs, know-how and all other intellectual or industrial property rights, in each case 

whether registered or unregistered and including applications or rights to apply for them and together with 

all extensions and renewals of them, and in each and every case all rights or forms of protection having 

equivalent or similar effect anywhere in the world.  

 



 

Joint Committee means the Joint Committee that has been established as a legally formed body of the 

Cabinets of Walsall, Dudley, Sandwell and Wolverhampton and is known as the "Black Country Executive 

Joint Committee" and which will carry out its decision making in accordance with the Governance Structure 

approved by each Party.  

Joint Committee Advisory Board means the Black Countrywide Joint Committee Advisory Board which 

will oversee the delivery of the Programme in accordance with its Terms and Reference as set out in 

Schedule 1.  

Joint Executive Committee Terms of Reference and Constitution means the Terms and Reference 

and Constitution as set out in Schedule 4 which has been approved by the Executive of each Council.  

Lead Authority means the Local Authority allocated by the Joint Committee to be the Lead authority for 

delivery of a particular Project.  

Material Change in Circumstances means a change that does or is likely to significantly affect or impact 

upon delivery of the Programme or any Projects under it which necessitates a change in any decision made 

by the Joint Committee or if such circumstances where known at the time of the Joint Committee decision 

it would have potentially influenced the Joint Committee to make different decision than the one that was 

made originally.  

Monitoring Procedures means the Programme monitoring procedures, Programme audits and any other 

reporting, monitoring or audit processes required by a central Government department in relation to the 

Programme.  

Objectives and Outputs means the successful delivery and completion of all Projects and/or initiatives as 

agreed by the Joint Committee together with such other objectives and outputs as are adopted by the 

Parties from time to time in accordance with this Agreement.  

Programme means the operational element of initiative and funding secured by the Black Country Local 

Enterprise Partnership, from central Government for the Black Country area, which comprises the 

administrative boundaries of Walsall, Dudley, Sandwell and Wolverhampton, including any individual 

Projects and/or funding streams comprising part of the Deal.  

 

Programme Manager means an officer appointed by Walsall Council to fulfil the roles and duties of the 

Programme Manager as detailed in this Agreement.  

Project means an individual Project or initiative within the overall Programme that is subject to an 

application to the Joint Committee for funding to be allocated to it pursuant to the Programme.  

Single Accountable Body means the Local Authority appointed by the Black Country Local Enterprise 

Partnership (BC LEP) and the Joint Committee to act in this role to manage on their behalf all funds forming 

part of the Deal with central Government, the West Midlands Combined Authority or any funding secured.  

Third Party means any organisation which is not a Party to this Agreement.  

 

 

 



 

1.2.  In this Agreement:  

1.3.  the clause headings do not affect its interpretation,  

1.4.  words in the singular shall include the plural and vice versa,  

1.5.  unless otherwise indicated, references to clauses and Schedules are to clauses of and Schedules to 

this Agreement, and references in a Schedule to a paragraph are to a paragraph of that Schedule,  

1.6.  references to any statute or statutory provision include references to:  

1.7.  all Acts of Parliament and all other legislation having legal effect in the United Kingdom,  

1.8.  any subsequent statutes directly or indirectly amending, consolidating, extending, replacing or re-

enacting that statute and also include any orders, regulations, instruments or other subordinate 

legislation made under that statue,  

1.9.  a person includes a natural person, corporate or unincorporated body or organisation and their 

successors and permitted assigns,  

1.10.  including means including, without limitation,  

1.11.  if any provision is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable that provision shall be struck out and 

the legality, validity and enforceability of the remainder of the Agreement is to be unaffected.  

2.   Collaboration    

2.1.  The Parties agree to work in a spirit of mutual co-operation to fulfil their agreed roles and 

responsibilities to achieve the Objectives and Outputs, and to put in resources to the extent set out 

in this Agreement.  

2.2   Each Party, which is an Authority, has agreed to form a Joint Committee, which will undertake the 

functions as set out in the Joint Committee Terms of Reference and Constitution as set out in 

Schedule 4.  

2.3.  Walsall, as secretary to the Joint Committee, will publish in accordance with its own constitution all 

agendas, reports, Forward Plan and minutes of the Joint Committee and will distribute all agendas, 

reports, and minutes of the Joint Committee to the Authority Parties within such timescales that will 

allow the Authority Parties to comply with their statutory Access to Information requirements. Walsall 

as secretary will maintain the Forward Plan of the Joint Committee and submit the plan to all Parties 

in a timely manner.  

2.4.  The Authority Parties have agreed the principles of how the Joint Committee will operate which is 

set out in the Governance Structure. Walsall will provide copies of all agendas, reports, and minutes 

to all Authority Parties as soon as they become available for publication in accordance with any 

legislative requirements.  

2.5.  Each Party shall:  

2.5.1.  carry out the tasks and contribute sufficient resources and facilities to ensure that the 

Programme objectives are met and commitments under this Agreement are met;  



 

2.5.2.  co-operate with each other and do such acts, matters and things as may be necessary or 

desirable to implement the decisions of the Parties and in order to complete the 

Programme,  

2.5.3.  keep the other Parties fully informed of the progress of and of any matters relevant to the 

Programme and make available to the other Party all relevant information, data, reports 

and opinions in relation to the Programme,  

2.5.4.  immediately notify the other Parties in writing if there is an unexpected problem which are 

likely to cause a material delay to achievement of any of the objectives of the Programme, 

or any particular stage of the Programme, or any material increase in the costs of the 

Programme, or if any Party becomes aware of the action of any third party, which threatens 

to affect adversely the progress of the Programme, or the reasonable expectations of either 

Party hereunder.  

2.6.  The direction of the Programme shall be vested in the Joint Committee, which shall be advised by 

Joint Committee Advisory Board, which shall carry out its role in accordance with its Constitution and 

Terms of Reference.  

2.7.  The planning, and overall management of the Programme, including initial appraisal of Project 

proposals shall be vested in the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group). The Terms of Reference, 

composition, roles and responsibilities and modus operandi of the Heads of Regeneration (Working 

Group) are set out in Schedule 2. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the matters 

set out in Schedule 2 shall only be agreed by the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group).  

2.8.  The final decision making on Project Approval, including material changes to approved Projects, shall 

be vested in the Black Country Executive Joint Committee. Material changes are variations to a 

Project that change the nature, outcome or objectives of a Project, for the avoidance of doubt material 

variations includes, but is not limited to:  

2.8.1  Changes that mean that the Project objectives, as approved by the Joint committee, will no 

longer be achieved;  

2.8.2  An increase in the budget or expenditure of 5% or more on a Project;  

2.8.3  Any change in timescales that will adversely affect the Project and/or its objectives. 

  
2.9  Where a Material Change in Circumstances occurs after a Project has been approved by the Joint 

Committee, the Joint Committee must be advised of that Material Change in Circumstances as soon 
as practicable, after the Lead Authority for a Project becomes aware of the Material Change in 
Circumstances.  

2.10   The Black Country Executive Joint Committee role will now cover all current (LGF & LPIF) and all 

future (Shared Prosperity & Enterprise Zone) funding awarded to or secured by the Black Country 

Local Enterprise Partnership (BC LEP). This role also includes in conjunction with the BC LEP, final 

approval for all; operating processes and procedures, governance arrangements and the 

administration and allocation of funding. 



 

3.  Appointment to Roles  

3.1  Following instructions received from central Government in 2019, the Black County Local Enterprise 

Partnership (BC LEP) is required to appoint a Single Accountable Body, effective from February 

2020. The Joint Committee will be required to approve the appointment of one of the Authorities into 

the role of the Single Accountably Body. 

3.2  Working with or to the Single Accountable Body, it may be required to appoint a Lead Authority to 

deliver agreed projects and/or activities. This appointment will require approval by both the Black 

County Local Enterprise Partnership (BC LEP) and the Joint Committee.  

3.3  Where the Single Accountably Body and Lead Authority are one and the same, the respective duties 

of those roles, as defined in this Agreement, agreed by the Joint Committee, or otherwise set out in 

a Joint Committee approved Project Business Case, shall be concurrent.  

3.4  The Joint Committee will, with the agreement of the Single Accountable Body, decide how the Single 

Accountable Body will recover the costs associated with the implementation of the Projects. Except 

as specifically agreed between the Parties, the cost of all officer time and resources necessary to 

perform the role of Single Accountable Body shall be met from the funding available and not from 

the budgets of the Parties to this Agreement.  

4.  Project Approval  

4.1.  Project proposals shall be worked up by the Parties to this Agreement, for the avoidance of doubt, 

any Project proposal put forward by the Parties can be a Project proposal initiated by a third Party. 

Where such a Project proposal is initiated by a third Party the Project proposer must detail the third 

Party who intuited the Project proposal.  

4.2. The process for Project proposals shall be:  

4.3.  All project proposals will follow / meet the requirements of the central Government National 

Assurance Framework, as articulated through the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership’s 

Assurance Framework. As the Government amends or places additional duties or responsibilities, 

these will be reflected in the Assurance Framework and must be adhered to by all parties to this 

Agreement.        

4.4 Initial presentation of a headline Project proposal to the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) by 

the proposing Party for approval and the agreement for a Business Case to be prepared for the 

proposed Project.  

4.5.  If the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) consider any proposal made to it warrants further 

consideration and referral to the Joint Committee Advisory Board, then the Working Party shall 

prepare the proposal in the Business Case Model format as set out in Schedule 3. At that stage of 

initial Project approval, the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) will for each Project designate 

a proposed Lead Authority for the purpose of preparing and presenting the Project Business Case 

to the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) for approval and submission to the Joint Committee 

Advisory Board. For the avoidance of doubt, the final decision on the Lead Authority status for any 

Project is at the point of Project approval by the Joint Committee.  

4.6. Proposals will also be required to seek and secure Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (BC 

LEP) approval in accordance with the Assurance Framework as part of the decision making process 



 

and governance arrangements, no projects are to be presented to the Joint Committee unless 

approved by the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (BC LEP).  

 

4.7 If agreement of the Joint Committee Advisory Board is given for the submission of Business Case 

to the Joint Committee, the designated Lead Authority and BCC shall jointly present the Business 

Case to the Joint Committee for approval supported by a report in the format as agreed by the Joint 

Committee.  

 

4.8.  The above stages can involve comment, clarification and requests for amendment and re-submission 

of a Project proposal or Business Case following consideration at any stage during the process of 

approval leading up to final Project approval by the Joint Committee.  

5.  Project Management  

5.1.  When appointed Single Accountable Body or Lead Authority, the relevant Authority will assign a 

member of staff to the role of Project Manager and provide sufficient support to officers to ensure 

delivery of the Programme and the Projects.  

5.2.  The Lead Authority shall be responsible for writing and submitting updates and progress reports 

jointly with BCC as set out in the Business Case and in any event as requested by the Heads of 

Regeneration (Working Group), Joint Committee Advisory Board and Joint Committee. For the 

avoidance of doubt, the Lead Authority for any Project will send its relevant Executive Director or his 

representative to all meetings at which the Projects for which they are Lead Authority are being 

considered.  

5.3.  The Parties will set up a Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) in accordance with Schedule 2 

and the role of the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) will be as set out in Schedule 2. 

Notwithstanding, anything contained within this Agreement and the Schedules, the Parties role at 

the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) will be to have overall operational responsibility for the 

implementation of the Programme and all of its elements.  

5.4.  The Joint Committee Advisory Board, as set out in Schedule 1, will oversee the delivery of the 

Programme, regularly receiving reports prepared by the Lead Authority from the Heads of 

Regeneration (Working Group) as required by the Joint Committee Advisory Board on progress of 

any Project, in addition to the reporting timescales as set out in the Business Case for each Project 

and any reports the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) chose. Nothing within this Agreement 

shall prevent the Single Accountable Body from reporting to the Joint Committee Advisory Board or 

Joint Committee as it considers necessary.  

5.5.  Unless agreed otherwise with central Government and subject to at all times compliance with EU 

procurement law requirements, all procurement of goods, works and/or services needed for or in the 

delivery of Projects shall be procured in accordance with the Lead Authorities constitution and in 

particular contract and/or procurement rules.  

5.6.  The Parties roles and responsibilities in relation to the Programme's, the Joint Committee, the Joint 

Committee Advisory Board and/or the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) as set out in this 

Agreement shall be carried out by personnel of the Parties and no charge shall be made to the 

Programme in respect of costs except for where costs have been agreed to claimed by a Party either 

as part of an approved Business Case and/or by the Joint Committee at any time.  



 

5.7.  The Single Accountable Body Programme Manager will be responsible for arranging the Heads of 

Regeneration (Working Group) and Joint Committee Advisory Board meetings, their agenda, 

minuting decisions, and will be responsible maintaining the Project Register and providing such 

written updates to Heads of Regeneration (Working Group), Joint Committee Advisory Board and 

Joint Committee on the Project Register and generally the progress of specific Programme tasks and 

Projects as appropriate.  

5.8.  The Parties agree that they shall ensure officers attend Programme Manager meetings arranged and 

chaired by the Single Accountable Body Programme Manager comprising of lead regeneration 

officers, Project Managers and Project support officers and any other relevant officers the purpose 

of which is to develop the Programmes priorities, initial Project proposals, Project updates and 

generally as necessary to enable the Programme Manger to manage the Programme effectively.  

6.  Project Audit and Claw-back  

6.1.  Each Party shall be responsible for ensuring compliance with all financial requirements imposed 

under any grant terms imposed by central Government for any element of the Programme or Project 

for which they are the Lead Authority.  

6.2.  At all times each Party will be responsible for ensuring that adequate audit arrangements are in place 

for any element of the Programme or Project for which they are the Lead Authority including providing 

free and unfettered access to all information and documentation in relation to the Programme and/or 

Project for which they are the Lead Authority.  

6.3.  Each Party agrees to give  the Single Accountable Body and Lead Authority unrestricted and 

unfettered access to all information and documentation in relation to any element of the Programme 

and/or Project for which they are the Lead Authority, including providing copies of any such 

information and/or documentation free of charge.  

6.4.  In the event of any irregularity of any expenditure declared by any, the auditor of a Party or the Single 

Accountable Body's auditor, that Party shall be liable in respect of such irregularity and shall be 

required to repay to the Single Accountable Body any amounts unduly paid.  

6.5.  Subject to Clause 6.4, and unless agreed otherwise by the Joint Committee, the Parties agree that 

in the event that any monies are clawed back from the Single Accountable Body by central 

Government as the Single Accountable Body pursuant to any Funding Agreement, then all of the 

Parties will:  

6.5.1  take all reasonable steps to mitigate the amount of monies clawed back from the Single 

Accountable Body; and  

6.5.2  where there is an administrative irregularity by the Single Accountable Body or Lead 

Authority declared by an auditor of a Party and accepted by the Joint Committee, the 

Parties shall meet the costs of the claw-back in the same proportion to the programme 

funding that has been expended within their administrative area. 

6.5.3      where fault is proven or accepted, the Party / Parties concerned will be responsible for 

meeting all costs associated with the claw-back and / or costs incurred by the Single 

Accountable Body.      

 



 

 7. General Obligations 

7.1.  The Parties agree that they will be bound by the terms of any funds secured by the Black Country 

Local Enterprise Partnership Funding Agreement(s) entered into by the Single Accountable Body or 

Lead Authority as if they had entered into the agreement in so far as the actions of a Party causes 

or Leads to a breach of the Funding Agreement by the Single Accountable Body or Lead Authority.  

7.2.  The Parties agree that they shall be required to comply directly with the terms of any Funding 

Agreement if they are a recipient of any funding derived from the Funding Agreement.  

7.3.  The Parties agree to assist, co-operate and comply with the Monitoring Procedures and will work 

together to resolve or rectify any errors or irregularities identified during the Monitoring Procedures 

or otherwise.  

7.4.  Each Party shall be liable for any cost implications or irregularities or errors attributable primarily to 

it and identified during any Monitoring Procedures.  

7.5.  Each Party indemnifies the others against all claims, liabilities, costs, expenses, damages or losses 

suffered by the others arising out of the negligence, default or breach by such Party of this Agreement 

or the Funding Agreement, and each Party shall be responsible for maintaining sufficient insurance 

where available in respect of such liabilities under this Agreement.  

7.6.  Each Party shall at all times take all reasonable steps to minimise and mitigate any loss for which 

the relevant Party is entitled to bring a claim against another pursuant to this Agreement.  

 

7A. Rights of the Single Accountable Body 

7A.1  Where the Single Accountable Body enters into a funding agreement with a Third Party, the Single 

Accountable Body will require formal security in the form of a legal charge, mortgage, performance 

bond or similar as it considers fit and prudent. 

7A.2   Where a Lead Authority either  

(a) enters into a Funding Agreement with the Single Accountable Body, or  

(b) agrees in writing to indemnify a Third Party project due to their inability to meet security 

requirements as per 7A.1,  

the Lead Authority agrees to indemnify the Single Accountable Body against all claims, liabilities, 

costs, expenses, damages or losses suffered by the Single Accountable Body arising out of the 

negligence, default or breach by either the Lead Authority or the Third Party in respect of the funding 

agreement.   

7A.3   Such an indemnity shall, for the avoidance of doubt, apply where:  

7A.3.1.    the Lead Authority or the Third Party indemnified by the Lead Authority has failed to repay 

all or any of the grant funding upon demand within fourteen days of being requested by the Single 

Accountable Body to make such repayment, in circumstances including (but not limited to) a breach 

of the funding agreement;   



 

         7A.3.2     where there has otherwise been a claw-back (or demand for claw-back) made by central 

Government to the Single Accountable Body in respect of all or any part of the funding. 

7A.4   Where any grant for capital expenditure is time limited, the Lead Authority will make any such 

payment (as set out in clauses 7.A.2 and 7A.3.) if they or the Third Party have failed to demonstrate 

and evidence by the End Date of such grant that it is highly probable that a Fixed Asset will be 

delivered and meets Accounting Standards for Capitalisation. The minimum evidence requirements 

to avoid repayment pursuant to this clause would be a full business case, approved by all the funders 

of the Project, including the evidence of any required match funding. 

7A.5  The Lead Authority understands and agrees that the Single Accountable Body will be entitled to 

satisfy any such sums demanded from them or Third Parties under clause 7A by offsetting the 

amount of such sums against any payments due whatsoever from the Single Accountable Body to 

the Lead Authority. 

7A.6   Where any grant is in excess of a monetary threshold (to be advised by the Single Accountable 

Body) clauses 7.A2 to 7.A5 will be set out in a Side letter to be signed by the Section 151 Officer and 

Chief Executive of the other Party to confirm that they understand the obligations of this Agreement. 

Such a Side letter will be appended as a Schedule to any funding agreement to which this Clause 

applies. 

 

7A.7  The  Single Accountable Body, at its sole discretion, reserves the right, to request formal or additional 

security from a Lead Authority as it considers fit and prudent on a project by project basis where the 

applicant is the Lead Authority.  

 

7B National Local Growth Assurance Framework, the Black Country Local Assurance Framework 

and the Section 151 Officer   

7B.1 All parties to this agreement agree to adhere in full to all elements of the Government’s National 

Local Growth Assurance Framework, as administered by the Ministry of Housing Communities and 

Local Government that apply to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership. 

7B.2 The requirements of the National Local Growth Assurance Framework have been taken as the basis 

of and have been articulated within the Black Country Local Assurance Framework. All parties to this 

agreement will at all times comply with the requirements, processes and procedures as set out within 

the Black Country Local Assurance Framework, together with all / any amendments subsequently 

approved by the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership.  

7B.3 The Local Authority appointed as the Local Enterprise Partnership’s Single Accountable Body will 

ensure that their Section 151 Officer understands, and delivers / ensures the delivery of the roles 

and principles as set out within the Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA), 

Principles for Section 151 Officer in accountable bodies working with local enterprise partnerships 

document, including any future revisions or adaptations. 

7B.4  All parties to this agreement will ensure that they fully understand what’s expected of them in relation 

to meeting these Section 151 Officer requirements, and will work collaboratively with the appointed 

Single Accountable Body to achieve them.    



 

7B.5 The receipt of funding from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership requires full compliance 

with the National Local Growth Assurance Framework, the Black Country Local Assurance 

Framework and the requirements of the Single Accountable Bodies Section 151 Officer, failure to 

meet these requirements will place all funding, approved and planned at risk of being placed on hold 

or being withdrawn or reclaimed by the LEP.                                

8.  Scrutiny of Joint Committee decisions  

8.1.  As and when required, by an Overview and Scrutiny Committee or Board or an Audit Committee of 

any Party, the member of the Joint Committee for the Authority, whose Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee or Board or Audit Committee has instigated an investigation, shall take the lead 

responsibility for accounting for the activities of the Joint Committee to the Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee or Board or Audit Committee, and shall attend such meetings of those committees of its 

Authority as necessary.  

8.2.  The Parties shall liaise and co-operate at all times with the Authority whose Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee or Audit Committee have made requests for information and/or reports and use all 

reasonable endeavours to assist that Authority in responding to such requests, but for the avoidance 

of doubt, no Party, its officers or members shall be required to attend the Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee or Board or an Audit Committee of any other Party.  

9.  Documentation  

9.1.  The Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) will produce the initial drafts of the standard 

documentation for the Programme for approval by the Joint Committee Advisory Board.  

10.  Confidentiality  

10.1.  Each Party shall use all reasonable endeavours to keep in strict confidence, and shall bind all its 

employees and agents to keep in strict confidence, all commercial and technical information in 

whatever form acquired by it (whether directly or indirectly) concerning another Party in consequence 

of this Agreement (hereinafter called Confidential Information). No Party shall save, as hereinafter 

provided, use or disclose any such Confidential Information other than for the purposes of the 

Programme or as expressly permitted by this Agreement. The foregoing restriction shall not apply to:  

10.2. Information which at the time of disclosure is generally available to the public,  

10.3. Information which the Parties obliged to release under the provisions of the Freedom of Information 

Act 2000,  

10.4. Information which after disclosure becomes generally available to the public through no fault of the 

receiving Party,  

10.5. Information which the receiving Party can show was in its possession prior to the disclosure and which 

was not acquired directly or indirectly from the other Party, and  

10.6. Information which the receiving Party can show was received by it after the time of disclosure from 

any Party without any obligation of confidentiality and which was not acquired directly or indirectly 

from the other Party,  



 

10.7. The confidentiality obligations set out in this clause shall survive for a period of five (5) years after the 

termination of the Programme,  

10.8.  Each Party shall impose the same confidentiality obligations set out in this clause 9 upon its affiliates, 

consultants and other third parties who are in association with it and may have access to any 

Confidential Information during the term of this Agreement.  

11.  Intellectual Property  

11.1. The Parties agree that all Intellectual Property Rights relating to the Programme shall, unless 

otherwise agreed in writing, belong to the Parties jointly, and that the Parties will use all reasonable 

endeavours to ensure that each receive appropriate rights to any Intellectual Property Rights created 

during and relating to the Programme.  

12.  Warranties  

12.1. Each Party warrants to the other Parties that:  

12.2. It has the necessary right and authority to enter into this Agreement,  

12.3. The signatories hereto for and on behalf of that Party are authorised and fully empowered to execute 

this Agreement on that Party's behalf.  

13.  Force Majeure  

13.1. If any Party is affected by Force Majeure it shall forthwith notify the other Parties of the nature and 

extent thereof.  

 

13.2. No Party shall be deemed to be in breach of this Agreement, or otherwise be liable to the other, by 

reason of any delay in performance, or the non-performance, of any of its obligations hereunder, to 

the extent that such delay or non-performance is due to any Force Majeure of which it has notified 

the other Parties, and the time for performance of that obligation shall be extended accordingly.  

13.3.  If the Force Majeure in question prevails for a continuous period in excess of three months, the 

Parties shall enter into bona fide discussions with a view to alleviating its effects, or to agreeing upon 

such alternative arrangements as may be fair and reasonable.  

14.  Duration and termination  

14.1. The provisions of this Agreement shall come into force on the Commencement Date and, subject to 

the provisions of clause 14.2, shall continue in force until the completion of the Programme.  

14.2.  A Party may only withdraw from this Agreement by three month's written notice to the others Parties 

and the Joint Committee if the Party has not received funding or the benefit of funding under the 

Programme within their administrative area and/or the Programme is terminated.  

14.3. In the event of any one or more Party giving notice to terminate this Agreement then the Joint 

Committee shall meet within one month of the service of any such notice of termination for the 

purposes of preparing an implementation plan for the termination. The Parties shall each act 

reasonably in co-operating with each other to facilitate the termination and the Party giving notice of 

termination (or if there is more than one such Party then each of them in equal shares) shall bear all 



 

costs arising out of or in connection with such termination and shall indemnity the remaining Parties 

against all costs and expenses incurred or to be incurred by them arising out of or in connection with 

that termination  

14.4.  No relaxation, forbearance, delay or indulgence by any Party in enforcing any of the terms of this 

Agreement or the granting of time by any Party to any other shall prejudice, affect or restrict the rights 

and powers of that Party in relation to the other, nor shall any waiver by any Party of a breach of this 

Agreement be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other provision.  

14.5. The rights to terminate or withdraw from this Agreement given by this clause 14 shall not prejudice 

any other right or remedy of any Party in respect of the breach concerned (if any) or any other breach.  

15.  Variation  

15.1. The Joint Committee shall from time to time review the operation of this Agreement and 

implementation of the Programme. Such reviews to be undertaken every two years or at such other 

interval as appear to the Joint Committee to be appropriate and the Joint Committee shall make 

proposals to the Member Authorities for any changes which seem to the Joint Committee to be 

reasonable and appropriate in the circumstances which shall be dealt with be a Deed of Variation 

appended to this Agreement.  

16.  Publicity and Public Relations  

16.1. The Parties shall co-operate and consult with each other in respect of any matter involving public 

relations in so far as reasonably practicable having regard to the nature and urgency of the issue 

involved. The Parties acting through the Joint Committee Advisory Board and the Joint Committee 

may agree protocols for the handling of public relations from time to time.  

17.  Disputes  

17.1.  If any dispute arises between the Parties arising out of the provisions of this Agreement, the Parties 

shall endeavour to resolve the dispute by agreement as quickly as possible, but if the dispute has 

not been resolved within ten (10) Working Days, then either Party may request the others to 

participate in a meeting of their Chief Executives. The Parties in dispute shall exchange statements 

at least three (3) clear Working Days prior to the date of the meeting, setting out their respective 

views of the disputed issues. If the Chief Executives do agree a strategy for the resolution of the 

dispute, the Parties shall then liaise in good faith to arrange and implement the strategy for resolution 

within ten (10) Working Days of the meeting.  

17.2.  If notwithstanding any steps taken by the Parties pursuant to clause 17.1, the dispute between them 

remains unresolved then at the request of any Party it shall be referred (in the absence of any express 

provision to the contrary) to an Independent Person appointed jointly by the Parties.  

17.3.  The Independent Person is to have at least 10 years relevant post qualification experience and 

his/her identity shall be agreed between the Parties.  

17.4.  If the Parties cannot agree on the Independent Person's identity, the Independent Person is to be 

appointed at the request of any of the Parties by the president or chairman for the time being of 

whichever of the following bodies is most appropriate having regard to the nature of the dispute:  

17.5. The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors;  



 

17.6. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales; or  

17.7. The Law Society of England and Wales.  

17.8. The Independent Person is to act as arbitrator in accordance with the Arbitration Act 1996 and the 

costs of the arbitration shall be payable by the Parties in the proportions determined by the 

Independent Person unless agreed otherwise the default position being as determined under the 

Arbitration Act 1996.  

17.9.  Where costs of the Independent Person remain unpaid by the Party liable to pay them pursuant to 

this clause, the other Parties or any of them may discharge those costs and recover the sum so paid 

from the defaulting Party as a debt on written demand.  

18.  Priority of documents  

18.1. In the event of any inconsistencies between the terms of this Agreement and its Schedules the Parties 

are the following order of priority of documents:  

 18.1.1.  This Agreement;  

18.1.2.  The Constitution and Terms of Reference of the Black Country Executive Joint 

Committee;  

 18.1.3.  The Constitution and Terms of Reference of the Joint Committee Joint Committee 

Advisory Board;  

 18.1.4.  The Constitution and Terms of Reference of the Heads of Regeneration (Working 

Group).  

19.  Complaints  

19.1. In the event of a complaint about a Project being received, the Lead Authority for that Project will 

manage the complaint and shall report regularly as necessary upon the complaint and in any event 

at the conclusion of the complaint.  

20.  Local authority powers  

20.1. Nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice or affect any of the statutory rights powers obligations and 

duties for the time being vested in the Parties.  

21.  Notices and service  

21.1.  Any notice or other information required or authorised by this Agreement to be given by any Party to 

the other Parties shall be given by:  

21.2. delivering the same by hand,  

21.3. sending the same by pre-paid registered post, or  

21.4. sending the same by facsimile transmission,  



 

21.5.  to the other Party or Parties at the address given at the beginning of this Agreement or such other 

address as has been notified to the Parties in writing.  

21.6.  Any notice or information sent by post in the manner provided by clause 21.1, which is not returned 

to the sender as undelivered, shall be deemed to have been given on the second day after the 

envelope containing it was posted, and proof that the envelope containing any such notice or 

information was properly addressed, pre-paid, registered and posted, and that it has not been 

returned to the sender, shall be sufficient evidence that the notice or information has been duly given.  

21.7.  Any notice or information sent by facsimile transmission shall be deemed to have been duly given 

on the date of transmission, provided that a confirming copy is sent to the other Party or Parties at 

the appropriate address within. 

22.  Freedom of Information  

22.1. The Parties acknowledges that they are subject to the requirements of the code of practice on access 

to Government information, the Freedom of Information Act 2000 ("FOIA") and the Environmental 

Information Regulations ("EIR") and shall assist and cooperate with each other to enable the Parties 

to comply with their information disclosure obligations.  

22.2.  The Parties shall provide all necessary assistance as reasonably requested by the other Parties to 

enable the other Parties to respond to any requests for information that falls under the FOIA or EIR 

and is related to the Project ("Request for Information") within the time for compliance set out in 

section 10 of the FOIA or regulation 5 of the EIR.  

22.3.  The Party who received the initial Request for Information shall be responsible for responding to the 

initial request and determining in its absolute discretion and notwithstanding any other provision in 

this Agreement or any other agreement whether any information is exempt from disclosure in 

accordance with the provisions of the code of practice on access to Government information, FOIA 

or the EIR.  

22.4.  The Parties shall ensure that all information produced in the course of this Agreement is retained for 

disclosure and shall permit the other Parties to inspect such records as requested from time to time.  

23.GDPR (“GDPR”) and the Data Protection Act 2018 (the "DPA") 

23.1. With respect to the parties' rights and obligations under this Agreement, the Parties agree to each 

comply with the obligations imposed on them by GDPR and the Data Protection Act (DPA) as a Data 

Controller and to ensure that Personal Data (as defined in the GDPR) is processed only in 

accordance with their own policies on data protection, information security and retention of personal 

data to comply with their obligations under the GDPR and the DPA. 

24.  Equality Act 2010 

24.1. The Parties agree to each comply with the obligations imposed on them by the Equality Act 2010.  

25.  General  

25.1.  This Agreement is personal to each of the Parties and no Party may assign, mortgage, charge or 

(except as otherwise provided in this Agreement) license any of its rights hereunder, or sub-contract 



 

or otherwise delegate any of its obligations hereunder, except with the written consent of all the other 

Parties.  

25.2.  Nothing in this Agreement shall create or be deemed to create a partnership or the relationship of 

principal and agent, between the Parties.  

25.3.  The Parties will act in good faith towards each other in relation to the Programme and in achieving 

the Objectives and Outputs of the Programme and in complying with this Agreement and the Funding 

Agreement.  

25.4.  If any provision of this Agreement is held by any competent authority to be invalid or unenforceable 

in whole or in part, this Agreement shall continue to be valid as to the other provisions thereof and 

the remainder of the affected provision.  

25.5.  This Agreement, the Funding Agreement and the documents referred to in it, constitutes the entire 

agreement and understanding of the Parties and supersedes any previous agreement between the 

Parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement.  

25.6.  All of the Parties acknowledge and agree that in entering into this Agreement, and the documents 

referred to in it, it does not rely on, and shall have no remedy in respect of, any statement, 

representation, warranty or understanding (whether negligently or innocently made) of any person 

(whether Party to this Agreement or not) other than as expressly set out in this Agreement. Nothing 

in this clause shall, however, operate limit or exclude any liability for fraud.  

25.7.  All payments by any Party pursuant to this Agreement are exclusive of any applicable Value Added 

Tax (VAT), except where expressed to the contrary, and if any such VAT is payable, the Party in 

question shall be additionally liable for such tax, which shall accordingly be shown on the relevant 

VAT invoice.  

25.8.  No variation to this Agreement or of any of the documents referred to in it shall be valid unless it is 

in writing and signed by and on behalf of all of the Parties.  

25.9.  Every Party shall from time to time do all such acts and execute all such documents as may be 

reasonably necessary in order to give effect to the provisions of this Agreement.  

25.10. The Parties shall bear their own costs of and incidental to the preparation, execution and 

implementation of this Agreement.  

25.11. The Parties do not intend that any of this Agreement should be enforceable pursuant to the Contracts 

(rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by any person who is not a Party to this Agreement.  

25.12 This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and 

Wales.  

SIGNED by or on behalf of the Parties on the date which first appears in this Agreement.   



 

SCHEDULE 1 Constitution and Terms of Reference of the Joint Committee 

Advisory Board 

  

The Black Country-wide Advisory Board will oversee the delivery of the programme 
making key recommendations to the Joint Committee.  
 
CONSTITUTION  
 
1. The Joint Committee Advisory Board shall comprise of:  

 

 The Cabinet member for regeneration for four Black Country local authorities 

(voting members);  

 Four business community representatives of the Black Country LEP (voting 

members);  

 The Executive Directors of the Black Country local authorities with responsibility 

for regeneration (non-voting member);  

 A Black Country Consortium Ltd representative (non-voting member);  

 Such government department representatives as the committee agrees to (non-

voting member);  

 Such representatives of the community, business and or other bodies as the 

committee agrees to (non-voting member);  

 The Programme Manager (non-voting member).  

 
2. The Joint Committee Advisory Board shall at its Annual Meeting (held in line with the 

start of municipal year) elect a Chair and Vice-Chair from among its voting members. 

In the event of both being absent from the meeting, the Chair and Vice-Chair for 

whatever reason, the Joint Committee Advisory Board shall elect a chair from amongst 

the voting members present for that meeting. Only a voting member is entitled to be 

elected as Chair or Vice-Chair of the Committee.  

 

3. Four voting members of the Joint Committee Advisory Board shall constitute a quorum. 

Each Black Country local authority may appoint a substitute Cabinet member for the 

voting members appointed to attend meetings, in the absence for any reason of the 

voting member.  The substitute voting member shall be treated in all respects if they 

were appointed under (i) above as the case may be. 

 

4. All questions shall be decided by a majority of the votes of the voting members present, 

the Chair having the casting vote in addition to his/her vote as a member of the 

Committee.  

 



 

5. The Joint Committee Advisory Board shall meet as agreed at AGM and set the 

forthcoming year’s timetable of meetings.  

 

6. A meeting of the Joint Committee Advisory Board may also be convened by the Chair 

within 21 days of the receipt of a requisition of any two voting members of the Joint 

Committee Advisory Board addressed to the Secretary of the Joint Committee 

Advisory Board. All requisitions shall be in writing and no business other than that 

specified in the requisition shall be transacted at such a meeting. However in cases of 

genuine urgency a meeting of the Joint Committee Advisory Board may be convened 

at any time by the Chair, upon 5 working days notice to all members of the committee.  

 

7. If a quorum is not present at the meeting, or if urgent decisions are required for the 

Joint Committee, business requiring a vote of the membership will be conducted by 

email. The timeframe within which endorsement of the recommendations must be 

confirmed should not be less than 3 working days.  

 

8. The Joint Committee Advisory Board shall from time to time appoint such sub- Advisory 

Boards to consider and deal with any of the functions of the Joint Committee Advisory 

Board as may be thought desirable. Membership of which is determined by the Joint 

Committee Advisory Board subject to any Advisory Board must have a Councillor and 

LEP representative from the Joint Committee Advisory Board as members of the sub-

Advisory Board.  

 

9. The Joint Committee Advisory Board Secretary shall be Walsall Council, and all 

meetings of the Joint Committee Advisory Board shall take place at Walsall Council or 

Wolverhampton City Council.  

 

10. The role of the Secretary shall include:  

 

i. the Secretary will be responsible for preparing the agenda and submitting 

reports prepared by either of the Councils or other bodies to the Joint 

Committee Advisory Board and minutes of the Joint Committee Advisory 

Board;  

ii. The Secretary shall be responsible for making arrangements for 

recommendations from the Joint Committee Advisory Board, including 

supporting reports, to the Joint Committee will be sent to Walsall Metropolitan 

Borough Council secretary of the Joint Committee to enable compliance with 

the necessary legislative requirements for access to information. 

 



 

11. Members of the Joint Committee Advisory Board or sub- Advisory Board that are 

elected representatives appointed by a Black Country Council must comply with their 

own Councils code of conduct.  

 

12. Non Councillor Members of the Joint Committee Advisory Board or sub- Advisory 

Board with conflicts of interest must comply with the following rules:  

 

a) A conflict-of-interest arises where any decision potentially gives direct commercial 

or financial payment or benefits to:  

 

o You;  

o a close member of your family;   

o an organisation that you are either:  

i. are employed by or hold office with, or  

ii. in which you own more than 10% of the issued share capital. 

 

b) a conflict-of-interest as set out in situations above does not arise in relation to any 

business regarding allocation of funding streams or Projects to be allocated to or 

benefit the area of any of the four Black Country Councils.  

 

c) Upon a conflict-of-interest arising: 

  

i. in the case of a voting member that member must declare an interest and 

not vote, but may remain in the room to make representations;  

ii. in the case of non-voting members that member must declare an interest 

but may remain in the room to make representations.  

 

13. Gifts and hospitality policy for elected members will be the same as that of their own 

local authority. For non-elected voting members, they should declare any gifts or 

hospitality that has a value over £25 which may be seen as related to their role on the 

Joint Committee Advisory Board and or any specific scheme, Project or funding stream.  

14. Only the Joint Committee can make amendments or variations to this Constitution 

and Terms of reference. 

  

Functions of the Joint Committee Advisory Board  

 

1) To receive reports from the Heads of Regeneration Working Group, Black Country 

Councils, central Government, the  businesses community, Lead and/or Single 

Accountable body for all funds secured by the Black Country Local Enterprise 



 

Partnership (BC LEP) and such other persons or bodies as the Joint Committee 

Advisory Board deems appropriate.  

2) To receive reports from any Sub Advisory Board of the Joint Committee Advisory 

Board.  

3) To act as a strategic advisory body; reviewing and recommending objectives for 

strategic investment across the Black Country in relation to all funds secured by the 

BC LEP including;  

a. Providing a coherent single position on the major strategic issues for the funds 

secured by the BC LEP;  

b. Formulating proposals for allocation of spending;  

c. Formulating proposals for major priorities;  

d. Consider and agree recommendations made by Working Group;  

e. Recommending Lead and/or Single Accountable Body status for a body or 

organisation;  

f. Referring final recommendations from the Heads of Regeneration Working 

Group as to items a) to e) above to the Joint Committee for formal approval.  

4) Receiving regular monitoring reports from the Heads of Regeneration Working Group 

on the funds secured by the BC LEP programs and/or funding streams and/or 

individual Projects upon the effectiveness and performance of delivery by the Lead 

and/or Single Accountable Body.  

5) Reporting regularly or upon request of the Joint Committee, and in any event at least 

once a year to the annual general meeting of the Joint Committee, to the Joint 

Committee upon the effectiveness and performance by the Lead and/or Single 

Accountable Body in delivering the BC LEP initiatives, programmes and or funding 

streams for which they are responsible.  

 

6) Influence and align government investment in order to boost economic growth.  

7) To ensure alignment between decision making on all funds secured by the BC LEP 

and decisions on other areas of policy such as land use, transportation, economic 

development and wider regeneration.  

8) Co-ordinate and align decision making on other areas of policy such as land use, 

transportation, economic development and wider regeneration with the LEPs ensuring 



 

that business views are taken on board and that LEP growth plans are reflected in 

strategic priorities.  

9) Advising the Joint Committee in relation to all funds secured by the BC LEP, i.e. capital 

expenditure programmes and potential programs, and ensuring policy and 

programmes are delivered effectively through partners.  

10) To report to the Joint Committee on such matter as it considers appropriate and 

relevant to the funds secured by the BC LEP and the Programmes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SCHEDULE 2 Constitution and Terms of Reference of the Heads of Regeneration 

Working Group to the Joint Committee Advisory Board 

 

The Black Country Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) will oversee the delivery of 

the programme making key recommendations to the Advisory Board of the Joint 

Committee. 

 
 

CONSTITUTION 
 
 

1. The Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) shall comprise of: 

 

Decision making (voting) membership 

 

 Relevant Executive Directors (or their nominated proxy)

 

Adviser/support membership (none decisions making members) 

 

 Programme Manager

 Regeneration Managers

 Project Managers

 Project Support Officers

 Other officers as appropriate



2. The Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) shall at its Annual Meeting (held in line with 

the start of municipal year) elect a Chair from among its voting members. In the event of 

the chair being absent from the meeting, the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) 

shall elect a chair from amongst the voting members present for that meeting. Only a full 

voting member is entitled to be elected as Chair of the group. 

 

3. The voting members can nominate an alternate member (nominated proxy) to attend on 

their behalf, who will for that meeting be considered a voting member, but may not chair 

the group. 

 

4. Two voting members shall constitute a quorum. 

 

5. All questions shall be decided by a majority of the votes of the voting members present, 

the Chair having the casting vote in addition to his/her vote as a member of the Group. 

 

6. The Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) shall meet as agreed at AGM and set the 

forthcoming year’s timetable of meetings. 

 



 

7. A meeting of the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) may also be convened by the 

Chair within 14 days of the receipt of a requisition of voting member of the group. All 

requisitions shall be in writing and no business other than that specified in the requisition 

shall be transacted at such a meeting. However in cases of genuine urgency a meeting of 

the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) may be convened at any time by the Chair, 

upon 5 working days’ notice to all members of the committee. 

 

8. Should urgent items occur that require immediate decisions, the chair may through the 

appropriate mediums (phone, email etc.) contact the voting members and agree a 

decision, which must be confirmed in writing by each voting members contacted as soon 

as possible and discussed at the next scheduled meeting date. 

 

9. The Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) shall from time to time appoint such sub-

Working Groups to consider and deal with any of the functions of the Group as may be 

thought desirable. Membership of which is determined by the Heads of Regeneration 

(Working Group). 

 

10. The Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) Secretary shall be Walsall Council, and all 

meetings of the Group shall take place at Walsall Council, unless agreed otherwise by the 

chair. 

 

11. The role of the Secretary shall include: 

 

i. the Secretary will be responsible for preparing the agenda and submitting reports 

prepared by either of the Councils or other bodies to the Group and minutes of the 

meetings. 

 

ii. The Secretary shall be responsible for making arrangements for recommendations 

from the group, including supporting reports, to the Advisory Board. 

 

12. Members of the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) or sub- Groups that are 

representatives appointed by a Black Country Council must comply with their own 

Councils code of conduct. 

 

13. Members of the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) or sub- Groups with conflicts of 

interest must comply with the following rules: 

 

a. A conflict-of-interest arises where any decision potentially gives direct commercial 

or financial payment or benefits to: 

 

a. you, 

 

b. a close member of your family,  a 

 

c. an organisation that you are either: 



 

 

i. are employed by or hold office with or 

 

ii. in which you own more than 10% of the issued share capital 

 

b. a conflict-of-interest as set out in situations above does not arise in relation to any 

business regarding allocation of funding streams or Projects to be allocated to or 

benefit the area of any of the four Black Country Councils. 

 

c. Upon a conflict-of-interest arising: 

 

i. in the case of a voting member that member must declare an 

interest and not vote, but may remain in the room to make representations; 

 

ii. in the case of non-voting members that member must declare an 

interest but may remain in the room to make representations. 

 

14. Gifts and hospitality policy for elected members attending the group meeting will be the 

same as that of their own local authority. For non-elected voting members, they should 

declare any gifts or hospitality that has a value over £25 which may be seen as related to 

their role on the Heads of Regeneration (Working Group) and or any specific scheme, 

Project or funding stream. 

 

15. The Heads of Regeneration may invite external visitors to attend meetings; this can be for 

individual meeting to make for example a presentation or for a number of meetings against 

a theme of work commissioned etc. Visitors can take part in the debates associated with 

the agenda items for which they are invited, but not for the remainder of the meeting, 

unless invited to do so by the Chair. Visitors can not take part in any voting and must 

declare any conflicts of Interest on joining the meeting. 

 

16. The following is an extract from the Joint Committee Collaboration Agreement, dated the 

7th May 2014, setting these details out, which can only be changed by the Joint 

Committee. 

 

Functions of the Heads of Regeneration Working Group: 

 

1. Manage the Programme on an operational basis. 

 

2. To manage promotion of the programme. 

 

3. To agree the timeline for delivery of the implementation of the Programme, 

 monitor progress and ensure that the key milestones are achieved. 

 

4. To undertake the initial appraisal of Project proposals and agree them being 

 worked up in a Business Case. 



 

 

5. Approve Project Business Cases and provide recommendations to the Joint 

 Committee Advisory Board. 

 

6. To establish a Project Register setting out Project details including, Project 

Authority, Project Authority Project Lead officer, Project Objectives, funding 

amount, Key dates, specific tasks/targets that need to be delivered to ensure 

Project success, Project key risks and mitigation measures in place, any relevant 

cut of date for funding spend and latest Project position. 

 

7. Executive Directors will ensure that the Project Register is kept fully up-to-date by 

officers, in their respective authorities, who are responsible for leading on the 

Projects for which their Authority is the Lead Authority. 

 

8. To devise, oversee, manage and monitor the Programme and elements of it 

generally and specifically review and evaluate on a regular basis ongoing individual 

Projects progression and delivery against the Business Case for the Project, 

including any key miles stones, financial spend and compliance with any central 

Government grant terms. 

 

9. Receive from Lead Authorities detailed updates on Projects in accordance with the 

timescales set out in the Business case or otherwise as necessary, and Provide 

written updates along with appropriate recommendations to the Joint Committee 

Advisory Board on the progress of the specific Projects. 

 

10. To identify and manage risk for the Programme and individual Projects. 

 

11. To ensure appropriate financial management is in place and complies with any 

 government grant terms, EU and UK law, and accounting good practice. 

 

12. Make recommendations to the Joint Committee Advisory Board on the progress 

 of the specific Projects. 

 

Membership: 

 

Decision making membership 

 

 Relevant Executive Directors (or their nominated proxy)

 

Adviser/support membership (none decisions making members) 

 

 Programme Manager

 Regeneration Managers

 Project Managers

 Project Support Officers



 

 Other officers as appropriate

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SCHEDULE 3 BC LEP Initial Proposal and Full Business Case Templates 

 

Delivering the Black Country Strategic Economic Plan 

Initial Proposal - For all Projects requesting Black Country LEP funding                                                  (Max 4 

pages) 

Project Name:  

1. Applicant Details: 

Project Sponsor: (name and title) 

Lead organisation:  

Registration No:  

Lead contact:   Position:    

Phone number:   Email address:  

Postal address:   

Local Authority area (please 

highlight) 
Dudley Sandwell Walsall Wolverhampton 

Have you, or any associated organisations, previously delivered projects using or 

having been awarded public sector funding? 
 

If yes, please provide details  

2. What opportunity or barrier will this investment unlock?   

Explain the strategic ambition and how this bid will support delivery of that ambition. What are the key drivers for investment? 

 

3. Please indicate which of the SEP Growth Objective/s the project will contribute to: 

1. 4,000 New Jobs 

2. +1,000 New Homes 

3. 3,200 Business Assists 

4. 7,000 Learner Assists 
 

4. Please indicate which SEP theme(s) and strategic programme(s) the project will contribute 

to:   

Place Theme: People Theme: Competitiveness Theme: 



 

PL1. Sites & Premises P1.  Skills for the supply chain B1. Supply chain development 

including Innovation & Enterprise 

PL2. Infrastructure P2.  Skills Capital B2.  Global Opportunities 

PL3. Housing P3.  Schools B3.  Access to Finance 

PL4. Local Distinctive Economies P4.  Upskilling  

PL5.  Environment   
 

5. How will this project unlock the specified SEP Growth Objectives? 

Demonstrate how the proposal is aligned to the at least one of the 12 strategic programmes and will 
contribute towards achieving these growth objectives, whether directly or by acting as an enabler for 
economic growth.  

 

6. Expected TOTAL Project Cost & Source of Funding 

 % of 

Total 

Cost 

2017/18 

£m 

2018 /19 

£m 

2019/20 

£m 

2020/21 

£m 

2021+ 

£m 

Total Project Cost       

Applicants own funds %      

Other Public funds 

(Specify) 
%      

Private sector funds %      

Funding requested from BC LEP - LOAN %      

Funding requested from BC LEP - GRANT %      

Total Project Value (if site / property)       

If Grant funding is sought, explain why grant is required as opposed to loan. (Less than 100 words) 

 

7.  What will LEP funding be spent on 

 

Projects costs % of 

Total 

Cost 

2017/18 

£m 

2018 /19 

£m 

2019/20 

£m 

2020/21 

£m 

2021+ 

£m 

       



 

8. What are the expected tangible Outputs/Outcomes to be realised? 

(Please profile Skills Outputs as per the financial year, NOT the academic year) 

Outputs/Outcomes Metric 2017/18 2018 /19 2019/20 2020/21 2021+ 

Businesses Assisted no.      

Businesses Created no.      

Skills – Learners assisted                                                                               

(exc. Apprenticeships) 

no.      

Skills – Apprenticeships Starts No.      

Skills – Apprenticeships Completed no.      

Employment – Jobs Created (FTE) no.      

Employment – Jobs Safeguarded (FTE) no.      

Place – Houses Started Units      

Place – Houses Completed Units      

Place – Land Remediated Hectares      

Place – New Employment floor space – 

[specify use class here] 

Sq mtr      

Length of newly built roads Km      

Length of resurfaced roads Km      

Length of new cycle ways Km      

Other (please specify)        

For the outputs included above, please state whether they are direct outputs or indirect. If indirect, explain 

how the project is enabling the delivery of these outputs.  

 

 

For Employment Floorspace, please specify by Use Class E.g. A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 etc. 

 

 

 



 

9.  For Place (property & infrastructure projects only)  - Site Details 

Location  

(include full address and postcode) 

 

Overall Site Area (Ha)  

Ownership / Occupation  

Existing / Former Use  

Existing Condition  

Planning Status of Project  

Any Other Comments  

 

10. For Learners Assists/Apprenticeships please specify the course offering and the level of 

learning supported.  
( Apprenticeships, specify the framework duration (years)) 

Course Details Level of Learning Supported 

  

11. What are the main issue (s) likely to derail the project?    

Issues Means of Resolution 

  

12. What are the main risks the Project will need to manage 

Risks Means of Managing 

  

13. Please indicate how your project complies with State aid Regulations without contravening 

the State Aid Legislation 

All applicants need to take steps to satisfy themselves that any BCLGF funding approved does not 
amount to unlawful State Aid. Further confirmation to this effect will be requested at the Full Business 
Case stage. A declaration of compliance with EU State Aid regulations will be required prior to any 
BCLGF funding being provided. If your project is awarded funds from the BCLGF it will be subject to a 
condition requiring the repayment of any BCLGF funding in the event that the European Commission 
determines that the funding constitutes unlawful State Aid.  
 
 
 



 

14. Any other Significant Constraints to delivering the Project not mentioned above. 

 

15. Submission Checklist 

 

Please ensure that the following documentation is submitted with this application: 

 

 Site Plan 

 Title Certificate 

 Key Milestones 

 Planning Consent (where available) 

 Scheme Plans (where available) 

 Summary Development Appraisal (where available)  

 

For Site Investigation bids ONLY, please provide: 

 3 quotations in support of cost of works for which funding is sought 

 Stage 2 Due Diligence Checklist (Black Country Growth Deal - Accountable Body) 

 State Aid De Minimis Declaration (applicable for grants <£150k) 

 

16. Proposer Declaration 

I confirm that I am authorised by my organisation to make applications for funding and to make 

legally binding commitments on its behalf and that the information contained in this proposal is 

correct to the best of my knowledge. 

 

 

 

I confirm that I/we have read the generic Growth Deal conditions of Grant (Grant Agreement) and that 

I/we understand that if our/my application is greater than £150,000 I/we will need to provide security 

 to the Council in the form of: 

 

 A Charge over Land or Property 

 A Charge over Bank Account 

 A Performance Bond 

 

 



 

I/we also confirm that I/we understand the conditions of grant for Site Investigations/Development 

Studies, including the obligation to repay the Grant if we do not choose to deliver a scheme on the Site 

following the development/investigation phase.  

I confirm I/we have read and understand the Due Diligence Checklist and that I/we agree to the 

following: 

 Submission of all required organisational and financial information at the first and second 

stages of Due Diligence;  

 Completion and submission of a fully completed Due Diligence Checklist and supporting 

information at the same time as submission of a Full Business Case (FBC). I understand that 

I/we are completing this work at risk with no guarantee of funding.  

 

I confirm that I/we have read and understood the Accountable Body’s Monitoring, Compliance and 

Audit Framework and understand our obligation to provide the record-keeping and monitoring 

information required by the Accountable Body 

I confirm that I/we understand my/our obligations to procure services and goods in line with EU 

Procurement Rules.  

I confirm that I/we have checked/been advised and are able to accept this grant without being in 

contravention of state aid rules.  

I/we consent to Black Country Consortium, Local Enterprise Partnership and Black Country Councils 

processing of any personal data associated with this proposal for the purpose of processing the 

proposal and managing the proposal process. 

 

Signed 
 

Name 
 

Position 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Introduction to the Project 

Section A: Introduction to the Project 

Project Location:  (Including address and postcode) 

Lead Delivery 

Organisation:  

(Name and dept.) 

 Project Description: (50 words max) 

  
(Short statement about what the project is targeting to achieve) 

Project Need & Additionality: 

(State the overall impact on GVA (Growth Value Add). GVA is the difference between output and intermediate consumption for any given 

sector/industry. That is the difference between the value of goods and services produced and the cost of raw materials and other inputs 

which are used up in production.   

 

GVA therefore measures the contribution to the economy of each individual producer, industry or sector in the United Kingdom and is used 

in the estimation of GDP at regional and Sub-regional level) 

 

Background to the Project 

Section B: Background to Project Bid 

Section B1: Status & Progress to-date  

17. Present status of the Project.  (approx. 100 words) 

18. Progress achieved prior to Bid. (approx. 300 words) 

Section B2:   Content of the Business Case   

Section C Strategic case and fit to Strategic Economic Plan Themes 

Section D   Economic case – Options Appraisal 

Section E  Commercial case – External Procurement (if appropriate) 

Section F Financial Case – Financial Analysis of the recommended Option 

Section G Programme Management  Case – Achievability of Project Components 

Section H Recommendation 



 

Section I Appendices 

 Profile for each Output / Outcome 

 Detailed breakdown of Project Costs by month 

 Risk & Issue Register 

 Project Plan / Development Programme 

 Stakeholder Map  

 Evidence of planning permission 

 Stage 1 Due Diligence Checklist (applicable to land/property bids) 

 Stage 2 Due Diligence Checklist (Black Country Growth Deal - Accountable 

Body) 

 State Aid De Minimis Declaration (applicable <£150k) 

 

Strategic Case 

Section C: Strategic Case for Change and fit to BC LEP Strategic Economic Plan Themes 

19. Context/Project Background 
(This section should describe the setting, background and context of the Business Case.  Describe the compelling case for change.  Detail the 

problem or opportunity the project is intended to address, in terms of market failure or demand, and the contribution the project will make to 

the delivery of the Black Country Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) and other relevant plans and strategies. Ensure to demonstrate how the project 

will contribute to the Growth Objectives and Strategic Programmes identified in the SEP. A copy of the SEP can be found at 

www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/about-us/black-country-plans-for-growth/strategic-economic-plan)  (Word limit 750) 

20. Objectives and Outcomes 
(Detail the specific objectives to achieve the anticipated outcomes. The objectives and outcomes should be stated in clear and measurable 

terms with a specified time frame) 

21. How does the project fit with national, sub-regional and local investment plans and strategies?   
(Demonstrate how the proposal is aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational 

strategy) 

22. Detail the elements that are within scope of the project, this defines the range and boundaries of the 

project. 
(A critical first step is establishing the parameters of the project. Be aware that these parameters may change over the course of developing 

the Full Business Case. Please identify the areas both in and out of scope i.e. what will be delivered by the project and won't be delivered by 

the project) 

23. What stakeholder consultation has been undertaken/support received?  What stakeholder consultation 

remains to be undertaken? (approx. 100 words) 
(The objective of Stakeholder Management is to maximise/optimise the objectives of the Project/Programme through the considered 

identification, analysis and engagement of all those that are engaged in it, or impacted by it. Stakeholders come in many ‘shapes and sizes’ 

and, as such, contingent effort/management is the key to success in this regard. It is important initially to understand each Stakeholder’s level 

of support for the Project/Programme, the influence they wield over it and the degree to which they are impacted by the scope of work.  

 

This analysis then provides the basis for targeted Stakeholder Management activity. Identify which stakeholders have been consulted on the 

objectives and outcomes of the project/programme. Describe any obstacles that have been highlighted and how they are going to be managed 

to ensure success, including the consultation that remains to be undertaken.  



 

Stakeholder consultation involves the development of constructive, productive relationships over the period of the project/programme.  It 

results in a relationship of mutual benefit; enabling identification of trends and emerging challenges which are currently or will in the future 

impact the project/programme.  Listening to stakeholder concerns and feedback is a valuable source of information that can be used to 

improve project design and outcomes, and help an organisation to identify and control external risks.  It can also form the basis for future 

collaboration and partnerships) 

24. List the Key stakeholders and their Interest areas?  (approx. 50 words) 
(Include a Stakeholder Map if you have one) 

Stage 1 - Identification of stakeholders 

A typical approach which could be used to gather the complete list of Stakeholders impacted by a Project/Programme is to Brainstorm; a guided 

brainstorm session that identifies a long list of Stakeholders who are both internal and external to the Project/Programme. 

Stage 2 - Analysis and Prioritisation 

The next step is to analyse and prioritise each Stakeholder based on their levels of Influence and Interest. The Stakeholder Influence and Interest 

matrix, shown below, can be used to present a Stakeholders position, both current and desired. This process is fairly subjective since 

the Project/Programme may not fully understand Stakeholders or their agendas. Therefore, the more Stakeholder engagement throughout this 

process, the more robust the output will be. 

 

Stage 3 - Stakeholder Engagement 

The following table provides an indication of the engagement required for the each type of Stakeholder based on their level of interest to the project 

and their influence on the success or otherwise of the Project 

No. Type: General engagement required: Power/Influence Interest/Support 

1 
Detractor - Keep 

Satisfied 

The greatest risk to project delivery. Spend the greatest attention, time and resource with 

them. 

Listen to concerns and issues, identify their agenda, key influencers and engage them on 

project purpose and objectives, look for win-win solutions and compromises. 

Ask Champions or Advocates to support this influencing. 

Medium - High Low - Medium 

2 Monitor 
Monitor these people and only keep informed about progress and successes via general 

communication. Do not spend too much time or resource on these Stakeholders. 
Low - Medium Low - Medium 

3 Advocate Keep informed and aware of progress and success. Solicit their help in influencing others. Low - Medium Medium - High 

4 Champion 
Engage and consult regularly. Keep informed and aware of progress and success. Solicit 

their help in influencing others, especially with blockers and the highest risk detractors 
Medium - High Medium - High 

 

25. What are the Strategic Issues preventing successful delivery of the project? List. (approx. 100 words) 
(These are the fundamental issues, raised as highest priority on the project Issue register would prevent the project from delivering its 

objectives and intended outputs/outcomes) 



 

26. What are the Strategic Risks that could prevent successful delivery of the project? List. (approx. 100 

words) 
(These are the fundamental risks, raised as high impact on the project Risk register that if they were to materialise could prevent the project 

from delivering its objectives and achieving intended outputs/outcomes) 

27. Summarise the overall assumptions that have been made when planning this project. State the impact to 

the project if these turn out to be wrong. 
(Assumptions are circumstances and events that need to occur for the project to be successful, but are outside the total control of the project 

team. Assumptions are accepted as true and are often without proof or demonstration) 

28. Summarise any project dependencies that the project has or if there are other projects/initiatives that 

are dependent on this delivery. State the impact to the project if these are not met. 
(Dependencies are the relationships among tasks which determine the order in which activities need to be performed. There are four (4) types 

of dependency relationships: 

 Finish to Start - Land must be purchased before road building can start 

 Start to Start - Road excavating must start before Asphalt can be laid 

 Finish to Finish - Laying Asphalt must be complete before line painting can be completed 

 Start to Finish - Road excavating must start before line painting can be completed) 

29. Define any constraints that may impact the success of the project, e.g. resource, legal, 3rd party 

agreement constraints.  
(Constraints are things that might restrict, limit, or regulate the project. Generally constraints are outside the total control of the project team) 

 

Economic Case   

Section D: Economic Case - Options Appraisal 

Section D1: Short List of Options considered 

30. Please describe the options that have been considered in selecting the project proposal. This should 

include a minimum of 3 options : -  

 

 A reference case option (the position in terms of outputs that would occur if the project did not proceed); 

 The proposed option (as set out in Section A); and 

 An alternative option (which may be based on changes to the scale, scope and cost of the proposed option). 
 

Box 1: 

Option Name: Description: Total Cost: Amount requested: Outputs 

     

Reference Case     

Proposed Option     

Alternative Options:     



 

 

Box 2: 

Please explain why the proposed option has been selected.  

Option Name: Advantages: Disadvantages: Fit with Project 

Objectives: 

    

Reference Case    

Proposed Option    

Alternative Options:    

 

31. Specify the Preferred Option, with supporting justification for selection.   (approx. 200 words) 
(There must be a clear statement of the decisive factors and why they are considered sufficient to influence the decision) 

32. Outline Opportunities for Innovation and increased Collaboration.    (approx. 200 words) 
(For example, the LEP would be particularly interested to see industry collaborating with educational institutions to create new investment, 

business and products) 

33. Service Delivery options considered, with Pro’s & Con’s. e.g. using a 3rd party for delivery (approx. 200 

words) 
(Specify key Issues, and state resolution plan for each Issue) 

34. Provide a profile for each Output (Complete Appendix I1) 
(Templates are provided in Appendix to this document.  Please indicate any other non-quantifiable benefits from your project. Think about any 

intangible benefit that will be realised. For example a project involving the redevelopment/regeneration of a piece of land, may result in an 

improved perception of the area) 

35. What is the evidence of demand / market interest that supports your case for investment in this project?    

(approx. 500 words)                
(Detail all market research, primary and secondary. Ensure that for: 

 Quantitative Research - Data is fully representative of target group and statistically robust 

 Qualitative -  Evidence given that data has been validated 

OR 

 Direct approach from market to meet defined need) 

36. Outline any market testing which has been undertaken to evidence the demand case. (approx. 300 words) 
(Your answer should provide robust evidence of demand that has been validated, e.g. evidence that businesses are interested in pursuing 

opportunities that LGF investment creates. Include stats/data to support claim) 

37. Have the running costs of this investment been calculated and are they financed by you or your partners? 
(As well as the capital cost invested there are post implementation costs to consider. There may be ongoing running (operating) costs and/or 

maintenance costs. E.g. a capital investment to build a new office block, once occupied will involve operating costs such as rent & rates, staff 

salaries etc. who will finance these costs?   

Running costs will inform the viability of the project. The author must consider the ongoing costs to support the recommended option against 

anticipated benefits) 

 



 

Commercial Case  

Section E: Commercial case – External Procurement (if appropriate) 

38. If private development partners will be required to deliver project outputs, at what stage are 

discussions/negotiations? (approx. 300 words) 

 

39. Detail any 3rd party services that will be used to deliver this project, e.g. Legal, Finance, other consultancy. 
(E.g. Consultancy - A technical advisor will be appointed to prepare the works brief and secure planning consent for the remediation works. They 

will then manage the appointment of a contractor to undertake the remediation works) 

40. Summarise Procurement requirements in terms of Outputs.  (approx. 200 words) 
(Include work to be procured; potential value; who will lead: 

 Works to be procured, with justification statements 

 The potential value of the Works  

 What are the service requirements in terms of outputs that the will be delivered 

 Who will lead?) 

41. Will your Procurement trigger the OJEU process? 
(Please provide clear statement on exemption or plan to follow OJEU requirements. See http://www.ojeu.eu/whatistheojeu.aspx for information) 

42. Outline the sourcing Options:  with a rationale for preferred option.  (approx. 200 words) 
(Sourcing options include:  

 supplier panels 

 collaborative procurement 

 open tender 

 closed tender 

The most appropriate sourcing option will be dependent on:   

 the total value of the procurement 

 what contracts, frameworks, or supplier panels are already in place 

 the overall risk to the organisation if performance expectations are not met 

 the nature and complexity of the product or service) 

 

43. Are there any Personnel Implications, inc. TUPE? (approx. 200 words) 
(Does the proposal impact on any existing personnel associated with the lead or delivery organisation/s? Please give details of any recruitment 

required for delivery See https://www.gov.uk/transfers-takeovers/overviewfor information on TUPE)  

44. Outline the Procurement Project Plan and Timescales, including statutory and other consents.  
(The procurement plan should include the following: 

 Type of contract to be used 20150711 BCLEP Outline Business Case - Guidance v1.0 11 20/07/2015 

 Risks associated with procurement management 

 How procurement risks will be mitigated through contract performance metrics, insurance, or other means 

 Determining costs and if/how they’re used as evaluation criteria 

 Any standardised procurement templates or documents to be used 

 How multiple suppliers will be managed if applicable 

 Contract approval process 

 Decision criteria 

 Establishing contract deliverables and deadlines 

 How procurement and contracts are coordinated with project scope, budget, and timeline. 

 

NB: Where the purchase of property or land is involved please confirm ownership status and state whether there are any charges over 

land/property interests critical to project delivery) 

 



 

45. Please provide evidence of planning permission (submit a copy of decision notice or committee resolution 

with this application), or a clear explanation of the timeframe for achieving this and how it fits with 

broader planning strategy. 
(This should include status of planning permission. If obtained: 

 outline any key planning conditions  

 strategy for discharging planning conditions. 

 

If NOT obtained: 

 the timeframe for achievement, and how it fits in with the broader planning strategy 

 has any pre application consultation with the Local Planning Authority taken place? Please give details 

 you also need to provide evidence of discharge of key planning conditions, or your strategy for undertaking these) 

 

 

Financial Case 

Section F:  - Financial Analysis of the recommended Option 

 

46. Outline the anticipated cost and funding profile: 
 

 

Capital/ 

Revenue 
2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021+ TOTAL 

BCLTB (Pre-Committed 

Transport Funding)*        

BCLEP Grant 
       

BCLEP Loan 
       

Other Public Source (please 

indicate)        

Applicants Own Funds 
       

Private (3rd party) 
       

Total Capital 
       

Total Revenue 
       

Overall Total 
       

*LTB funding for Transport Major schemes 

47. Please outline the strategy for securing the match funding as outlined above, and the progress made to 

date. What is the level of certainty of match funding remaining in place across the project duration? Please 

provide evidence to support any assumptions made. 



 

(Explanation to support the information provided above, i.e. reasons for date available, approval status etc.) 

48. Project slippage – is there provision for dealing with the financing of any time or cost overruns?   How will 

you deal with the impact on LEP & Match funding, & Private Investment? 

49. For the BCLEP element of the funding only, please set out the projected costs using summary spend areas.  
(Please note that a full a detailed breakdown of Costs by month will need to be included in the Appendices) 

 

State date of this Estimate 

Projects costs  

(delete as appropriate): 

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021+ 

 £m £m £m £m £m 

Land acquisition      

Planning and Feasibility Study      

Surveys      

Land Remediation      

Construction, inc. materials, 

equipment and labour 
     

Fit Out (Equipment and 

furnishings not included in 

construction) 

     

Project Management      

Consultancy      

Legal Services      

Other (please specify)      

Contingency*      

*Note - Contingency: Where an element of contingency has been added on top of individual cost elements it is assumed that there is 

a significant level of doubt about the future costs (the level of contingency is influenced by the extent of the doubt).  

50. What risk contingencies are included in your cost estimates? 
(Outline the areas where contingency has been applied, the level of the contingency in each case and the reason for the contingency in each case) 

 

 



 

Section F: Claims  

 

51. Please set out the Cashflow projections for the BCLEP element of Project funded costs being requested. 

(Indicate the estimated Quarterly Cash flows for each of the years affected) 

Claims / Drawdown 

against Funding 

requested: 

2017/18 

Q1 

2017/18 

Q2 

2017/18 

Q3 

2017/18 

Q4 

2018/19 

Q1 

2018/19 

Q2 

 £m £m £m £m £m  

Land acquisition       

Planning and Feasibility 

Study 

      

Surveys       

Land Remediation       

Construction, inc. 

materials, equipment 

and labour 

      

Fit Out (Equipment and 

furnishings not included 

in construction) 

      

Project Management       

Consultancy       

Legal Services       

Other (please specify)       

 

CONFIRMATION BY APPLICANT: 

Please confirm that the funding requested is sufficient to deliver the Project as detailed above. 

 

Management Case 

Section G: Programme Management Case - Achievability of Project Components 

Section G: Project Plan (Extract of Key Milestones) 

52. Please set out the Key Project Milestones, including those Milestones shown below.  

(Or extract Key Milestones view from your gantt chart & insert the picture here). 



 

 

 

Key Milestone Delivery Date 

  

 

 

Please attach the project gantt chart as an Appendix.  

(Milestone - A task / event of zero duration that shows a critical achievement in a project 

Delivery Date - The date on which the milestone is planned to occur. E.g: 

 Site Investigation Survey Commissioned – Aug 2015 

 Site Investigation Survey Completed – Sept 2015 
 

Once the final version of the Planned Delivery Dates are approved they become baselined. This baseline milestone schedule becomes the 

benchmark against which project performance is measured. The baseline schedule must be in place before project delivery work 

commences.  
 

Once created and approved the baseline milestones can only be changed for authorised changes in scope / timeline, but even then the 

original baseline is never discarded. 

The milestones should always reflect the most realistic dates for project accomplishment, even if this means a reforecast)  

 

Section G: Project Governance: Key roles & Responsibilities 

53. Please set out the Key Roles in governing the Project, with named officers, which will oversee, deliver and 

close the project.   (approx. 100 words) 

E.g. The Project governance structure personnel could be outlined in a table stating what their role in the Project is and what they are responsible 

for delivering. 

Name Project Role Principal Responsibility for Delivery 

 Project Sponsor 
Project Board – Ultimately accountable for the project, ensuring that it meets its objectives 

and realise the expected benefits. Empowered to direct the project and take decisions.  

 Project Manager Leading, managing and co-coordinating all activity in conjunction with the project team. 

Reporting to Project Board and BCC Programme Office on project progress/delivery.  

 Contractor  Prepare detailed engineering design in accordance with project specification 

 Suppliers/Vendors Facilitate project execution by supplying materials. Equipment and personnel 

 Etc… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Section G: Key Stakeholder engagement strategy 

54. Please identify your preferred strategy for engaging key Stakeholders in making your project successful. (approx. 300 words) 

The approach to communications is informed by the Stakeholder Management analysis (outlined in the Strategic Case), however instead of 

individual Stakeholder engagement requirements focuses on the key communications typically to groups of Stakeholders.  

The communications strategy addresses the following: 

 how key messages are defined 

 audience groups are identified 

 appropriate channels are used  

 communication effectiveness is measured 

Initially a high level communications strategy will be developed by specifying how the communications will be approached in each of the key 

Project/Programme phases and how the communication responsibilities will be allocated. An example of a communications strategy is shown 

below. 
 

Project/Programme Phase:  Strategy:  

Example: Design Communication inside the project/programme team only.  
Reporting within the project/programme governance structure.  
No communication to any staff that could be affected  

Implementation All end-users to be communicated in a transparent manner.  
Majority of communications via email, website and newsletter 

 

Section G: Communications Plan or strategy 

Consider the following information. 

Column: Contents: 

Communication Title What is the name of the communication item? 

Frequency  When does information and key messages need to be provided? For regular communications, how frequently 

is communication given, monthly, weekly, ad hoc?  

Key Stakeholders  Include a list of the different audiences that should be communicated to by the piece of communication. The 

list of Stakeholders identified is the key input to this list.  

Key Messages  What messages and information should be provided, e.g. progress updates, issues raised, decisions required, 

key messages.  

Channels  What approach is used for communicating: face-to-face, email, newsletter, updates to website, workshop, 

user group, etc.  

Responsibility  Who is responsible for ensuring the communication occurs. A named person.  

Desired objectives  Aim of the communication – what is expected to change as a result of the communication, raising awareness, 

make decisions, get involved.  

Feedback mechanism  How does feedback get received, and what happens with feedback  

 
 

 

55.  Please extract the top 5 Issues  from your project Issue log: 

 

Description of Issue  

Impact (H,M,L)  

Owner for resolution  

Resolution  

Resolution Date  



 

(Please see the Risk and Issue Log Template for guidance. Provided by the BCC Programme Office) 

Please attach all your full Issue register as an Appendix. 

Section G:  Risk Management  Plan  

56.   Please extract the details of the top 5 Risks from your project Risk Register: 

Description of Risk  

Impact (1-4)  

Probability (1-4)  

RAG rating (Red, Amber, 

Green) 

 

Risk owner  

Mitigation  

(Please see the Risk and Issue Log Template for guidance. Provided by the BCC Programme Office) 

Please attach your full risk register as an Appendix. 

Section G: Quality Assurance 

57. Outline your proposed monitoring and evaluation arrangements to assess whether the project achieves 

its objectives and outputs.  (approx. 300 words)   
(Should include an extract of Milestones & Summary tasks) and align to the realisation planned activity stated in the Output/Outcome profile) 

 

Section G: Project Team 

58.   Please describe the experience of the project team and attach the team structure.   (approx. 100 words) 

 

Section G: Freedom of Information 

59.  Please indicate whether any information in this proforma is considered exempt from release under Section 

41 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  

 

 

 

Section G: State Aid Condition 

All applicants need to take steps to satisfy themselves that any BCLEP funding approved does not amount to unlawful 

State Aid.  A declaration of compliance with EU State Aid regulations will be required prior to any BCLEP funding being 

provided. 



 

If your project is awarded funds from the BCLEP it will be subject to a condition requiring the repayment of any BCLEP 

funding in the event that the European Commission determines that the funding constitutes unlawful State Aid. 

60.   Please confirm your acceptance to this condition: Yes No 

H. Recommendation / Conclusion   

61.  Please state clearly the recommended action this Business Case supports. (approx. 100 words) 

 

I. Security Against Grant    

62. Each bidder is asked to confirm in their Initial Proposal that they understand the requirements for security 

against any Growth Deal Grant. If Growth Deal Grant requested is greater than £150,000, you are required 

to provide security to the Council. Please confirm what form of security against the Grant you propose to 

offer the Council, if required.   

Examples include a legal charge over land or assets, a charge over bank account, a Performance Bond, money 

held in escrow or personal guarantees.  Please include details of the nature of the security, when the security 

will be in place, any existing charges or other encumbrances over the security, and who will put in place the 

security if not you, the Grantee.   

Please note that the Council will not be able to accept a second legal charge. Further information about the 

Council’s security requirements, as  confirmed at the Initial proposal stage, can be found at: 

http://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/business-growth/funding-opportunities/apply-for-growth-deal-funding  

 

Section J: Appendices  

J1: A Profile for each Output 

J2: Detailed Spend Profile 

J3: Risk & Issue Register  

J4: Project Plan / Development Programme 

J5: Stakeholder Map 

J6: Evidence of planning permission  

J7: Stage 1 Due Diligence Checklist (applicable to land/property bids) 

J8: Growth Deal - Accountable Body Stage 2 Due Diligence Checklist 

J9: State Aid De Minimis Declaration (applicable for grant award <£150k) 
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SCHEDULE 4 Black Country Executive Joint Committee Constitution 

BLACK COUNTRY EXECUTIVE JOINT COMMITTEE 

CONSTITUTION 

Updated June 2019 

 

1. Dudley MBC, Sandwell MBC, Walsall MBC and Wolverhampton City Council established an Executive 

Joint Committee known as the Black Country Joint Committee (‘the Committee”) for the purpose of 

discharging the functions mentioned in Annex A. The Committee is a joint committee of the Executive 

for the purposes of Part VI of the Local Government Act 1972 and Part I Chapter 2 of the Local 

Government Act 2000 and the provisions of thereof that are applicable to Joint Committees of the 

Executive shall apply to the Committee. 

 

2. (i)    The Committee shall comprise four members, each Council being entitled to appoint one voting 

member who shall be a member of the Councils Cabinet making the appointment. In the event of a 

voting member of the Committee ceasing to be a member of the Council which appointed him/her, 

the Council shall forthwith appoint another voting member in his/her place. Only a voting member is 

entitled to be elected as Chair or Vice-Chair of the Committee. 

 

(ii) Each Council may appoint members of its Executive as substitute for the voting members 

appointed under (i) above to attend meetings of the Committee and its sub-committees in the 

absence for any reason of the voting members or observer members appointed under (i) above and 

in attended meetings of the Committee and its sub-committees the substitute voting members or 

observer members shall be treated in all respects if they were appointed under (i) above as the case 

may be. The Secretary for the Committee shall be informed prior to the commencement of the 

meeting of the names of the substitute members. 

 

(iii) The Chairman of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership shall be an ex officio member of 

the Committee on matters relating to the funds secured by the Black Country Local Enterprise 

Partnership (BC LEP). Ex officio members may speak at meetings of the committee but not vote. The 

Chairman of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership shall present reports to the Joint 

Committee from the Joint Committee Advisory Board. 

(iv) The Black Country Consortium Ltd will be responsible for writing reports to the Joint Committee 

from the Joint Committee Advisory Board in the format provided for at Annex B. All other reports 

from any subcommittee and or Council will also take the form as set out in Annex B. A representative 

of the Black Country Consortium Ltd can be in attendance at meetings of the Joint Committee on 

matters relating to all funds secured by the BC LEP in an advisory role as the Joint Committee see fit. 

(v) The Committee shall at its Annual Meeting, elect a Chair and Vice-Chair from among its voting 

members or chose to adopt for that year to have a rolling Chair and Vice Chair being upon rotation. 



 

In the event of both being absent from the meeting, the Chair and Vice-Chair for whatever reason, 

the Committee shall elect a chair from amongst the voting members present for that meeting but 

shall not count for purposes of rotation. 

(vi)  Three voting members of the Committee shall constitute a quorum. Except as otherwise provided 

by statute, all questions shall be decided by a majority of the votes of the voting members present, 

the Chair having the casting vote in addition to his/her vote as a member of the Committee. 

(vii) The Committee shall meet as agreed at its AGM. However a meeting of the Committee may be 

convened at any time by the Secretary in consultation with the Chair for the meeting that would be 

convened. A meeting of the Committee must also be convened by the Chair within 28 days of the 

receipt of a requisition of any two voting members of the Committee addressed to the Secretary of 

the Committee. All requisitions shall be in writing and no business other than that specified in the 

requisition shall be transacted at such a meeting. 

(viii) The Committee shall from time to time make such standing orders for the carrying on of the 

business of the Committee as the Committee shall deem necessary and or desirable. 

(ix) For the avoidance of doubt and subject to there being no changes to the law on this issue, where 

a Council is operating executive arrangements pursuant to the Local Government Act 2000 (and any 

regulations made under it), it will be a matter for the Executive of the Council to appoint any voting 

member, or substitute member of the Committee as long as that member is a member of the 

appointing Councils Cabinet. 

3. The Committee shall from time to time appoint such sub-committees and Advisory Boards to 

consider and deal with any of the functions of the Committee as may be thought desirable. 

4. The Committee Secretary and such other officers as may be deemed necessary for the due conduct 

of the business of the Committee shall be Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council. 

5. Meetings of the Joint Committee shall be held at Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council unless 

otherwise directed by the Joint Committee. 

6. The Secretary shall: 

(i) Be responsible for preparing the agenda and submitting reports prepared by either of the Councils 

or other bodies to the Joint Committee and minutes of the Joint Committee. 

(ii) Be responsible for making arrangements for the publishing in accordance with Access to Information 

requirements all meetings, agenda, agenda items and minutes as appropriate. 

7. That the relevant Standing Orders for Black Country Joint Committee are those of Walsall 

Metropolitan Borough Council. 

 



 

Annex A - Functions 

FUNCTIONS OF BLACK COUNTRY EXECUTIVE JOINT COMMITTEE 

1. To receive reports from any Sub Committee of the Joint Committee or Advisory Board of the Joint 

Committee. 

2. At any time review and agree proposed changes to the Functions of the Committee, and seek 

approval of the same from the four Council Executives of the Black Country authorities. 

3. To agree and approve any proposed governance and or reporting structure that the committee sees 

fit. 

4. In relation to the funds secured by the BC LEP: 

4.1 To act as a strategic body; setting and reviewing objectives for strategic investment across the Black 

Country, including: 

a. Providing a coherent single position on the major strategic issues in relation to the funds secured by 

the BC LEP;  

b. Agreeing allocation of spending; 

c. Agreeing major priorities; 

d. Consider and agree recommendations made by any Sub Committee of the Joint Committee or 

Advisory Board of the Joint Committee; 

e. Refer recommendations received back to any Sub Committee of the Joint Committee or Advisory 

Board of the Joint Committee for further consideration as and when minded in the first instance to 

not follow recommendations at all or to materially change the substance of the decision except in 

the case of genuine urgency requiring a decision to be made at that time; 

4.2 Agreeing Lead and or Single Accountable Body status for a body or organisation; 

4.3 Agree, review and amend options at any time for any Sub Committee of the Joint Committee or 

Advisory Board of the Joint Committee governance which is fit for purpose; 

4.4 influence and align government investment in order to boost economic growth; 

4.5 have regard to the duty to cooperate and Joint Committee’s overall function as set out above; 

4.6 to ensure alignment between decision making on funds secured by the BC LEP and decisions on other 

areas of policy such as land use, transportation, economic development and wider regeneration; 

4.7 Co-ordinate and align decision making on transport with the LEPs ensuring that business views are 

taken on board and that LEP growth plans are reflected in strategic priorities; 



 

4.8 Deciding on capital expenditure programmes and ensuring policy and programmes are delivered 

effectively through partners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ANNEX B – Report template 

 

  

 

REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ADVISORY BOARD 

(OR COUNCIL) 

TO 

BLACK COUNTRY EXECUTIVE JOINT COMMITTEE 

ON 

(DAY, MONTH, YEAR) 

(INSERT TITLE OF REPORT) 

Key Decision: Yes/No 

Forward Plan: Yes/No 

 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT   
 
1.1 Set out the main points of the report and details of what is being sought in 

summary.  
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 Specific recommendation from the Joint Committee Advisory Board with approval 

requested by the Joint Committee. 

2.2 The recommendation(s) should be clear, concise and include all relevant 

information.  No abbreviations or acronyms are to be used.  No statements are to 

be used. 

2.3 It is not acceptable to recommend “That the course of action set out in the report be 

approved” as this does not give sufficient clarity. 



 

2.4 There must be a separate recommendation for each decision you wish the BCJC to 

make. 

2.5 Do not set out any recommendations elsewhere in the report. 

2.6 If you only have one recommendation there is no need to number it.   

 
3. REPORT DETAIL  
 

3.1 Write clearly, concisely and focus on relevant material information.  Do not use 

acronyms.  

3.2 All relevant and pertinent information should be included so as to enable a fully 

informed decision to be made by the Joint Committee. 

3.3 Sufficient weight and emphasis should be made on key points. 

3.4 Sufficient information to enable an informed decision must be contained within the 

report. 

 
4. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 

4.1 All relevant financial implications.  You must to consult the appropriate Finance 

Officer at the outset of the project.  Your report will not be considered if the Finance 

Officer has not commented. 

 

5. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 You must consult the appropriate Legal Services at the outset of the project.  Set 

out any legal obligations on and consequences for the BCJC arising from the 

proposals.  You must give sufficient time for Legal Services to comment on your 

report.  Your report will not be considered if Legal Services have not commented. 

6. RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

6.1 Key risk identified and explanations as to how they will be managed are to be 

inserted. 

 

7. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 
 

7.1 An equality impact assessment to be done and equality implications set out in the 

report as well as how they will be managed. 



 

 

8. CONSULTATION 

8.1 Identify who has been consulted and why, the outcome of the consultation and if 

there is any planned future consultation.  For example, do not use “the report is 

prepared in consultation with relevant Managers and Executive Directors”. 

8.2 There is an expectation that wherever possible, Ward Councillors should be 

consulted and involved in matters affecting their Ward.   

8.3 Consultees mentioned in this part of the report should match with those referred to 

in the Forward Plan entry, if it is a key decision.  Include other consultees if they 

have been identified since. 

8.4 If scrutiny panels have considered this issue, provide feedback on their 

recommendations/views. 

 
Note: 
 

 It is the responsibility of the author of the report to identify and consult with 
relevant officers and external parties about the proposals and the contents of the 
draft reports.  Should any changes be made before the report appears in final 
form then you must consult relevant people again.  If the revised circumstances 
could impact on the legal and financial position, you must consult afresh with 
legal and finance colleagues. 

 

 A report consultation sheet is available from the Programme Manager and must 
be completed and accompany your report at all times. The consultation sheet 
template should not be amended.  If any amendments are made to your report at 
any stage which requires the re-consultation of colleagues, this must be reflected 
in the form when submitted at the final stage. 

 
 

Background papers 
 

 List any background documents that you have used or which are associated with 
the report being produced.  (This is to satisfy the legal requirements that govern 
public access to local authority papers and the Freedom of Information Act.)  You 
should not list acts of Parliament or any documents that give confidential 
information.  Do not quote file references.  Such files will be open to public 
scrutiny if asked. 
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